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New Books To Improvs
Your Christian $ralk
REACH OUT. . .
You Can Be an Encourager!

i4.95

Do people like to talk to you because you help them solve
their problems? This practical guide will show you how to
become that special kind of person. Sound principles,practical insights, and great illustrations on howto be a"people
helper." For both ministers and la5persons. Gives actual
situations which show step-by-step, how to get a troubled
person to think through his problems so that he can be
whole again.

BRUCHKO
Adventure in Courage and Cornrnitment

04.95

Bruce Olson at 19 experienced capture by SouthAmerican
Indians, disease,terror, loneliness, torture.... He has lived
with the Motilones since 1961. He has reduced their language
into writing. He has translated New Testament books into
the Motilone language. He has taught the Motilones health
measures, agricultural techniques, and thevalue of preserving their cultural heritage. His efforts have won him the personal friendship of five presidents of Colombia appearances
before the United Nations, the Organization of American
States, and many honors for his contribution to the medical
and social well-being of these former stone-age people. This
epic marks an exciting milestone in the history of missions.

VANTA
A Story of Faith in Sovlet Russla

05.95

This is the solidlydocumented storyof Ivan (VanydMoiseyev,
a believer in Jesus Christ.whowas inducted into the Russian RedArmy in 197O.
Vanyawas forced to go dayswithout food, yet through all of
his trials and tortures, Vanya faithfullyworshiped the Lord.
Finally, on July L6,1972, Vanyas suffering ended. His torturers, not realizing Vanya would rather accept death than
denounce his creator, went too far. Vanya Moiseyev died at
the hands of Red Army officers.
This book is a remarkable chronicle of a young Russian
Christian s incredible courage and faittl It comes as an alarm
to alert Christians the world over to the persecution that
exists even today.

To order, contaci your local bookstore ororderdirect from Creation House.To orderdirecL send
a check or money order for the total number ofbooks plus postageand handling. Postageand
handling is 0 1.OOfor I boolc 0 1.5o for2-6 books:add 3Oa additional foreach book over6. Canadian and foreign orders payable in U.S. funds

Crcatiffr#l-*r,ffic
396 East St. Charles Rd., Wheaton, lL 60188
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EDITORS'NOTE
iice our premiere edition we have sought to bring to
our readerscurrent world religious news, presentedin
an obiective manner. This month's issue contains
news of major religious events as writers on location covered
the World Congressof Fundamentalists in Greenville, South
Carolina; the International Convention of Itinerant
Evangelists in Amsterdam, Holland; and the Vorld Council
of Churches Assembly in Vancouver, British Columbia. The
news articles are written by free-lanceprofessionalswho have
extensive experiencein their fields of coverage.
The news section is designed to keep you up-to-date on
religious news. In these objective reports we do not comment
on or present a position concerning content, actions,
theology, methodology, or the people associatedwith the
events.
Our positions regarding such issues are kept to the
editorial pagesof our magazineand may be further defined in
other articles.(SeeMarch and April 1983issuesconcerning
NCC and \fCC.) As in our Statement of Purposewe "en.
courageChristian leadershipand statesmanshipto stand for
the old-time religion in these critical days. We will examine
matters of contemporaryinterestto all Fundamentalists,providing an open discussionof divergent opinions on relevant
issues.tt
In this issue we have two articles on church leadership.
Although Joseph Brown directed his article to the black
church, his messageis applicable to all pastorates.John
Feinberg addressesthe conflicting images of a pastor as a
leading shepherdor as a hired hand.
Senior editors Ed Hindson and Ed Dobson examine
secondary separation and its rippling effect in "Guilt by
Association, or Burned by the Second Degree."
Francis Schaefferlooks at the progressionof accommodation and its erosion of morality. Lamarr Mooneyham shares
his disdain for the declining value of human life.
The pastor's wife may feel like she is alwayson display and
is indeed expected to "perform" certain duties. Ruth Senter
gives a personal account of dealing with the pressuresof the
position.
Jim Angel gives us some "Food for Thought" in his report
on nutrition, and Marie Chapman talks about the importance of teaching children to sing.
For many of us, the name Scofield is synonymous with our
first referenceBible. The biography of C.I. Scofield points out
the interesting division in this man's life bef6re and after his
salvation.
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FundcErentqllst Jounal is published montNy, 1lissuesper yecu,by OldTime Gospel Hou. Postogeis pqid ot Lyncbbug. Virginiq, ond qddiiionql
moiling ollices. Address crll correspondence to Fundamentqllst
Journal, Lynchburg, v|rgdniq 24514.
Ccnadlcrr Oiflce, Box 5O5,Richmond Hill. Ontqrio IAC 4Y8.
Adverustng' Sam Pqte AssociatesInc.,P.O.Box 4315,Lynchbwg, Virginio
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01983,Old-TimeGospe]Hour.

Stcrtementof Rrrpose
this mogcaine is committed to the historic tundcrnentols ol the Chdstion
lailh biblcql seporcttlorr morql obsolutes. the pdority ol ihe locql churcfr
crrdworld evcrrgelizotion Althougth no mogqzine or indivlduql cqn speqk
lorlhe overallFundcrnentqlist movementit is our desireto create a lorumto
encourcge CMsticnr leodershipcnrd stcrtesmcutshipto stculd lor the old-tjme
religdonlxthese cdticql dqys. We will excrnine mcrtters of contempororyin'
teresl to all Fundcrnenlqlists, prouding ctrl open discussion ol divergent opi'
Journol will qlso recffirm our
nions onrelevcnt issues.The Arndcsrentaust
Nstory crnd hedtqge, c6 well qs poinl the wcry to our plqce in the fuiure,
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Negcillve
I love negctve preochersl They
mcke everybody mqd cnd divide
the flock but they get results!They
cue shqllow, but they cue simple.
There cqn be no doubt whcrl (or
whom) they cre tolkirrg obout. They
skip qU thcrt llutry stufi (like how to
llve q better lile) crrd get right to the
point, lhey concentrqte on everything thct is wrong, so that they don't
need to teqch qnyone how to liveJustwhct not to do, lhey cctn even
cnroid doctrinol cnd exegeticql messqges wNch get too technicql crrd
vogrue, Preoching is only preoching
when it is cgcinst somethingl
My ideal pcstor is the one who
emphosizes negctives. The more
negctive o preocher becomes, the
more ol q Ftrndcrnentqlist he is con
sidered. Negative preaching induces gruiltqnd cquses people to put
more money in the ofiering plcte to
qppeqse their consciences. the best
result ol this is thct the preccher con
lcry clcim to o "givingl'church.
Second only through negotive
precchingr ccn the minister point out
the llaws in his bretfuen around the
county. This is my lcnrorite aspect ol
preoching qnd b lsrownqs *contending lor the lcith." Alter oll o poslor
must wcrn the flock oI the grrievous
wolves who give out bubble grurn
sing music with guiton, ond run
buses directly in tont ol other
churches. Toke it tom me, tfuowing
dirt on other precchers is one woyto
become known. Perhcrps one dcy,
cdter yecrs ol negctive precching, I
too mcry be considered o chcmpion
ol the laith. I mcry even be invitedto

qddess o rnflonwide convention in
the tuture,
Ihe third reqson lor negctve
preochlng ts that it permits ctn expression ol personol oplnion rcrther
thcrr scriptulol doctine. Some Bible
pqssages scry ioo much qbout love,
Iorgriveness,cnd resolvirg personol
conllicts, qnd tqke the steqm tom us
seI-proclcdmed prophets We cse in
best lorm when we holler and
pound the pulpit, ctrtd especlqUy
when we point lingers at the
congrregction.
Shqllow cnd negcflve preoching
produce the delighttul crtmosphere
of critcisrn cynicisrn qnd divisiveness.Feeding the flock ccrr be Ieft to
those who wcnrt to precch the Bible.
When qn qttitude conflicts with our
own qnd o splinter group lorms in
the church, we ccrr eosily rctionqlize
thqt it wosn't cqused by our
preoching.lt wqs the Devil showing
his WIy heqd qnd dividing the
church ogcdnl
SNmei
ty quertlon 1r...
Regording "Peqce through
Stengrth-Preserving Our Reedo m-'
(Itlcry). my question is, Did Jesus
teqch us thcrt the right wcry to live
wos to crm ourselves, or did He
reclly suggest the opposite?
"Blessedcre the peccemokers" is
o comlorting thought, but this
posscrgedoes not scry thct one must
be cnmed in order to ty to bring
qbout peqce.
Mqtthew 539 does not soy thct ifs
okcry to pick up o bcsebcll bqt while
woiting lor o slop on the other
cheek.
I cqnnot believe ihcrt Jesusmeqnt
lor us to be like the strong mqn in
Lrtke lL2I-22.
I question, seriously ond respectftrlly. whether He tcught thcrt swords,
clubs, or weqpons ol ony kind were

necessctryto qcNeve p€qce.
BrqdshcrwB Lupton
Chcpel Hill, North Ccuolino
Qrrlour cordrqdldlonr...
"The Uterol Second Coming of
Chdsf' (June) contqined some curious controdictiors. The writer rightly
proclcims Scripture cs our only
cuthority. He then uses the word
'fcrpture" lO
times in two porogrcrphs
I looked upthe D'Ycrpturepqssoges"
griven by the quthor, qnd I fciled to
find the word 'Ycpture" in crry oI
them. The confusion over tNs doc.
trine (ond others) mcry well be
cqused by religious leqders who
clcim to use the Bible as their
cruthority but then use terminlogry
ond ideqs thct origincte with mqn.
Il "ropture" is o mcn-made terrn
how ccm we be sure that it in itsell is
not q mqn-mode doctrine? Rqther
thon moking the Second Coming
better understood, such terminologry
ccrr mqke ii more difiicult to understond by introducing distnctions thqt
the Scriptures mcry hcrve never intended to moke.
Mork E. Bell
Jacksonville, Floridc
Anren!
AMEN to the orticle written by
Jeny Folwell in June's issue cqlled
"The DecdeningSilence ol Americo's
Pulpits."
II we would stond lirmly on the
doctines ond teochings ol God's
Word irsteqd ol being corried by
every wind ol doctrine,ourchtucheg
goverrunent, ond notion would be
strong.
We need to toke q $ond.
Rondy C. Wiles
Lcry Minister
Denhqm St.Bopt|stChurch
Somerset,Kentucky
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Kenneth Scott Lqtourette. in his A
I[dosT ol Chrlrilcmttf, colls F\rndqmentolists ol the early twentieth
century lhose who "denounced
whct they cqlled 'modemism;" Todcry, however, there cue mony who
hold to the fundqmentals, who qre
not stauncNy opposed to Liberqlism,
qnd who wqnt to retoln the title "Frrndcrnentclist," Beccrusethey neglect
the presupposed ir€rredient ol tue
Frrndcrnentolisls wNch ls o clecu
oubpokenness qgoinst cnd complele sepcrcrtion tom Ltbelolisrn
they cre'bseudo-Fundcmentqlists,"
Webste/s prfnrory definition ol
"pseudo" is "flctitious,pretended or q
shcrn"" Those who r.lse the term
'bseudoF\rndqmentqlist" then ore
indeed rrsirg it in the biblicql ficmoe
work mecning \alse;' Fundqmentalst,
An incomplete treqtnent ol the
biblicql word'lseudo," qs well os a
neglect ol the presupposed ir€ne
dient oI cr true Fundcrnentqlist
reveqls the DobsonHindson tFundcrnentqlism Todcry,June) crticle to
be misleoding. which is typicol ol one
fying to justify hjs enor,

been rewcnding.l Jr,rstlelt cs though
there hqd to be a hcrppier side to q
spirituol lile lhonJust rules
Thcmk you lor the crticle.
Jerry Mcftheiss
lvlinisler of Mr-usic
Tdslfc...
I wqrri to commend you on the crticle "An Altemqflve to LegoJjsm."It
wos o temendousqrticle onthissubJect. Legolism, Gnosticism, ond
Liberqlism hcrve clwcrys been dehimentol to the ccruseol Christ.
Your mogozine is tenific. Keep up
the good work.
Bob Post
Ccry, North Ccnolinq
Who lr thc oulrlder?

I wont to e:rpressmy oppreciction
oI the crticle on legolism in the June
Funrlqrnentqllrl Jounril the op
prooch wcs sound cnd very biblicol
ond e:rpressed my leelingrs on this
very important mqtter.
My eornest prcryer is thot the Lord
give us proper understqnding crnd
Ieod us into His will lor our dcry.

Why does love hcrve to lelinquish
convictions? Itrere seems to be q
movement within fundomentqlism
to tecr down those who stcrrd lor
sepcrcrton in qreqs ol dress, hcrir
lengrth. entertoinment, qnd other
qrecs ol generol conduct, The shjJtto
dcry is to direct criticjsm towcrd the
very convictiors that mqde fundomentqlism whqt it is iodoy.
Deferse is being mode lor thosewho
hcrve no standcrds, by those who
used to tMve on stondqrds.Dr,Dollqr
used the term "legolisrn' to describe
those who hcrve stong convictions. I
reJectthct term completely,
Since ihis issueis being plcryed so
much in the lundqmenlqllrl
Joumc4 why not let someone fom
the other side present the cngrument
lor sepcrotion? Give us the some love
you wont to give those who do not
hcrve standqrds ol sepcrcrtion.It is as
wrong to put one pcrt oI the body of
Chirst on the oubide os it is qnother,

D,J.McKinney, Pqstor
Heritoge Bdptist Church
Loke Chqrles,Louisiqnq

Wiley Bennetf Pqstor
Woodlcrd ilills BctpfstChurch
T\/er, Texos

Brycn S Bice,Pcr.stor
FirstBaptistChurch
Colchester,Illinois
ErPresed myleellngr...

Whcil ccsr be done?
Thqnk you lor the qrticle "An Alterncrtive to Legolisrn' in the June
Funrlarnenlallsl Jounrct
My question is whqt ccrr be done
ctbout legclism? We've lived so long
under "Rule crrd Regrulcrtion"there
seemsto be rro wcry ort
Within my own ministy I hcrve
been very conservctive ond my
lilestyle hcs shown resulb thcrt hcrve
oc'l'oBERt9B3

peer presswe,especicilly crnong fundamentql Bcrptists,I commend you
lor your willingrnessto write such crr
qrticle. I qm praying thcrtGod will use
it to open ogcin the floodgrctes ol
honesty cnd wqter the porched fielG
which lcry bqnen qnd lruilless
becquse ol the poisonous dochine ol
legolisrn
E,J.Brirson Pastor
Bethel BcrptistChurch
Arlington Texqs

Suppoilr B.tU,bul...
We con oll zupportthe work ol Bob
Jones Unlversity, but in my opinion,
the RIU cose ogcrirst the Intemal
Revenue Service wos illconceived
qnd detimentql to the Ftrndqmentqlist cquse,
Il:e use ol tcurqtion to contol unpopulcr belieb is q clecr crrd present
dorrger to religious teedom, But in
stcrrdirrg ogcinst intenaciql dcting,
the school stonds not upon Scripture
but upon o legrclism conslructed ol
personql prejudice,
Cleqrly, Fundcmnentqlisis hcrve
hqd to stond up cnd risk deleqt on
the religious freedom issue.But how
muchbetter it would hcrvebeenilthe
testcase chosen hqd delended clecn
biblicol teoching. Now that the cqse
is lost qndthe precedent set Chr'tstiqn
schools cnd seminories thot bibli'
colly discrimincte ogcrinst women
homosexuqls,libertines,or modemisb
mqy be closed lor nonconlonncmce
with pnJclicpolicy.
Issuesupon wNch the Scriptures
cre silent should be govemed bY
the principles ol individuol Ctuistion
choice ond liberty os set lorth in
Romqns 14crnd I CorintNcrs 8.
Mcuk L. Wqrd Sr.
Alexcnrdriq, Virginio

fl|eilme was rtghl...
thqnk you lor the oubtonding orticle on "I-egclisrrr:'in Frur<lcqnerddlt
JournsL Your couroge is exceeded
only by your commitnent to truttr,
'lhe time wcs
certcinly right lor
someone with sedibility to hcrve the
courqge to speok out on this importont issue. Since there is no peer
presswe more interse thonpreccher

and will include
lfe utelameyour comments
assryce
themin ourLctten to theHltor section
pemits - subjeato ondensationat the disoetion of the editorialsnff.

JEPPYTALVELL
COMMENTd

Morality
andthe Press
%,

he national media alwaysamazeme with what they
consider to be a moral issue. The acquisition of a
Carter debate brieftng book by Reagan campaign
workers is considered to be a moral issue,but the acquisition
of AIDS by homosexualsis not. The killing of bald eaglesby
lndians in the Dakotas and the harpooning of whales by
Soviet whalersis a moral issue,but the destructionof millions
of unborn babies and even the killing of the newly born is
not. From the point of view of the press,the presenceof 55
American advisers in El Salvador is immoral, but there is
nothing wrong with the outright takeoverof Afghanistan by
the Soviet Union or the continuing genocide in Southeast
Asia where millions of human beingshave died and millions
more have been displaced.
Numerous polls have documentedthe wide gulf between
what the pressregards as moral and the view of morality held
by the general public. Last year Public Opinion magazine
editors interviewed 240 membersof the media elite, including
reporters,editors,columnists,bureau chiefs,newsexecutives,

Fcr lrom rellectlng whqt the publtc
thlnls, the press rellec'ls whal lt
thlnls-wlrct
tl belleves ls the rlght
@urse lor Amerlcc to lollow.
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television correspondents,anchormen, producers, and film
editors. Each interview lasted one hour. The interviews
documented what most of us already suspected:The media
are managedby those with a strong liberal political bias, as
more than half placedthemselvessolidly on the left and only
l9 percent say they are right of center.
Nowhere do the media elite seem more estrangedfrom
mainline America than in the area of religious belief and
practice.Only 8 percent regularlyattend church servicesand
86 percent said they seldomor never attend religiousservices,
while surveysof the public show that 41 percent regularly
attend church.
Ninety-five percent of the media elite support a woman's
right to an abortion. Dependingon the poll and the way the
question is asked, up to 65 percent of the American people
believe abortion is morally wrong. Eighty-five percent of the
media elite seenothing wrong with practicing homosexuality
while 71 percent of the public believe homosexuality is
morally wrong. Lrcredibly, 54 percent of the media see
B

nothing wrong with adultery, *hl"gS percent of the public
think differently.
When two Congressmenare censuredby their colleagues
for engagingin sex with teenagepagesunder their authority,
the press appearsless concernedwith this breach of moral
standardsthan with those who condemn such behavior. The
attitude seemsto be that it is a greater sin to condemn sin
than it is to commit sin. If this isnt representativeof George
Gwell's "Newspeak" (what was bad is now good and what
was good is now bad) I don't know what is. Talk about your
double standardl
Far from reflecting what the public thinks, the press
reflectswhat it thinks-what it believesis the right coursefor
America to follow. No wonder those who are trying to call
America back to her moral and spiritual traditions and
heritageare so often ravagedby columnistsand excoriatedby
network reporters.
During the summerjust ended,severaleventsreflectedthe
view of morality held by the press.A Chinese panda gave
JOURNAL
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birth for the first time in captivity. The lVashington Post
meated the event as front page news. The baby panda subsequently died. A zoo official ocplained to the media how her
mother instincts made her feel as though the death of the
baby panda was like the loss of her own human child. She
should have visited an abortion clinic lessthan a mile away
from the zoo.
In [,ondon, philosophertheologian Dr. Francis Schaeffer
joined Mother Teresa in leading 50,000 people on a proJife
march through the streets. lt was said to be the largest civil
rights march in memory in London. The Londan Times ignored it. The Daily Telegraphcarried a few lines. In America,
there was nothing about the march in the papersor on television, but the American pressgave major headline treatment
to a few hundred feminists in San Antonio, Texas, asking
PresidentReagannot to run again.
Too frequently the Christian viewpoint doesnot get a fair
hearing. Homosexuals can come into classroomsand teach
their lifestyle but Christians are not even allowed on the campuses.Teachers can take God's name in vain but are forbidden by the American Civil Liberties Union and others from
saying anything nice about Him. Norman Lear can get free
television time to promote his political views while Christiaris
have to pay for the air time to present a gospelmessage.
\Uhat is the solution to this bias, this prejudice against
true morality, short of the conversion of those in the media?
On an individual basisChristians must study God's Word
as well as current events to set informed on critical issuesand

be prepared to speakon them from a biblically sound and factually correct basis.Through debate,the Christian viewpoint
can be presented on television and on the collegecampus. By
participating in forums, town council meetings, and every
other local avenue of decision-making, Christians can have
an influence on the media in their communities. But to have
a major influence on the media will require a national program. While I believe it is essentialthat we encouragemore
Christians to make media their chosen career, that in itself
will not solve the problem. The ultimate answer is to buy
television stations and newspapers,not with the purpose of
"do unto them what they've done unto us" but to establish
true balance and pluralism.
By slowly buying up the mqdia outlets we will have the opportunity to show the American public both sides of the
issues,instead of the one-dimensional slant we now receive.
Sure it will cost a lot of money, but it's worth it. \ilho gavethe
media elite the right to decide for the rest of us what is moral
and what is not, particularly when their views are so out of
step with the majority of those they are supposed to be
serving?If the media remain in the control and dominance
of Liberals then their absurd presentation of morality will remain with little challenge.
Truth has nothing to fear from free and open inquiry. The
gospel of Christ and traditional morality can compete with
secular humanism and immorality becauseour values work
ano we can Drove lt.
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by Ed Dobsonand Ed Hindson

Guilt by Association,
Degree
or Burnedby the Second
any Fundamentalists, attempting to maintain
separation from Liberalism, have degeneratedinto condemning each other becauseof what they
view as wrong associations.This has led to the concept of
guilt by association.

style of music (such as gospelquartetsvs. Petersoncantatas),
others should not judge him a "weak-kneed, liberal compromiser" becauseof his musicalpreference.The samecan be
said for the speakershe invites, the singershe uses,the films
he shows, or the books he reads!

What Should I Do?
1. Should I cancel my subscriptionto the Swardof tfu Lard
because the magazine does not stand for storehouse
tithing? nYES
nNO
2. Should I send students to Bob Jones University when
they openly invite unsavedartiststo entertain ("culturally") their student body? . tr YES ! NO
3. Should I invite Jerry Falwellto speakin my church when
his political organization, Moral Majority, includes
Catholics, Mormons, and Jews? n YES n NO
4. Should I attend a Shepherding Conference at John
MacArthur's church when he is not an advocateof Baptist polity? ! YES ! NO
5. Should I use "EvangelismExplosion" in my church when
it was developed by a Presbyterianl n YES n NO
6. Should I invite Ian Paisleyto speakin my church when he
is a Five-Point Calvinist and practicesinfant baptism?
NYES lNO
7. Should I encouragemy people to attend Bill Gothard
Seminarswhen no aftempt is made to control Charismatic
e>lpressionsin the audience? n YES fl NO
8. Should I speak at a Southern Baptist Church that may
designateits giving to the CooperativeProgram?

Secondary Separation,Isolation

IYES

The issueof separationfrom unbelief (2 Cor. 6:14-18)has
alwavsbeen essentialto the Fundamentalistmovement. It is
the basis of the Fundamentalistwithdrawal from mainline
denominations and ecumenical or cooperative evangelism.
However, in their quest for what they consideredbiblical,
some Fundamentalistsbegan to call for separation from
Evangelicals who were viewed as being too tolerant of
Liberals and even from other Fundamentalistswho were
That led to
viewedas being too tolerant of someEvangelicals.
others separatingfrom Fundamentalistswho were perceived
astolerant of other Fundamentalistswho weretoo tolerant of
some Evangelicals.This led to the separation-isolationcycle:
Separation
lst degree:
from an apostate

lNO

9. Should I invite a musician who has appearedon a Charismatic television program to minister in my church?
IYF,S NNO
10. Should I showJamesDobson'sfamily films in my church
when he is a Nazarene? tr YES f] NO
Each of these questions brings differing responses.The
issuesconcem basic personal preferencesand are not characteristics of apostasy.An apostate is someone who denies the
person of Christ and the gospelof salvation and from whom
we are commanded to separate(2 John 9-11). On the doctrinal absolutesof the faith (the "fundamentals") there can be
no compromise. However, the 10 items listed above are matters ofpersonal preference,not cardinal truths that divide the
saved from the lost. Vhile one pastor may prefer a certain
10

Cycle

ln many casesthe issueof secondaryseparation led to an
excessiveintolerance of any deviation from one's approved
list of.singers,speakers,schools,missionaries,and evangelists.
In essencea Protestant lnquisition was formed identifuing
JOURNAL
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each new defection from trui Fundamentalism. Those who
disagreed were quickly labeled neo, pseudo, liberal, and
sometimes even apostate. Some have gone as far as to denounce all schools as "deceived and apostate." Pastorsfound
themselvesbeing judged acceptableor non-acceptableby the
school they attended, the music they used in their church,
the magazinesthey read, and the meetings they attended.
Guilt by Aseociation
Among extremist Fundamentalists an attitude of "guilt by
associafion" prevails. If a pastor has ever been seen in the
company of one who is considered suspect, he is automatically judged as being guilty of the beliefs, practices, and
preferencesof the other. By this reasoning process,to speak
in a particular Southern Baptist Church makes one guilty of
everything associated with the entire Southern Baptist
Convention.
Yet these same extremists will deny that speaking at a
school which advocatessegregationmakes one guilty of supporting racism. To them, for a Baptist to speak at an interdenominational school does not mean he is advocating interdenominationalism. Further, they never would say that
speaking at a Free Will Baptist Church makes one guilty of
denying eternal security. In other words, the same rule of
"guilt by association" does not always apply.
Parable of Pastor Average
Consider the caseof Pastor Average. After weeks of personal struggle, he finally decides to attend a Bill Gothard
Pastors'Seminar with a fellow Fundamentalist pastor who offers to drive. That morning he stops at the church to check
his mail. and discovers a copy of the Su.,ord
of thc Lard with an
article against storehouse tithing. He leaves it on the desk
when his secretary tells him that his ride has arrived. When
he goes out into the parking lot, he is shocked to discover
that the other Fundamentalist pastor, without warning, has
brought a local Southern Baptist pastor as well. \fhat should
Pastor Average do?
1. Insist that he drive himself.
2. Ask the Southern Baptist to get out and drive
himself.
3. Ride with them and ignore the Southern Baptist.
4. Ride with them, but be careful what they talk about.
He greetsthem and reluctantly gets into the car. As they
begin talking he discoversthat the Southern Baptist is really
upset about the article in the Swordol tlw Lord and the other
pastor agrees with him. However, when the conversation
gets heated, the driver inserts a Bill Gaither tape in his
cassetteplayer in order to change the subject. The Southern
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Baptist remarks how much he loves Bill Gaither's music.
Pastor Average does not like it at all. \Uhat should he do?
1. Sit there and endure the music.
2. Talk louder than the music.
3. Condemn Bill Gaither.
4. Ask the driver to turn off the tape.
They finally arrive at the auditorium, register,receivetheir
materials, and select their seats. When they are seated, a
Lutheran pastor (with a collar) sits in the vacant chair next to
Pastor Average, who tries to ignore him. Before the seminar
begins the Lutheran tells Pastor Average how excited he is
about the "Evangelism Explosion" program he has initiated
in his church and how they have had 42 people saved in just
six weeks.He then asksPastor Average how many he has had
savedin the last six weeks.\7hat should he do?
1. Tell a lie!
2. Change the subject.
3. Ask: What is "EvangelismExplosion"?
4. Condemn "EvangelismExplosion."
After the morning session,the three Baptist car-matesgo
to a local restaurant for lunch. Relieved to be rid of the
Lutheran, Pastor Average and companions sit at a large
table. Just as they are about to ask the blessing two
Charismaticsand a Nazareneask to sit at the sametable with
them. During the blessing, he notices that one of the
Charismaticshas his hands raised.Just asthey finish praying,
Pastor Average looks up, only to seethe alumni director of
his alma mater standing acrossthe room, arms folded, staring
right at him. \ilhat should he do?
l. Go to the alumni director and explain the situation.
2. Ignore the alumni director.
3. Take his meal to another table.
4. Quickly exit to the restroom and stay there!
As they are driving home after the afternoon session,the
Southern Baptist invites Pastor Average to preach in his
church sometime. What should he do?
l. Accept.
2. Refuse.
3. Ask how much the Southern Baptist pastor's church
gives to the Cooperative Program.
4. \Uish he had never gone to the Bill Gothard Seminar.
Under intense pressure,beleagueredand confused by the
complex chain of events he has experiencedthat day, Pastor
Average walks slowly into the family room hoping for some
peaceand quiet. As he reachesthe doorway, he is shocked to
continuedon page 57
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TheBloodletting
Continues
by Lunan Mooneyham
riday morning, June 3, the Durham Morning Herald
reporteda story with the headline"Girl Chargedwith
Killing of Newborn." One feelsa senseof helplessness
and nauseaas articlescontinue to report the atrocitiesaimed
at the unbom and newly bom infants in America.
Probablv the most naive Liberalscould not have envisioned
the wide variety of killings that have evolved from the 1973
Supreme Court decision regarding abortion-on-demand. At
that time opponents of abortion argued that abortion-ondemand would lead to increasedchild abuse and even infanticide (the killing of an already bom child either by neglector
deliberateaction). The abortion proponents sneeredat such
proposed logic and the High Court apparently agreedwhen it
ruled in favor of the mother's so-called"right to privacy" over
the baby's right to life. Vhat blind guidesl
Ten years later the abortion death toll exceeds an
estimated 13 million babies.This figure alone is enough to
plague the conscienceof any life-loving human being. But the
Associated Pressstory of a l3-year-old girl in Great Neck,
New York, giving birth in a public school lavatory and the
circumstancesthat followed is atrocious.
This kind of reporting is much despisedby abortion proponents. Ten years ago they promised that if abortions were
made legal this sort of thing would probably never happen.
They assured society that if abortions were made readily
availableto any and all, both rich and poor, that this kind of
incident would become a thing of the past. The reversehas
been true,
The general public needsto understand that the abortionon-demand decision went deeperthan simply a medical procedure. The Roeu. Vadc decision has affectedthe attitudes of
Western culture concerning the value of life. This decision
communicated a messageacross America that at a certain
siagein development, some human life is not as important as
other human life. The effects have reverberated in cases
where infanticide and euthanasia have been justified. For this
reason it is difficult to point an accusingftnger at a confused,
emotionally disturbed l3-year-old who for some reason
justified the murder of her newbom child.
The aforementioned article reports, "The girl gavebirth in
a school lavatory, then allegedly slashed the baby's throat,
wrapped it in a plastic bag, and dropped it out a window."
Once human life was cheapenedby court proclamation, the
door was opened to the continued depreciation of the value
of human life.
The cry favoring legalizedabortion may have had some initial noble merit, for the sakeof those casesinvolving rape, incest, or the risk or impairment of the mother's life. But according to the Centers for DiseaseConuol in Atlanta, lessthan
)2

4 percentof the estimated1.5million abortions done annually in the United Statesare for thesereasons.This meansthat
approximately 1,440,000 babies are aborted each year for
matters of convenience,economy, and so forth,
\fhen the Supreme Court handed down its decision in
Roeu. Wale, JusticeBlackmun, speakingfor the majority,
wrote that the state did not have the right to intervene on
behalf of an unborn child until it reached "viability," the
point at which it could sustain "meaningful life" outside the
mother's womb. Regardless
of what the ruling meant originally,

The cborllon on demand declslon
went deeper thqn dlnply
a medlcal procedure.

the SupremeCourt's decision has led to.the unrestricted right
to kill babies.Critics then and now were alarmedbecausethe
Court failed to explain why the fetus, which is unquestionably alive, was not protected by the Constitution. According to columnist George Will, opponents to abortion-ondemand were also alarmed becausethe Court, through Justice
Blackmun, "incoherently emphasizedthe word viability and
offered no intelligible, let alone serious, reason why birth
should be the point at which discretionary killing should
stop.tt

\7e know now what we feared then-it doesn't stop with
birth! On April 6, 1982,in Bloomington, lndiana, infant Doe
was born with a handicap. By parents'and court decisionhe
was starved to death. After crying for six days he finally died,
as waiting couples pleaded for his adoption.
\Thatever limits the 1973 decision originally placed on
abortion, they are now absolutely meaningless.Some states
will sanction abortion up to the moment of delivery. Others
allow killing through neglect after birth. Prolife people said
this would happen. Abortion advocates said these accusa'
tions would create hysteria among the public. It may now be
time for hysteria.
Albert Schweitzer said, "If a man losesreverence for any
part of life, he will lose his reverencefor all of life." Each week
news articles such as this verifu Schweitzer'sstatement with
gruesomestories of death and killing of little babies.
Again quoting the article, the superintendent of public
schoolssaid, "The community and school is in shock. We are
going to try and determine in what area we may have failed
FUNDAMENTAIISIJOURNAL

this child." Certainly areasof this young girl's life need to be
consideredbut what of the poor baby's life and the millions
who have sufferedand died in abortion chambers?
Do peopleassumethat becausebabiesare so tiny and can'
not speakthat they do not feel pain?A saline abortion literally burns a baby to death inside its mother's womb. A suc'
tion abortion tears the fetus limb from limb and a dilation
and evacuation abortion is literally the dissectingof a tiny
human. Are we to believethat this is painless?G are we to
simply acceptit because,after all, it is legal?Theselittle ones
are not protected, in the Court's view, by the United States
Constitution. Le effect,they are not humanl
Concerning the girl. First, predictably "the community
and schoolis in shock."Undoubtedly'this communityor the
school is not in shock becauseof what happened,but rather
the way in which it happened.
If the circumstanceswere changed slightly, the shock
would become approval. For instance, change the school
lavatory to an abortion clinic. Change the instrument used
by the girl to cut the baby'sthroat to a scalpel,allow a physi'
cian to do the cutting. Instead of using a plasticbag, useone
provided by the abortion clinic. To disposeof the child, don't
throw the baby out the window, but place the baby in an
abortion trash barrel or maybe in an individual jar for
disposallater. Charge the girl severalhundred dollars for the
killing, and if the girl is unable to pay the bill, let the taxpayershelp out. Should there be any ethical questions,let a
judge order this "professionalprocedure"for this 13'year-old
girl. ln all probability the community and school would applaud such progressivesocial advancement'
Secondly, the community failed this girl when she was
only three yearsold (1973).This young girl has grown up in a
nation where human life has depreciatedeachyear. This girl
has only picked up on the valuesor lack of valueshanded to
her. \ilhy chargethis girl with murder?If a judge had ordered
a "professional killing"-as judges do every year for young
girls-the question of murder would not have been raised!
Thirdly, the public school system has failed this girl.
Unless her public school systemis a rare exception, it prob'
ably promoted the permissivenessthat led to the girl's
pregnancy. Moral absolutes,traditional values, purity, and
abstinencebefore marriaqe are consideredoutdated in many
classrooms.
T't
.F i.,"liy, as a pastor I feel an overwhelming senseof injustice and failure toward this 13-year-oldgirl. She is largelya
product of society that I and my colleagueshave been instructedby Jesusto preserve(Matt. 5:13).The majority of her
life has been lived in a nation that condonesthe killing of the
unborn, a nation with well over 100,000Fundamentalist
churches and pastors, many of whom have been morbidly
silent on this issue.Other issues,such as Christian education,
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have provoked someof thesesamepastorsand peopleinto ac'
tion with little fear of political involvement. Yet, in many
cases,the abortion issuehas yet to receiveany attention.
Speaking only for myself, I feel that Fundamentalist
pastors share a large part of the blame in this tragic story,
'We
are still responsibleto
whether by neglector ignorance.
uphold the biblical standard of righteousnessin our communities. Tragically, at times we have been the most ill'
informed of all leadersin our communities and nation.
As I review my own ministry over the past 10 yearsand
considerthe millions of babies who have been destroyedin
the abortion slaughter, and when I consider some of the
issuesI have wastedprecioustime supporting,I am sickened.

T

f. n January of 1973while the SupremeCourt was actually
writing its decisionin Roecr.Vade,l waspreparingto attend a
Pastors'Conference.At the conference,as I recall, we were
instructed to take a stand on the "issues."The "issues"were
defined as long hair on men, pantsurtson women, and the
development of a bus ministry to prove our soulwinning
desire. No one thought to mention the millions of little
children who would not live long enough to ride a church
bus. That would have been consideredpolitical trafficking,
and as Fundamentalistswe were not to do that. Ve did not
talk about the Equal Rights Amendment in those dayseither.
We were too busy telling women not to dresslike men and
men not to look like women. I supposeif the truth were
known some pastors thought ERA meant "earned'runaverage."
Speaking only for mysel( these "issues" that were
supposedto be so important may have deservedan audience.
But certainly these issuespale when compared to the ones
that have nearly damned our nation.
Somehow I don't believe that God will judge America
becausesome women wore pantsuits or becausesome men
had hair longer than others. But I am fearfully sureas to how
God feelsabout the slaughterof millions of little ones whom
Jesusdescribedas being the very nature of heaven! Not all
millstonesare reservedfor those who openly and violently offend theselittle ones.lt is possiblethat refusingto defendcan
be an offense.My prayer is that God will supernaturallyraise
up pastorswho will overcomethe insecurityand lack of faith
that has causedmany Fundamentaliststo remain silent on
abortion. By spendinga little time each week reading infor'
mation on thesekey issues,pastorscan educatethemselvesto
the facts, move out from behind the guarded pulpit, and
begin to uphold biblical righteousnessin all areasof life.
As pastors, our duty is to addressbiblical righteousness
and the moral absolutesset forth in God's Word, regardless
of what titles are assignedto these absolutesby the federal
government. The sanctity of human life was of primary interest to God long before Justice Blackmun came on the
scene.The problems of our generation may appear to be
social on the surface,but they are spiritual at the roots.
Martin Luther had the proper perspectivewhen he said,
"lf I professwith the loudest voice and clearestexposition
every portion of the truth of God except preciselythat little
ooint which the world and the Devil are at that moment atiacking, I am not confessingChrist, however boldly I may be
professingChrist." Do I hear an amen?
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restraint. It is apparent that, with rare
exceptions, Americd's thinking has
changed. Some of God's own people
have become so comfortable in the false
luxury ofprodigality that, at best, they
are content to whitewash the world's
pigsty, rather than to abandon it.
Tragically, even within the churchperhaps most notably in the fundamental, independent camps-there is unnecessatyconfrontation over unimportant peripheral issues.
Through the grace of God, fundamentalists can make a meaningful
impact for Christ at this point in
history. \7e can be used to alter the
course of this nation's history for the
betterl It is possibleto wint This nation
and the issuesat stake are worth all the
effort required of Fundamentalists to
unite on the basics of the faith and
stand in the gap, turning to the lord
with a whole heart. There is nothing so
powerful as a godly idea whose time is
come. There is nothing so dangerousas
hindering or rejecting His idea!
\fishing and hoping are futile weapons
with which to combat His reality.
Being aware of the position of
present-day Fundamentalism, we must
accept the responsibility assignedto us
as a sacred trust. God's truth doesnt
need defensenearly so much as it 4eeds
exposure, and we must mobilize to tell
His truth over and over, energizedby
the power of God through the Holy
Spirit. \7e all agree that there is no
darkness that light cannot overcome,
yet we waste our strength cursing and
analyzing that darkness when we
should penetrate it with the truths of
God.

TI

o maximize our efforts for the
[ord, Fundamentalists must take personal initiative to respect other
brothers in Christ. The trend toward
euthanasia of our wounded brothers,
and opinionated criticism of fellow
laborers, based on personal
preferences,must cease.Such attitudes
are a waste of valuable time, poor

Marvin J.W. Frady is
pastorof Calvary fuptist
Church,Smyna, Georgia.
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testimonies, divisive in nature, and
snain the tolerance of God's patience.
Convictions rooted in the fundamentals of the faith ca neuer be compromised; however, mere denominational convictions must surrender
the high ground to the greater biblical
convictions. No matter how strong or
avidly followed, personal preferences
must never be imposed on others. Let
each of us allow the other to answer his
own convictions and preferences as
unto God, even as we dcrnand for
ourselves.Someonehas said, "\(/e have
identifted the enemy, and the enemy is
us." That can be changed quickly if we

God's truths, the door of evangelism
can remain open at home and around
the world. Unity on the fundamentals
of the faith is essentialto our stability,
while selflessteamwork is required for
maximum impact for Christ. Dvision
and dissensionresults in fallen houses.
an arts and crafts fair in North
.d,t
Georgia, a skilled old mountaineer was
carving wooden dog figurines. The
detail and expressionof those beautiful
little carvings amazednearly every prospective customer. Saleswere good. As
the artist sat there, using a sharp
pocketknife to whittle away on another

Iot each ol us cllow the other to cnswet hls

own convletlonscmd prelerencesas unto

God, even cs we demqnd lor ourselves.
allow the Lord to love through us,
enabling us to stop confrontations
within our own army. We are in a war,
but the battle is for all the souls for
whom Christ died. We havent the time
to wastein skirmisheswith each other.
Let each of us realizethat we are but
one integral part of God's army. As in
any arrny, some are engineers,some are
in communications, and some are in artillery. Were it not for the engineers
who build bridges and scrapeout access
roads into impassable territory, we
might never be able to attack the
enemy at his core. Were it not for those
in communications, we might never get
the loyal troops coordinated for battle.
Let us give thanks to God for leaders
who open accessinto new territories,
for the communicators who call up the
forces, and for the companies and battalions of foot soldiers who invade and
occupy such zones until Jesuscomes.
Let us be grateful for men willing to
walk point in this spiritual offensive
and refrain completely from attacking
personalities while we get on with
God's businessat hand.
America's commitment to diversitv
and the right to individual pursuit of
happiness before God has made her
great. This nation appearsto be the last
standing stronghold of divine principle,
and as long as we remain committed to

block of wood, someone asked him
how in the world he did it. "It's
simple," he replied with a grin. "I just
take this here block of wood, look it
over carefully, then cut off everything
that dont look like a dog." Let each of
us take personal responsibility to "cut
off everything that doesn't look like
Christ in our lives" and show the world
we have passed from death unto life
through the visible testimony of love.
Then, with one voice, let us present
Christ to the world.
O
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ome churches have a pastor who
functions as an absolute dictator.
One church, though, had a deacon board that functioned dictatoriallv.
The deacons felt they were in charge
and it was their job to hire and fire a
pastor at will. One Sunday the pastor
came to church to preach but was met
by the deaconsat the door. They said
he would not be preaching that day.
Without any prior warning to the
pastor, this deacon board had decided
it was time for a pastoral change.They
had been interviewing prospectivenew
pastors,and on that Sunday their candidate for pastor was to preach. The
former pastor had not even resigned;in
fact, he knew nothing of what was happening until that Sunday morning.
This incredible story is true, and I
believe the attitudes expressedby those
deacons are far more prevalent in the
church today than one might imagine.
Sad to say, many churches view their
pastor as a hireling, to be hired and
fired at the will and whim of the people.
A shepherd has a special position with
special honor and authority, and in
turn he has a special love for his sheep.
A hireling has little authority. He is
there to do someone else's bidding.
Which view is biblically correct?
Without a proper answer, and application of it, the local church cannot expect God's blessing. Scripture indicates
that the pastor is Christ's undershepherd,not the church's hired hand.
This can be demonstrated through 6ve
basic facts about the pastor as Scripture
portrays his position and role.
The Undershepherd
to the Church

treated as a hired hand? Almost
anyone can do the job of the hired
hand. Not so with the pastor. Finally,
in view of the body of Christ concept
with its implications to treat one
another as equals,a church that treats
its pastor as a hireling should treat
everyone else in the church the same
way. On the other hand, if we do not
treat membersof the bodv of Christ as
hirelings, why treat the pastor that
wav?

gift, not just something to be picked
out or discardedat will. If you prize the
One who gave the gift, prize the gift!
Certainly, this demands more respect
than for a mere hireling! Moreover,
Paul says that not everyone has this
spiritual gift. God has chosen a select
few, and only they have the necessary
spiritual gifts for it. The pastor, like
each member of the chtrrch, is special.
Why, then, should the pastor be

The Undershepherd Has
Special Qualifications

Is God's Gift

In Ephesians4:7-ll Paul says that
Christ gave gifts to His church.
However, the gifts all turn out to be
office-bearers in the church (v.11).
Christ gave such spiritually gifted persons as gifts to the church "for perfecting of the saints, for the work of the
ministry, for the edifuing of the body of
Christ" (v.12). The key point is that
such officers are God's gift to the
church. In 1 C-orinthians 12 Paul again
speaks about spiritual gifts and gifted
people God has given to the church.
God "set" or apfuinted these people in
the church (v.28). Again, pastorteacher is one gift mentioned. Paul explains that not everyone has this gift,
16

office, and function (v.29). Paul notes
that all members of the bodv of Christ
have spiritual gifts, and consequently
each member is integrally important to
the body and is to be treated with care
and concern (vv.l2-26).
If something is a gift, you normally
prize it more highly than if you just
pick it up yourself. Even more, you
value it according to how highly you
esteem the one who gave it to you.
Scripture saysthat the pastor is God's

In passages
such as I Timothy 3:1-7
and Titus l$-9 we have lists of
qualifications and abilities for the
pastor. Some are qualiftcations of
character (vigilant, sober, patient),
others are qualiftcations of reputation
and relationship with others (husband
of one wife, having a good report of
FUNDAMENIAIISTJOURNAT

them which are without), and still
others are intellectual qualiftcations
(apt to teach, able to exhort in sound
doctrine and refute gainsayers). The
description of God's ideal for the
pastor shows that this person must be
a very special kind of person, even
before he does anything. Scripture sets
high standards for such a man. If a
pastor does not meet these qualifications, why did the church settle for less
in the first place?On the other hand, if

tions as a hireling and the one who
ministers as a shepherd.lf the hireling
can be expectedto function opposite to
the way suggestedin verse 2, we would
have to say that he approaches his
work with an attitude of compulsion.
He works becausehe feelshe mustr not
for the sake of the sheep. If he did not
have to make a living, he probably
would not associatewith the flock at
all. The hireling works becausehe cares
about the monev. The shepherd works

by lohn S. Feinberg

to get his work done quickly, with a
minimum of effort. On the other hand,
the shepherd works in such a way that
he is an example to the flock. He does
not merely order people to do things.
He shows them what to do by his life.
Their relation to the pastor is very important. He must feed the flock, but he
must first be an example so the flock
does not become distracted from the
"food" becauseof his life. Clearly, God
considersthe pastor a shepherdand expects him to function better than a
hireling. If he acts like a hireling God
will punish him. The responsibilityof
the congregation, though, is to
recognize that the pastor is God's
undershepherdand rreat him as such!
The Undershepherd Has a Deep
Concern for the Sheep
In John 10:I 1-15we have a beautiful
picture of Christ as the Good
Shepherd. After reflecting on His position as Shepherd,Jesusthen contrasts a
shepherdwith a hireling. The vast difference in the way the two care for the
sheep is noted in how they relate to
the sheepand their reaction to danger.
The hireling is not a real shepherd to
the sheep (v.12). The sheep do not
belong to him, and he does not feel a
strong affection for them. Likewise,
they have no close relation to him. In
contrast to the hireling (as well as the
wolf and the heir), the shepherd cares
for his sheep.There is an intimacy of
relation, as indicated by the fact he
knows the sheep and they know him
(v.14).The thought is more than mere
intellectual knowledge or casual acquaintance. The idea is that of close
and intimate relationship. When
danger comesthe hireling fleesbecause
"he is an hireling, and careth not for
the sheep" (v. 13). On the other hand,
the shepherd sacrifices himself for the
sheep(w.11,15), and even giveshis life
for them.

he is this good, why would any church
want to remove him at the drop of a
hat? He is surely more valuable than a
hireling.
The Underehepherd Has a
Unique Manner of Minietry
ln 1 Peter 5:1-3 Peter speaksof both
the proper attitude and activity of a
minister. I believe we can make a comparison between the minister who funcocI'oBERt983

becausehe cares about the sheep! The
shepherd's attitude is quite different.
He does not work under constraint,
but voluntarily. Moreover, the
shepherd is not in the ministry for
money, but rather he works gladly and
eagerlyfor the sheep.
Further, a hireling is not interested
in being an example to the sheep. He
does his work his way, and does not
care what others think. He wants onlv

God Has Given Undershepherds
Authority in the Church
The pastor's authority can be seen
in two particular ways: his immunity
from the improper attack and his right
to expect submission."Against an elder
receive not an accusation, but before
two or three witnesses"(1 Tim. 5:19).
In the caseof a layman, if one brother
has a problem with another, the disci17

pline process is to proceed along the
lines outlined in Matthew 18:15-18.In
such a case one person may initially
confront another. If the guilty brother
does not respond, then the accusing
brother may take one or two others
with him. In the caseof a pastor, the
complaint should not even be heard
unless several bring the charge. The
reason for the differencebetween the
pastorand the laymanliesin the public
nature of his office,which openshim to
more unjust criticism than others
receive, and in his authority as God's
man in the local church.
As to submission,Hebrews 13:17,
speakingof pastors, says,"Obey them
that havethe rule over you, and submit
yourseives: for they watch for your
souls,as they that must give account,
that they may do it with joy, and not
with grief: for that is unprofitable for
you." Clearly, the obligation of the
congregationis to submit ro pastors.
Three reasons are offered: (1) pastors
watch over your souls-if you fight
them, it is hard for them to do their
job; (2) pastorsmust give an accountof
what they have done with the flock;
and (3) it is in your bestinterests-ifthe
flockfights the shepherdsothat he cannot leadand carefor it, the needsofthe
flock will not be properly met. If pastors
have to report some day to the Chief
Shepherd that they could not tend the
flock properly becausethe flock was unsubmissive,the Chief Shepherd will
not be pleasedwith the flock. Clearly,
submissionis in the best interestsof the
flock.
In view of the authority God has
given the pastor, it is safe to say God
views him as a shepherd, not a hired
hand, for a mere hired hand doesnot
have such authority. God expects a
pastor to be able to rule the flock for
Him. Proper rule, of course,involves
handling the flock in love, but it
necessitates
having authority and havins the flock in submission.As for the
John Feinberg ls
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hireling, he is presentjust to do a little
tending. He will not try to nurture the
sheep and lead them. Moreover, how
likely is it that Christ the Chief
Shepherd, who loves us the way He
does, would demand this kind of
authority be given to a hired hand with
no particular concem for the sheep?ln
view of Christ's love for the sheep,
there is no way He would give such
power to a mere hirelingl The pastor is
God's undershepherd.
Nonetheless,a local church may
still choose to treat its pastor like a
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hireling.Such a practiceis unbiblical.It
is also quite foolish in light of the implications of treating the pastor as a
hireling.
The following considerationsshould
dissuadeany church from treating a
pastoras a hireling:1) Hirelingspunch
a time clock; shepherdsdo not. Hirelings may become clock watchers. 2)
Hirelings worry about working conditions; shepherdsworry about caringfor
and feedingthe sheep,regardless
ofthe
working conditions. 3) Hirelings care
about themselves,whereas shepherds
care about the sheep. A hireling will
not be open to hear and shareburdens
and problems.He is too detachedto do
that. 4) A hireling leaveswhen the
slightest problem arises; shepherds
stand by the sheep no matter what,
because their commitment is to the
sheep.Churches that treat pastorsas
hirelings can expect a long and frequent line of pastoralchanges.5) Hirelings take orders, but they are not
especiallyknown for their leadership;
shepherdslead and guide the flock. A
pastor who is treated like a hireling will
not provide strong leadershipfor the
local church. There is no reasonto exert himself for those who may fire him
in just a short time.
Reflecting on the implications of
having a pastor respondas a hireling,
who would be so foolish as to want the
pastor to be a hireling and not an
undershepherd?
D
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rectsures
Poruing Out
"Yea, and if I be offered upon tlw sactifice and ssruiceof yow
faith, I jo1,andrejoice with youall. For tlv sumecdllsealsoda y
joy and rejoice with me" (PhiI. 2:17-18).

evidenced. Accordingly, he could rejoice and urges them to
rejoice. Theirs had been a sacrificial faith and loving service.
'What
would be more appropriate than for Paul to crown that
consecration with the drink offering of his life.
he word translated "offered" (Greek spendanai)
Although Paul apparently was not executedon this occameans literally to "pour out as a drink offering." sion, later he was to usethe sameillusration as he facedim.I'
Although many New Testament scholars have at- pending death in a Roman prison for a second time (2 Tim.
tempted to link this verb with Greek cultic rites, Paul's 4:6-7). This time there would be no reprieve, no escape.
theological training and the context doubtless make it clear Already he was being poured out as a drink offering and the
that Paul has in mind the drink offering of the Old Testament time of his departure was at hand. He had fought a good
ftght, but he was now ready to cap his dedicated labors and
sacrificial system.
According to Old Testament practice, the drink offering profitable ministry with the joyous drink offering of his own
occupied the high point of spiritual expression.Symbolizing life.
May we learn a lessonfrom this word of strong devotion.
the fruitfulness of life which God produces in the believer (cf.
Gen.4927), the drink offering signified the full consecration May our churches, like that of Philippi, have the kind of
of the believerwhoselife was poured out in joyous, dedicated peoplewhom Paul, or our pastor, would gladly die for. May
service to God. It was employed chiefly to accompany and our lives be characterizedby a faith that producessuch a total
cap those sweet savor offerings that symbolized full dedica- dedication that it issuesforth in fruitful service for Christ,
tion (the burnt offering, together with its meal offering, signi- lives that are consciously poured out in joyous surrender to
fring active service) and loving communion (the peaceoffer- him who "poured out [a different word] his soul unto death"
ing) with God (cf. Num. 15:1-10with Num. 28:26-31;29'30). for the sins of a needy mankind (Isa. 53:12).
Through this image Paul emphasizesboth the Philippians'
Take my love; my Lord, I pour
consecrationand his own commitment to Christ's will for his
At Thv feet its treasure store.
life. Were Paul to die in the Roman prison from which he is
Take myself, and I will be
writing, his death would be merely a joyous drink offering to
Ever, only, all for Thee,
their dedicated sacriftce (the burnt offering) and priestly serEver, only, all for Thee.
-Frances R. Havergal
vice (the meal offering) which the Philippians' faith had
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he choral benediction had
ended and the organ pipes
were vibrating with a majestic, lilting postlude.I gatheredmyself
together and turned out ofthe pew into
the stream of middle-aislecongestion.
Everyone was waiting to shake hands
with one of the pastors. Over the
crowd, at the south entrance, I saw
Mark. I'd chosen the wrong exit this
morning, but that was okay. Our
greetingcould wait for home.
"Well, Ruth, I haven't seenyou for
ages." I turned my attention to the
parishioner at my side."I keepthinking
that one of these \ilednesdaynights I'll
seeyou at the mid-week service.\fe're
giving a special invitation to the
pastors' wives. I figure if they don't
come, how can we expect anyone else
to show up."
I swallowed hard and took a deep
breath. My reinforcementswere ready.
I was not sitting home curled up with a
good book on Wednesdayevenings.I
made sure she knew that.
"l've been involved in two activities
on Wednesdaynights: Nicky's Awana
Club and Mark's college Bible study.
Betweenthe two I have my hands full."
I emphasized"full" so she'd get the
point. I felt unjustly criticized. How
many other people were wondering
what this pastor'swife did on Wednesday nights? PerhapsI should make an
announcement so that no one would
jump to wrong conclusions.
I went home from church that Sunday with the wheels of my mind
vibrating. I'd obviously disappointed
someone, failed to meet her expectations. Vhen it came to \Tednesday
nights, I hadnt even thought twice
that I might be spendingmy time in the
wrong activities.My choice to be with
Mark and Nicky was consistent with
my priorities. Now I discoveredthat
someone had misunderstood.All this
time somefaithful, loyal member of the
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church thought I was boycotting the
Wednesdayevening service.
I felt a heavinesssettle in on my
Sunday spirit as I sliced the roast,
dished the potatoes, and waited for
Mark to arrive home from church.
"But I can't do it all," I protested.
"Can't pleaseall the peopleall the time,
or even someof the peoplesomeof the

I ccn't do it all; can'l
please qll the people all
the time, or even some ol
the people some ol the
tlme.

time. Can't live by someoneelse'sexpectationsfor me. . . " I was still muttering to myself when Mark drove up the
driveway and a few minutes later we sat
down to our Sunday roast.
I've had similar dialogues with
myselfover the 17 yearsof my marriage
to a pastor. For me, there have never
been easy solutions when it comes to
roles, expectations,stereotypesof what
the pastor's wife should be and do. I
value people and my minisry to them
too much not to care. But I have made
some discoveries along the way that
have enabledme to sort through the intricate web of activities and relation.
shipsthat come with my husband'sjob
in order to keep both the job and
myself in proper perspective.
Vhen I married Mark on that
bright fall day in 1965,I choseto link
myself unconditionally not only to
him, but also to the church he had
been serving for more than a year.
There was no taking the man without
his job. That did not mean I took on his
job, or took ouer his job; it simply
meant I could not ignore the implications of his job. One of those implications was that Mark's employment included a corporate meeting of the
stockholders once, twice, sometimes
three times per week. There they sat,
service after service, a conglomerate of
backgrounds, values, ideals, abilities,
and expectations.They supportedtheir
church, staffed its programs, formulated its policies, financed its

budget. Any investment carrieswith it
promiseof return.
'When
you're married to a pastor,
you learn to live with expectations.
That is a fact of my life. Sunday morning, middle-aisleconversationsremind
me. I can ignore it. Fight it. Condemn
it. Or learn happily to adjust.
One of the questionsI have to ask
when it comesto this point is, "Whose
expectationsam I worried about? My
own? The ones I think Mark or the
membersof the congregationhave for
me?"
I found, especiallyin the early years
of our marriage,that sometimesthe expectationsI had for myself were much
greaterthan anyone else'sexpectations
of me, I wasconvincedthat everyonein
our church expected me to play the
piano and work with children-neither
of which happens to fall within my
zone of expertise.Furthermore, I was
surethat the pastor'swife had to show
up for everyladies'meeting,even when
it was scheduled for one hour after
Mark and I arrived home from a week
of directing senior high camp.
Senior high camp has alwayshad a
way of draining my physical and mental reservesto zero.One week had been
no exception, I came home with every
musclein my body crying for reprieve.
But the chairman of the church board
had a daughter who happened to be
getting married in a month, and the
ladies of the church were giving her a
shower at the church at seven. There
was no question in my mind: I was expected.I'd even receiveda personal invitation. I swallowed two aspirins,
changedinto the only clean outfit I had
left. and rushed over to the church for
the bridal festivities.
The minute I walked in the door I
knew I had tipped the expectation
scale. No one had expected a thing
from me that night. Even the bride was
surprisedto seeme there,
"You've been to camp. We really
didn't think you'd be ableto come." If I
heard it once, I heard it half a dozen
times that night. They had been kinder
to me than I'd been to myself. So, with
throbbing head and blurry eyes,I sat
and waited for those mountains of gifts
to disappear.
I learned a valuable lesson that
night. Sometimesothers don't expect
as much from me as I think they do.
2)

Expectation-paranoia, I decided, was
one sure way to wear myself out by the
ripe old age of 40. I concluded, then
and there, that perhapsthe role of the
pastor's wife was not as big a deal in the
minds of other people as I'd made it in
my own. I felt a sense of release and
relief, a lesseningofthe pressureto perform. Congregationsare basicallykind.
It was a pleasant discovery-a presupposition that makes it much easier
to handle the verbal critiques and the
unwritten job descriptions which some
people will have for me. Not all the
stockholders carry in their minds a
mental mold for the pastor's wife-a
major comfort when confronted by
those who do.
How, then, do I cope with the expectationsof the few?By being myself.I
can offer only the gift God has given
me, not the gift He's given to another
pastor's wife. I can use only the time
He's given me, not the time He's given
someoneelse.Others know and I know
when I'm using a pattern designedfor
someone else, when the goods have
been misappropriated.Life has taught
me to say "no" to a request for a
Primary II Sundayschool teacherwhen
I know that seven-vear-olds
in a cluster
make me nervous; cutting, pasting,and
coloring make me feel like screaming;
and paper airplanes soaring through
the midst of my lessonon Moses and
the Red Sea give me a headachethat
even aspirin can't cure. I have learned,
from others and from my own observations, that I minister much more effectively behind an overheador in front of
a chalkboard outline from which I can
direct an adult Sunday school class
discussion.
Moreover, who's to say that the
pastor's wife has to be an upfront person at all? I like to think that should
my skills have been in the area of
hospitality rather than in the Sunday
school classroom, that the congregation would have been kind enough to
allow me the freedom to serve from the
kitchen rather than from a platform.
The only difference between the two is
visibility.
I live with a highly visible man, a
public person. This means that my
name receiveswider distribution in the
church than some others. but it has
nothing whatsoever to do with the
usageof my gifts or my value as a per2.

son. The fact that my husband is an
upfront person or that another pastor's
wife is a polished speakerand inspiring
Bible teacherdoesnot mean that's the
only mold for ministry. Performing
behind the scenesis serviceno lessthan
performing on stage. I need this
perspective when the lights focus on
Mark. My contribution is valuable,
too. My gifts are significant. God
sometimes speaks through whispers.
Let us not discredit whispers even if
we're living next to a microphone.
Not only do I live with a visible
man, I live with an open-endedjob.
Fluid boundaries.Unpredictableshifts.
Unscheduledcrises.Sometimeshuman
needscannot be put on hold. On days
when the waves of a husbfid's job
come crashingin on my organizedlittle
sectionof the beach,carrying away the
grains of sand I have so carefully arranged and depositingthem in another
place, at another rime, I search for
order, stability, priorities. I know that
not only must I create them, I must
establishthem firmly in my heart and
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in our home. The anchor? Perhaps.
Someone needs to be.
The time may come when I need to
tum down an invitation to travel with
Mark to a pastors' conference on the
West Coast-for the sakeof safenessand
stability at home. Or we may decideto
take the phone offthe hook during dinner-for the sake of order around our
table. Sometimes when it seems the
sands are shifting right from under me
and I feel lost in a shuffle of late-night
board meetings, early-morning breakfasts,packed-out Sundays and peoplefilled Saturdays, I may need to suggest a retreat for two-a.flight into
obscurity for a day or two. Just Mark
and I-for the sake of stability in our
marriage.No price tag is too great for
preserving oneness. A fresh taste of
love for each other just may be the
greatestgift we can ever leave with any
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congregation.
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I*ldershtp
in the
Black
Gommunl
by losePhBrown

he telephone company's television commercial, "Reach out
and touch someone." emphasizesthe need to keep in touch with
loved ones and friends a great distance
away. The same message can easily
refer to the mission of the church in the
black community. But if the church in
the black community is going to reach
out and touch lives, it must have the
right kind of spiritual leadership.
Unfortunately, the pulpits of some
black churches are occupied by clergy
who have liberal views of the Bible
while others have untrained men with
fanatical interpretations. Both types of
clergy add to the confusion and biblical
ignorance within the black community.
oc'l'oBER1983
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"Reach out and touch someone"is
easyto quote but not so easyto implement in a community whose pulpits,
Sunday after Sunday, are sendingforth
great volumes of swelling words and
flowery rhetoric, weird theology, and
emotionalism.
The black church is desperately in
need of God-sentmen, Bible preaching,
trained pastorswho will take the helm
of the Old Ship of Zion, steering a
straight course away from the modernism and fanaticism that have all but
run her aground. Until the right kind
of biblical leadership is established,
moral and spiritual decay,turmoil and
confusion, and every evil imaginable
will continue to abound.
The black church in inner cities
stands in need of church officers,
deacons,and elderswho will help their
pastors provide the spiritual needs of
the community. As Moses had his
brother Aaron and his friend Hur to
hold up his arms in order to prevail
over the enemiesof Israel,so the Godsent pastor needs the help of godly
assistantsto hold up his weary arms in
the heat of the inner-city battle. Effective church officers are a must if the
church in the inner city is to win the
battle.
Sadly however, even if the black
church has the right leadership with
the supporting deaconsand officers,it
will not succeedin touching the livesof
the black community with the gospel
unless its membershipwill follow that
leadership. A church with members
who are unwilling to follow right
spiritual leadership will never be what
God wants it to be. "Where He leads
me I will follow" ought to be the
spiritual and practical refrain of the
people in churcheswith the right kind
of leadership. No church can remain
ineffective for Christ when filled with
members who are zealous for Christ
and anxious to follow God's chosen
leaders.
While some people have just about

given up on the black inner-city church
ever accomplishing anything for
Christ, there is room for hope and optimism. The increased numbers of
blacks attending Bible schoolsand Fundamentalistseminariesover the past 40
yearshave had a great spiritual impact.
The Manna Bible Institute of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;Carver Bible Institute in Atlanta, Georgia; and 17
black fundamental churches in
Baltimore, Maryland, recently aligned
themselvesin the BaltimoreEvangelical
Ministerial Association and are activelv
cooperating in inner-city evangelism
and Bible training.
An increasing number of young
blacks are exhibiting a great interest
and enthusiasm for Bible study and
other Christian endeavors. These
young peoplehave found the lifestyleof
drugs, illicit sex, partying, and other
forms of worldliness to be frustrating
and unfulfilling. One recent young convert o(pressed it in street language
when he said, "I got tired of shucking

and jiving; I wanted Christ in my life."
In spite of crime, violence,poverty,
and superstition in the inner cities,
God has not desertedor abdicatedHis
church in the black community. This is
evident from the few faithful, God-sent
pastors and officers still standing for
Christ against great odds and hand
icaps,perseveringin the truth of God's
'Word.
The first-century church overcame
pagan persecution and oppressionby
patient suffering for Christ and persistent loyalty to apostolicleadership.The
black church in the inner city will eventually overcome its enemies by the
sameindwelling Holy Spirit of the firstcentury church. The church in every
age,when faithful to Christ, has found
itself having the edge over whatever
trials and tribulations it has to face.
The black church in the inner city still
has the edge of the gospel. Through
divine regeneration,God will reach out
and touch the hearts of those who are
dead in sins and trespasses.
O
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by FrancisA. khaeffer
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ames are funny things, especially in connotations where
they are given to enhance
or to destroy.
In the 1920sthe Liberals who were
taking over a number of the seminaries,
major denominations, and Christian
publications put out what they called
"The Auburn Affirmation." This effec.
tively undercut the position of historic
Christianity.
In response, Bible-believingChristians, under the leadership of such
scholars as J. Gresham Machen and
Robert Dick Wilson, issuedwhat thev
called "The Fundamentals of the
Faith." Dr. Machen and the others
never thought of making this an "ism."
They considered these things nothing
more than an expressionofthe historic
Christian faith and position.
Dr. Machen, whom I knew as a student, simply called himself a "Biblebelieving Christian."
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Soon, however, the words Fzndanentalisn and Fundamentalistwere in
use. At first there was nothing problematic about their usage, either in
definition or in connotation.
As time passedthe term Fundamentalist began to connote a form of
pietism that shut Christian interest up
to a limited view of spirituality, where
all other things were suspect.It also, at
times,becameoverly harsh and lacking
in love, while still properly saying that
Francis A Schaeffer rs
the liberal doctrine which was false
one oi crle iuranwst
to the Bible had to be met with
Chrktian thinl<crstoday.
confrontation.
Therefore a new name, "Evangelical," soon entered from the British
baxd L' Ah i Fellotuship
s
and tlwarghhisnwry bool<s. scene.In Britain it largely meant what
Machen and the others had stood for
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in this country-namely, BiblebelievingChristianity asopposedto the
inroads of various forms of liberal
theology. Euangelicalwas often used in
the United Stateswith the connotation
of being Bible-believing, but not
shutting oneselfoff from the interestsof
life, and of trying to biing Christianity
into effective contact with the current
needs of society, government, and
culture.
Gradually during the 1960s,an appreciable section of those known as
"Evangelical" began a drift toward
accommodation.
This was a mirror situation of what had occurred previously
with the wotdFundnmentalism.On one
side were those with a mistaken pietism
who felt the Christian's onlv iob was to

lead peopleto Christ and to'know some
thing of a personalizedspirituality. On the
other side was a tendency to talk about a
wider, richer Christianity, but to accommodate at each crucial point. Thus, the
two positionsendedup with similarresults
and the changing, destructiveculture remained unchallenged.
It rather reminds me of the young people with whom we worked at Berkeley
and other universities,including certain
Christian colleges,and thosewho cameto
us in large numbers with packs on their
backs at L'Abri in the 196G. They were
rebels. They knew they were, for they
wore the rebel'smark-the worn-out blue
jeans.But they did not seernto noticethat
the blue jeanshad becomethe mark of accommodation; that indeed everyonewas
in blue jeans. This seemsto be a close
parallelto what we seein much of the connotation that grew olt of the new nEaning of the wcrdEvangeliral.

but in pulpits and publications as'well.
Happily, more are committed now, but
still the damagehas been done. If voices
had been clearly raised in confrontation
when abortion and the general lowering
of the view of human life began,the widely acceptedflood ofthese conceptsin all
probability could not have prevailedand
decisionssuch asthe Roeu. Vaderulingby
the SupremeCourt might easily not have
beenmade.
honically, those who wereopposedto
Christianity's being a removedand isolated spirituality now have-by a processof
accommodation-ended up just as silent
on the issuesthat go againstcurrent, com.
monly accepted thought forms. In other
words, wearing blue jeans is easy when
everyoneelseis wearingblue jeans.
Truth really doesbring forth confrontation-loving confrontation, but con.
frontation-whether in regard to those
who take a lower view of the Scriptures
than those who originated the terms Fun.
dmwnwlist and Euangeliul took, or in
regardto holding a lower view of human
life. This lowering of the view of human
life may begin with talking about extreme
casesin regardto abortion, but it flows on
to infanticide and on to all of human life
being open to arbitrary, sociologicaljudg
ment of which human life is worthy to be
lived.
Accommodating that which is in
vogue is comfortable.Current, generally
acceptedthought forms are basedon the
concept of final reality being material or
energy, shaped into its lresent form by
chance;therefore,truth astruth becomes
absorbed by syncretism and relativism.
Not surprisingly the film "Gandhi" re.
ceivedall of the Oscars,as it fits into the
religioussyncretismof our day, and also
into its romantic failing to understandthe
politicalrealitiesof a fallenworld. One can
be thankful for Richard Grenier'sreview,
"The Gandhi Nobody Knows" in Cornmental)magazineand now publishedasa
book by Thomas Nelsonpublishers.One
could have wishedthe Christian presshad
uniformly shown the same comprehension. And the accommodationcomesso
easily in failing to see and courageously
confront the changeof ethos from what
has been, to what today is so monolithic
about us.
One magazinehas concluded that the
concern about the results of secular
humanism is like worrying about a
bogeyman. Rightly defined, secular
humanism is no bogeyman;it is a vicious
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Accommodate
Accommodate
Complicating the matter is a tendency
to lack balance. Each issue demands
balanceunder the leadershipof the Holy
Spirit while carefullyliving within the circle of what is taught in Scripture. Each
issuemust be met with holinessand love,
simultaneously.And to be really Biblebelieving and true to our living Christ,
eachissuedemandsa balancewhich says
no to two emors.Or to sayit another way:
Tfu Deuil tleuergiur.sustlw h&ry of fighting
on fursorc front.
The matter of human life is a goodcase
in point. \ilhen Dr. EverettKoop, my son
Franky, and I beganto woJk on the project tVhoteuo Happened to tlv Lfunwn
Racel the battle was being lost simply
because it was being called a Roman
Catholic issue.Few nonCatholics were
doing anything to stop abortion. The
mistaken pietists thought battles in the
areaof governmentwereunspiritual.The
other streamhad acquiredthe habit ofaccommodation and any involvement
would have meant "rocking the boat."
"l personally am against abortion,
but. . . " becamethe mediatingphrasenot
only of many Christians in goverrunenr
,%

enemy. Here again balance is important
by meansof careful definition, asI provide
in A Chnstian Manifeso. The word
Iutrwnisn is not to be confused with
lumanitariarisn or ktmanities. ITwnanisrn,
the view that Man is the measureof all
things,becausethe final reality is material,
or energy that has existedforever and has
its present form only by chance, and
therefore there is no one but Man to set
purely relative values and a purely reladvistic basefor law and government, is no
bogeyman.It standstotally againstall that
original Fundamentalistsand Evangelicals
stood for, and it guaranteesdestructionto
the individual now and in the liG to come.
Remember the end purpose of those
leading the man-centeredcrusade.On a
Phil Donahue show concerningvoluntary
school prayer, a vice-presidentof the
American Civil Liberties Union was
askedwhat he thought ofthe prayer that
has alwaysbeensaid in Congressand the
use of the word God in opening the
SupremeCourt sessions.He answered,"I
do not think it is appropriate."
The issue is not voluntary school
prayer, or the right ofthe free exerciseof
forum for religion using school property,
or any of thesethings. Tfu gmlof thexpeople is to shutan religian, specificallyClvistianity,frun theflDlud life.lt is instn.rctive
that beforehis death,JudgeI-eonJaworski
of the \i7atergate trials was concerned
enough to involve himself in the Lubbock, Texas, casefor freedom of forum in
the use of public school property. The
issueis religiousfreedom of speech.
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Accommodate
Curiously, Norman Lear's Peoplefor
the American \fay and The Performing
Arts Committee for Civil Libenies, and
the thinkers on the other sideall the way
back to the Huxleys, understandthe profundity of this battle; yet many of us still
Iive and write as though it were a cream
puff battle-as long as our boat is not
rocked.
Curiously, a generallyacceptedaccommodation is easilymade by somewho are
Evangelical,asreflectedin a current Chnstian Cnwry article stating that anyone
FUNDAN/ENTAUST
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trying to bring Christian principles into
play in governmentis againstthe position
of the separationof church and state.We
can understand the Chnstian Centrtrydoing that-although that in itself is curious
when they have been in the forefront of
trying to presstheir own principles upon
government for so many years.But even
more curious is that some Evangelicals
who should know befter, fit into this.
The battle to regain freedom ofspeech
in schools and government, to bring
Christian valuesinto contact with public
life, is in no way related to opposition to
separationofstate and church.

passedsince I have prayed for justice on
our country-I pray only for mercy. With
all the light wehavehad, and the resultsof
biblical influence, for us to have walked
on what we had-and walking includes
Chrisrians not confronting the destmction which has occurred-we deserve
God's judgment. However, that should
not causeus to fail to seethat the Soviet
position has progressedeven fi.rrther,and
loving our neighbor as we should means
doing all we can to help those persecuted
by that system now (and especiallynot
minimizing the persecutionof our Chris.
tian brothers and sistersin the Soviet
bloc). On the other hand, it meansnot
assistingthe spreadof the oppressionto
other countries.We assistin the spreadof
oppressionto other countrieswhen wefail
to rememberthat we live in a fallen world
and then support the contemporary
vogueof the utopian position of rn'dhteral
disamtanent.That, in a fallen world, in
the light ofeven recenthistory,guarantees
war (including nuclear war) and the expansion of oppression,
The leadersof the Europeangovern.
ments, from the Conservatives to the
Socialists (including Germany's Villy
Brandt) seethat the only hope of Europe's
having peace,or not being under black.
mail, is to keepa balanceof defense.If we
acceptaccommodationat this point, how
can we say that we love our neighbor as
ourselves?
Accommodation, accommodation,
how the mind-set of accommodation
grows and expandsl
Now coming back to names and
issues,I usedto shift awayuncomfortably
when I was called a Fundamentalist,
becauseofthe connotation attachedto it.
But now it seemsthat assoon asone confronts that which is not biblical, this confrontation is automatically labeled Fundamentalist. Kenneth Woodward, in
Newsweek,
calledme a Fundamentalist,as
a put down. But when Bible-believing
Christians get taken in by the connota.
tion of words insteadof the real meaning,
it is much sadder.
Think of the term "The New Right." It
hasbecomea term with a negativeconnotation, but when one examinesit, the term
refersto those who are standing against
the moral slidein our day rather than going along with an accommodation.
We must not shy awaymerelybecause
ofthe connotations placedon terrnsthat
can mean somethingquite differentwhen
analyzed.A sensibleperson must con-

Accommodate
Accommodate
It is sheerlack of comprehensionto ac.
commodateby not seeingthat one can say
all this strongly and then forgetthat there
wasmuch Christian knowledgein the early days ofour country and that this produced something in total confrontation
with what the "Man asthe measureof all
things" concept produced in the French
and RussianRevolutions.This humanistic concept is being producedall about us
and is the increasingbasefor our educa.
tion, culture, and law. Its baseis producing the chaos and destruction we seein
the family, in viewsof sex,in divorce,and
so forth. Christians must be in consistent
confrontation with the basethat produces
these things. Confrontation is not op
tional but is imperative becausewe love
the God who doesexist, and becausewe
love our neighbor asourselves.
Accommodation to the acceptablein
our culture touchesother matters.To love
my neighborasmyselfmeansI must stand
against'tyranny-from whatever side it
might come. This includes the tyranny
that exists in the Soviet bloc, and the
natural expansionist and thus extended
tyranny of that system. That system is
totally based on the same view of final
reality that, under the name lumwnism
(righdy defined),is producing the destruction of our country and cult.re.
This, of course,again needsbalance.
Our country was never perfectand now it
certainly is lessperfect. In a fallen world
nothing or no one is perfect.Yearshave
oc'l'oBERr9B3

clude that such terms can mean different
things when used in diffierent ways, and
must hope that wrong and thoughtless
connotations will not be used by Christian brothers and sisters who should
know better than to use them without
proper definitions. This is the case
whether or not we care to apply these
terrnsto ourselves,Regardlessof tags,we
are to reject what is wrong and not fear
proper confrontation.
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Accommodate
Accommodate
If Christians and Christian publishers
had been in Poland, would they have
been on the side of confrontation or on
the side of accommodation?Would thev
have marched without regard for great
personaldangerin the Constitution Day
protestsand two days earlier in the May
Day demonstrations,or would they have
been in the ranks of acceptableaccommodation unbothered by the government's verbal weapons, calling them
hooligans,extremists?
I cannot tre surewhether many Christians in this country would havemarched,
in light of the extent of the accommodation in our country when there are no
bullets, no water cannons, no tear gas,
and most rarely, any prison sentences.
Christian publishersand all Christian
leaders have a special responsibility to
avoid the blue-jeansyndrome,not noticing that their attemptsto be "with it" so
often take the sameforms as those who
deny the existenceor holinessof the living
God.
Accommodation leadsto accommodation, which leadsto accommodation. O
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Foodfor Thoughr:
Maintaining

the Templg
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Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye
haveofGod, and ye arenot your own?
For ye are bought with a price:
thereforeglorify God in your body, and
in your spirit, which are God's" (1 Cor.
6:19-20).
Richard B. Couey discussesthree
distinct principles depicted in this
Scripture: ownership, occupancy, and
option (Building God's Temple, Burgess
P u b .C o . , M i n n e a p o l i s1, 9 8 2p, p . i 5 - 1 7 ) .
Owrcrship. As born-again Christians, we have the Lord in residence
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Anger

in our bodiesin the person of the Holy
Spirit. This passage
of Scriptureclearly
revealsthat our bodiesdo not belongto
us. Christians need to "become good
stewards of their bodies.. . . God has
given us a body, and He expectsus to
feed it properly, to rest it properly, to
grow in mind and spirit, and to exercise
it properly." We are to use our bodies
"to give glory to Him, becauseHe owns
lt. "

Occupancy."Before the coming of
Christ, the Old Testament tabernacle
and the temple of Solomon were the
only dwelling placesfor the Spirit of
God." Scripture vividly describesthe

physicalbeautyof Solomon'stempleit was consrructed of gold, silver,
bronze,blue cloth, purplecloth, scarlet
cloth, and other precious materials.
Should our bodiesbe any lesswonderful than the Old Testamenrtemple?
The Hoty Spirit of God is p..r".,,
within our bodies-still some Christians persist in smoking tobacco, consumingharmful drugs,and overeating.
Test Your Nutrition
Fitness Knowledge

and

In the yearsI have been involved in
fitness and nutrition, I have found
FUNDANiEMAUSTJOURNAI
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Christiansincreasinglyconcernedwith
the care and condition of their bodies.
How knowledgeableare you regarding
nutrition, fitness,and weight loss and
control?
Option. ln verse 20 Ood provides
the ruie that will make us truly happy.
"He is directing us to glorify God in our
bodiesto the best of our ability and to
condition our [body] to its optimum
physical capacity.If we obey this directive, we will remain healthy throughout our lives.Good healthwill enhance
our servicefor Him and we can serve
more effectively without stress and
fatigue. Many Christians choose to
neglectthis directive... lthey] are obedient to God's spiritual laws; they attend church regularly, tithe accordingly, and serve others with compassion and concern, but do not glorify
God in their bodies.. .. Obey God's
directive; you will feel better and experience a happier life and better
health."
oc'l'oBERr9B3

Trueor False:Properexerciseand nutrition can slow down the agingprocess.
Although all of us wiil grow older
and we cannot stop the bags,sags,and
wrinkles,we can do somethingto slow
down physiological deterioration.
Properexerciseand nutrition are two of
severalfactors to help achievethis. A
great deal of aging is due to sedentary
lifestyle and consciousor unconscious
abuseand neglectof the body.
Trueor False:Doughnutsand sugared
coffeefor breakfastare better than no
breakfastat all.
Although I do not advocate skipping breakfast,in this caseit is the best
thing to do. Sugar and caffeine will
temporarily lift you up and then drop
you with a thud. After you "fasJ" all
night, your blood sugaris relativelylow
in the morning, but it is usually stable.
A large slug of sugar in the morning
rapidly elevatesthe blood-sugarlevel,
and your body respondsby an outpour-

ing of insulin to regulateit. Becauseof
this large secretion of insulin, the
blood-sugarlevel can drop through the
floor.
To insure a stableblood-sugarlevel,
eat proteins such as eggs or cottage
cheese and complex carbohydrates
such as low-sugaredcereals or fruits.
Due to their relativelyeven releaseinto
the bloodstream,your blood-sugarlevel
in a more controlled
ff"::..tt"t'ted
True or False:Eliminating fat from
your diet entirely is healthful.
Fat is a very important nutrient and
essentiaito life. Fats are a concentrated
sourceof energy;they make foods taste
good; they supply the essentialfatty
acid, linoleic acid; and they allow your
body to absorbthe fat-solublevitamins
A, B, E, and K.
Too much fat can be a problem.
The averageAmerican consumesclose
to half of his daily caloriesin the form

of fat. In the summer of 1987 the National Academy of Science made its
strongest statement to date regarding
the relationship of dietary fat intake
and certain cancers.Twenty to 25 percent of daily calories would be a pru.
dent intake of fat.
To cut down on fat, trim all visible
fat from foods; eliminate those foods
that are high in fat, such as lunch
meats and hot dogs; and become a
member of the "label'readers club,"
checking for the cheap saturated fats,
such as palm and coconut oil, which
are added to numerous processed
foods.
True qr False:The only source of
high-quality protein is meat or animal
by-products (eggs,cheese,etc.).
Beefand dairy advertiserswould like
you to believethis but it is not true. On
the average, Americans get adequate
protein, but since it is mostly from
animal and animal by-products we get
too much fat.
To get a high-quality protein, eat
foods that contain the eight essential
amino acids. These are the building
blocks by which the body's proteins
can be made to carrv on their vital
functions. Animal and animal bvproducts meet this criterion, but with
the drawback of the added fat.
An excellentalternativeis available
in plant foods such as wheat, legumes,
rice, corn, and oats. Although they
lack at least one of the eight essential
amino acids,this problem can be overcome by mixing thesefoods. For example, com with beansmakesa protein as
complete as that found in a piece of
steak. The combination is low in fat
and cholesterol,For an excellenthighquality protein meal, simply complement vegetableswith a serving of lowfat milk or cottage cheese.Meals like
this are economical and healthy. Serve
them at least twice a week.
True or False:Your body treats and
respondsto all carbohvdratesthe same
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way whether they are complex or refined
carbohydrates.
First, let me explain the difference.
Complex carbohydrates are fruits,
vegetables,and whole grains. Refined
carbohydratesare products made with
refined sugar or refined flour.
A diet high in complex carbohydrates helps regulate blood-sugar
levels.They are currently being usedas
the nutritional therapy for diabetics
and hypoglycemicsand have even been
implicated in the prevention of certain
cancers, diverticulosis, and other
digestive disorders, Complex carbohydratesare essentialand critical for
athletic performance and are the
proper foods for a good weight-lossand
control program.
On the other hand, refined sugar
has been associatedwith obesity, tooth
decay, diabetes, hyperactivity in
children, and degenerative diseases.
Perhapsone of the most devastatingeffects of sugar is that it significantly
reduces the efficiency of white blood
cells-the body's main defenseagainst
infection.
To cut down on sugarconsumption,
fty the following:
o Always read the label on processed
foods and avoid those with sugar
(do not be fooled by the words
brown sugar, corn sweetener,corn
syrup,lwney, dcxtrose,f rurtose-they
are all sugar) high on the ingredient list.
r Switch from soft drinks to fruit
juices or water.
o Reduce the amount of sugar you
use in coffeeor tea, or eliminate it
totally.
o Do not keep sweet foods in the
house or use them to reward
children.
o Serve more fresh fruit and fewer
baked goods for snacks and
qesserts.
o Cut down on the sugar used in
recipes.Try using grated carrots
or concentrated apple juice to
replacesome of the sugar.
True or False:The amount of sodium
necessaryfor our physiologicalneedsis
contained in one-fourth teaspoon of
salt.
The RecommendedDietary Allowance (RDA) for sodium is 1,100 to
3,300 mgs. daily. This is a fairly

generousallowanceand the 500 mgs.in
the above example is adequatefor our
needs, but it is probably unrealistic
becausesalt (40 percentsodium, 60 percent chloride) is a leading additive in
food, second only behind sugar. As a
result of this and the generousamount
ofsalt addedto food via the salt shaker.
the averageAmerican consumesup to
12,000mgs. of sodium daily.
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You can usually identify by taste,
foods that contain generousamounts
of salt, such as bacon and potato chips.
But what about fudge (54 mgs. to 1 oz.)
or corn flakes(251mgs.to 1 cup)?If this
is not bad enough, check out the fast
foods. Kentucky Fried Chicken (3-piece
original recipe), 2,285 mgs. Or how
about a Big Mac, french fries, and
chocolateshake-add another 1,404mgs.
to daily intake.At this rate, it is easyto
seewhy most peopleare overdosingon
salt. Add to this the person who salts
food prior to tasting it, and it is no
wonder the tastebudsare "paralyzed."
Try cutting back on salt intake by
avoiding foods with high sodium content (bacon, cured hams, hot dogs,
potato chips,soy sauce,pickles,various
soups, and most fast and processed
foods).Then reducethe salt you add to
foods and recipes.
Salt is a suspectedcontributor to
developmentof high blood pressurein
the 20 percent of Americans who are
geneticallyprone. Sodium causesfluid
retention, which apparently increases
the blood volume to be pumped by the
heart. In addition, sodium constricts
arterioles (small blood vessels).
Therefore,the heart must force a larger
volume through a smalleropening and
as a result, pressureincreases.
True ar False:lf you take vitamin
supplements,it does not matter when
you take them.
FUNDAIV{EMAUST
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As mentioned in question number 3,
fat is necessaryfor the absorptionof the
fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K.
Therefore, the vitamin supplement
should be taken with the largestmeal of
the day to ensurethe presenceof fat in
the stomach to aid in their absorption.
Sincevitamins act as catalyststo ensurethe most effectiveuseof food, even
the multivitamin containing the watersoluble vitamins (C and B's) should be
taken with or closeto a meal,
True or False: You never outgrow
your need for milk (calcium).
Since milk and dairy products are
the best sourcesof calcium, lifelong intake is important. Skim and low-fat
milk and dairy products are preferable.
Sardines, collard greens, and kale are
good alternate sources.Calcium intake
by adolescentsand young adults directly
affectsbone health in later years.
Ninety-nine percent of body
calcium is contained in bones and
teeth. The other I percent circulatesin
the blood and soft tissuesand is probably the most regulatedmineral in our
body. A diet consistently low in
calcium will causethe body to make adjustments to compensate.To bring the
circulating level back to normal,
calcium is drawn from bones and teeth.
Over a lifetime, the problems of
osteoporosisor osteomalaciacausedby
decalcification may appear. ln aging,
the bones normally lose calcium (an
averageof about 15 percent), but people with osteoporosiscan lose up to 50
percent of bone density and are susceptible to fractures. Osteoporosis can
start as early as age25,
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Women are three times more likely
to develop osteoporosisthan men, due
to the extra calcium needed during
childbearing and lactation, and the
oc']'oBER1983

likelihood of a low-caloriediet that is
naturally low in calcium.
True ar False:Scale weight is more
important than the amount of fat a person carriesaround.
By height-weight charts posted in
most doctors' offices, almost every
lineman in the National Football
League would be overweight. These
charts revealnothing of body composition and can be deceiving.\ile need to
be concernedwith percentageof body
fat. The amount of fat is the best indicator of health and fitness.
Excess fat burdens the body,
especially the heart. Estimates show
that for every pound of fat over the
ideal,one mile of extra blood vesselsare
needed to nourish it. This puts extra
strain on the heart to pump blood the
extra distance.Obesity also affectsthe
vascular system, lungs, kidneys, skin,
pancreas, gall bladder, feet, joints,
reproductiveorgans,and even the way
food is digested.The incidence of prostate and breast cancer are increasedin
fat people. Additionally, they have a
greater risk during surgery and
anesthesia.
The greatestcontributor to obesity
is not overeating but lack of physical
activity. Many physicians and diet
counselors knowledgeable in weightloss and control will not work with patients unwilling to increasetheir activity level.
True or False:The most effectiveway
to lose weight and keep it off is by
caloric reduction (dieting).
Fad or crash dietshave no placein a
lasting weight-loss and control program. There's no trick to losing
weight-simply cut the caloric intake.
The trick is in keepingthe lost weight
off. After the weight is lost, the dieter
soon has his head back in the
refrigerator looking for food. That's
why 95 out of 100 people regain the
weight they lose in caloric weight
reduction.
The most effective way to lose
weight and keep it off is through a
changein lifestyle.A changein eating
habits and exercisehabits must be incorporated into the daily routine for a
lifetime.
Exercise should be of the aerobic
type-jogging, swimming, cycling, or
fast walkins. It must be done at least

three to four days a week, for a
minimum of 30 minutes,with the heart
rate elevatedto a high level during the
whole course of the exercise.Besides
burning calories,this helps to regulate
appetite, burns excess calories even
after exercisehas stopped, and allows
for time to permit fat to be usedas fuel
to support that exercise.
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exercise
Combining a conscientious
program with a slight caloric reduction
(200 to 250 calories per day) allows
most peopleto lose about one pound a
week-the ideal weight loss via a
is unlifestylechange.Calorie-counting
necessary and also tedious and
discouraging.The best guidelinescome
from the University of Alabama in Birmingham's Nutrition clinic where doctors have developeda specialdiet called
the "time calorie displacement approach." lt stresses
largeintakes of lowcalorie, slow-eating fruits and
vegetables.Servings of high-fat items
are strictly limited, and meat and dairy
products are held at an appropriate
level. The idea is to learn how to control food, not avoid food.
Too many times we as Christians do
not "walk the way we talk." We advocatethe importanceof caring for our
families, yet allow children to subsist
on junk food, and exerciseas little as
possible.We talk about our bodies being the temple of the Holy Spirit and
desecratethat temple by our lifestyles.
Christians say in effect,"My God can
do anything-except keep the soft
drinks, candy, and cakes out of my
mouth and make me exercise."
We owe it to God, who createdus,to
take the best careof the bodies He has
given us. Fitnessand nutrition are two
important ingredientsthat help do this
and sive us the chance to better serve
Him.
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$2.95- Paperback

Thiswork,originallydeliveredas a paperat the 1980Councilon
BaptistTheology,
seeksto dealwith the question-theplaceof God's
lawfor the believer.
Dr. Longshowsthatit is onlyby approaching
the
perspective
subjectfrom the absoluteand covenantal
that one can
avoidtwo extremes
thatarecommonamongthosewho dealwith the
subject.
Therearethosewho so absolutize
God'slaw thattheyfail to
within the Scriptureand thereare thosewhose
seeany distinctions
viewof thecovenants
is soextremethattheyfail to seeany moralabsolutes.Dr. Long'swork showsthat both aspects
of the subjectmust
be dealtwith in orderto havea biblicalunderstandinq
of the law.
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The Church: Its Polity and OrdinancesHezekiahHarvey(248Pages)

$4.95- Paperback
$6.95- Hardcover

Thiscompanion
volume"oughtto becomea standard
textbookin
Baptistseminaries
and schoolswhich offera coursein this field.Its
readable
andsuccinct
style,poignantcomments,
contentwill helpthe
studentwrestlewith manycurrentissues.
Pastors,
churchleaders,
and
members
in general
usefulstudybeforethey
oughtto consultHarvey's
teachin thisarea;it is a wiseandprofitable
work.It is a Baptistreprint
of mostsignificant
import!"
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The Pastor:His Qualifications
And DutiesHezekiahHarvey(180Pages)

Dr. JohnArmstronq

HarmonyIn The Church:ChurchDisciplineWarhamWalker

$3.95- Paperback
Hardcover
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$3.95- Paperback
- Hardcover
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"Thiswork hasthe distinctionof flowingfromthe penof a thorough
Baptist,andso dealswith thoseissues
whicharepeculiarto a Baptist pastorate.
Thosewho are considering
the Christianministry
wouldbewiseto givethisvolumetheircarefulattention:
Mayit, in
thewordsof theauthor,bea meansto helpmanyachieve'ahigher
effectiveness
of the gospelministry."'

The doctrineof the localchurchis centralto the Baptistposition.
One practicalaspectof that doctrinethat is virtually nonexistent
among contemporaryBaptistsis the practiceof biblical church
discipline.
This book,an exposition
of the doctrine,will be welcome
by all thosewho desireto seelocalchurchesstriveto restoretheir
ouritv.
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$1.95-Paperback
Our research
indicated
thatthis is thefirsttimethiswork hasbeenavailablefor massdistributionsincethe 1650s.We haveincludeda
contemporaryprefaceto the work which will give the readersome
historical
background
andan ideaof theimportance
of thisdocument.
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as Christianity been customized? "How much can
you remove from a car, and
still possesswhat is properly called a
car?" asks Michael Green in Tfu Truth
of God Incarnarc."Lights may be a lux.
ury; you can do without bodywork in
warm weather; brakes may be dispensedwith, at all eventson the level;
but if you remove the engine or the
chassisit is questionable whether we
are still talking about a car at all."
Green notes that in recent years we
have seenthe accelerationof a process
of dismantlingfull.bloodedChristianity.
Certain theologians have engagedso
wholeheartedlyin this processthat one
is justified in questioning if what they
have ended up with can any longer be
consideredthe genuine article.
OCTOBERl9B3

The biblical doctrine of Christ has
been especially victimized by this
dissection. The truths of His deity,
Virgin Birth, Incarnation, and Atonement have all been systematically
plundered by peopletrying to modernize the faith or "make it more intelli.
gible" to their respectivegenerations.
'With
understandable fervor. Fundamentalists have always guarded
those precious truths which have
specialbearing upon their Saviour. So
much is at stake here. When we sully
the waters of the fountainhead we
pollute the entire stream.But also,over
the years many have fallen victim to
wrong thinking about Christ. Indeed,
the history of Christology often reads
like a "'Who's Who of Heretics!"Satan
knows that since he cannot defeat

Christ, he had best destroyHis reputation. Many who have calledthemselves
"Christian" have aided Satan in this
attempt.
This column has already given attention to the deity of Christ, His
Virgin Birth, and substitutionary
Atonement. The burden of this study is
to spotlight the doctrine of Christ's
authentic humanity.
Was Jesus for real?
Somemight say that discussingthis
is like carrying coals to Newcastleor
shipping seafood to Nantucket. Does
not talking about a historicalpersonage
like Jesusof Nazareth presupposethat
such a man existed?Over the years the
humanity of Christ has been
misrepresented in numerous *"lr^
.1.)

Some have denied it. Others have
abridgedit. Still others have acceptedit
but denied its importance to Christianity.
During the writing of the New
Testament and for sometime later. the
idea that God would enter history in
human flesh was extremelv repulsive to
thosewho viewedthe fleshasinherentlv
evil. They insisted that Jesus only
"seemed"(Gr. dakeo)to have a human
nature. These "docetists,"as they were
called, were quite prepared to accepr
that Jesus was divine, but were sure
preciselyfor that reason that He could
not have had a real human nature. For
the purpose of dispelling such false
teaching John wrote, "The Vord was
made flesh" (John 1:14). Paul also
declared "For in him dwelleth all the
fulness of the Godhead bodilv" (Col.

2e).

The Gospel of John most clearly
defines the humanity of Christ
Special attention needs to be given
here to John's testimony becausein re.
cent years it has been charged that
John himself was a docetistand that he
writes his Gospel entirely from that
perspective. However, the argument
that may be made for the humanity of
Christ in John's writings is both full
and instructive.
First of all, he depicts Jesusin terms
common to human nature. Jesusis a
real member of the human family with
authentic historical existence. He
became "flesh" (i.e. a human being),
John 1:14.He cameinto the world and
existed among men (John 1:10,14,26i
6:14; 12:46).He is found moving about
from place to place through ordinary
means.\Uhen He appearsto supervene
natural laws (6:16-21),it is alwaysclear
that John intends to underscore His
divine mission (cf. 6:27) but never
at the expense of His humanity
(cf. 6:35-63).
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Furthermore, He is a thinking, rational, emotional, and volitional being
( 2 : 2 4 - 2 56; : 1 5 ; 1 1 : 3 3 , 3 81i 2 : 2 7 ;1 3 2 1 ) ,
He decidesto do things and, in terms
governed by His circumstances,He
makes judgments and pursues ideas
and goalsthat are His alone.
Jesusis alsorelatedto God as a man.
He prays to God (11:41-42;17:lff).He
views His earthly life in terms of obe.
dience to God's will (17 4,6-8).
Throughout John's Gospel He is
depicted as a man who knew God as
His Father, who loved Him, and defined the ethical and moral propriety of
all His actions in terms of God's Word
and purpose.
Furthermore, John goes out of his
way to utilize names and descriptive
terms that emphasize Jesus' human
nature. For example,he pays specialattention to those who addressJesusas a
"man." The Baptist addressedHim as
"a man" that comes after him (1:30).
The woman at the well testifiedofJesus,
"Come, see a man which told me all
things" (4:29).The officerssent to seize
Him returned with the report: "Never
man spake like this man" (7:46). The
man whose sight had been restored
identifiedHim as "A man that is called
Jesus" (9:11). His enemies in the
SanhedrinrepeatedlycalledHim a man,
to underscore their charge of
blasphemy (9:16,24; 10:33; ll 47).
Caiaphas prophesiedthat one "man"
should die for the people (11:50).At
His trial He is cited by His enemies as
well as Pilate as "the man" (18J7,29;
19:5).
John also employsthe name'Jesus"
throughout the Gospel. This is the
name given to Him by His parents
which highlights His relationship to
history. His lineagemay be traced back
through David (l:49; 7:42;d. Rev. 3:7;
5:5,22:16)and Jacob(cf. Matt. l:l-2;
Luke 3:34, cf. John l:47) to ancient
promisesgiven through Mosesand the
prophets (l:45; 5:46). The importance
of this focusesprimarily upon Jesus'
sacrificial death as authentic man for
sinful man.
The title "Son of Man," insofar as it
is the title of "incarnation," is also a
title of humanity. The title is the one
most commonly utilized by Jesus to
refer to Himself in the Gospels, and in
John is employed in a unique way to
point to His messianic mission. Its

association with the "Bread of Life"
presupposesthe capacity to die as a
man (6:27,53,62).Its employment in
relation to the crosshas the sameforce

(12:23-24;
13:31).

Then, too, Christ, as the "Lamb
slain," could not have merely an "apparent humanity." To qualify, He must
be taken "from the sheep"(Exod. 12:5).
His mission demands that He be "like
unto his brerhren" (Heb. 2:17). Then,
having accomplished his task He
"passed into the heavens" (Heb.
4:14-15;cf. John L6:25-33),leadingHis
followersto victory (16:33;1 John 4:4).
As the "Bread of Life," Jesus'"flesh"
and "blood" existenceis linked to the
faith of His followers. Onlv as a man
could He lay down His life and offer
Himself to the world. But this also
becomesthe basisfor imparting life and
fellowship for those who receiveHim.
As "the Resurrection," Christ brings
victory over death, because He has
achievedit. \Uhen Jesusis raised,John
is careful to point out that people
touched Him (70:16-17; 25-28); He
"breathed on them" (20:22); He ate
with them (21J2.13); He talked with
them (21:15-23).This is important to
John becausehuman existeniedoesnot
seem to be contemplated otherwise.
G.C. Berkouwer, professor emeritus of
systematic theology at Free University
of Amsterdam, correctly observesin his
book The Personof Chrisrl "Anyone expecting that Christ's deity would completely overshadow His genuine
humanity in this period is mistaken.
The great change which took place...
is His transition from the crossto glory;
but He Himself, the man JesusChrist,
remained unchanged."
John's account is no myth
What John has to say about Jesusin
His day-to-day associations and in'
volvements with men emphatically
underscores his commitment to the
reality of Jesus'full humanity. While it
is true that he is not concerned with
the "Christmas story" as it is developed
in the Synoptics, it is a gross oversimplification to suggestthat he is not
concerned to present Jesusas subject to
the common afflictions, passions,and
contingencies of all men.
In terms of Jesus' earthly relationships the whole manner of His life is
human. He attends a wedding with
FUNDAI/GNIAIISTJOURNAI

f a m i l y a n d f r i e n d s ( 2 : 1 : ll ) a n d
responds in a predictable way to His
mother's request to securemore wine
(2:3-4\.He had brothers who told Him
what He ought to do in a manner immediately recognizableto anyone who
has grown up with brothers (7:3-5).He
demonstratesa concern for His mother
and His friends, showing deep filial at
tachmentscommon to human relationships (11:5; l3 1; 19:26-77).
The prospect of His death disturbed Him and
He ponders,for an instant, the options
available to Him (12:27). He demonstrates emotions such as anger
(2:14-16),fear for His life (7:1,10),love
( 1 1 : 5 ; 1 3 : 1 ) , c o m p a s s i o n( 1 1 : 1 4 - 1 5 ;
16:19-33),sorrow (11:33,35),anxiety
(13:21).He is also subjectto the common lot of man. He grew tired and
thirsty (4:6-7;19:28).\ilhile He showed
a remarkable ability to understand
human nature and the dynamics of
human interaction (Z:25; 6:26), there
are times when He lacks information
and seeksit through questions (6:67;
11:26i11:34;18:34).He is subjectedto
rejection and betrayal (6:66; 13:21).
The fact that He must anticiDate
restoration to His former glorious,state
showsthat He is restrictedto timdand
space(17:4-5).
Finally, He died as a man. One is
hard-pressedto explain this full and absorbing narrative ofJesus'crucifixion in
John's Gospel, if in fact he was a
docetist. It cannot be said that John
has skimped on this part of his story.
A theological watershed
John considersthis doctrine of such
great importance that one may useit to
differentiateauthenric from counterfeit
Christianity (1 John 4:2-3; 2 John 7).
This is the "true Light, which lighteth
every man that cometh into the world"
(1:9; cf. 9:5). He is God in flesh. God
living, breathing, moving up and down
among His people and revealing the
very heart of God. He is the Light in
the samesensethat He is the \Uay, the
Truth, and the Life. He is at once the
ideal man and the only truly authentic
man. In His iife He is the prototype and
example (cf. 1 Pet. 2:21).ln His death,
He is the propitiation (1 John 2:2). In
glory He is the Advocate with the
F a t h e r( 1 J o h n 2 : 1 ) .
He is the "Prophet" (1:Zl-27),
"Messiah Christ" (1:41), the longOCTOBERI9B3

awaited"King of lsrael" (1:49),who is a
"Jew" (4:9),"Jesusof Nazareth,the Son
of Joseph"(1:45),the One who was anticipated with gladnessby Abraham
(8:56),prophesiedby Moses(1:45),and
spokenof in all the Scriptures(5:39).If
He only appearedto be a man, He only
appearedto fulfill the Scriptures.
The affirmation in 1 John 4:2-3 rs
more than just one of the criteria by
which the Christian can know He is
born of God (cf. 5:13), although it is
certainly that. It forms a key that
unlocks the full significanceof the pres.
ent ministry of Christ in the life of the
believer. The Incarnation was imoortant to the historical verificationof the
("word") of life. This is not just
message
an idea,assuch,that John is preaching.
It concernsthat "which we have heard,
which we have seen with our eyes...
and our hands have handled." Vhat is
it that John has seen and heard and
handled?It is "the life...manifestedunto us." Throughout this epistle,John
expands on the "normal Christian
Iife." He knows what it is becausehe
walked and talked with the perfect,living manifestation of it. With that
thought in mind John explainsthat his
purpose in writing was to show the
readershow to maintain fellowshiowith
"us" (Christians)who, in turn, are in
fellowship with the Father and His
Son, JesusChrist (1:3).Onlv then will
they experiencethe fullnessof life.
But to have this fellowship,sin must
be dealt with. How? On the basisof the
shed blood of JesusChrist (1:9).He is
the "Advocate" and the "propitiation
for our sins." Again, the basisfor these
conceptsis the authentic humanity of
Christ.
Further, if Christ did not becomea
man there is no substantivehope for
the Christian. John expresses
this in 3:2
in the words "When he shall appear,
we shall be like him." If He never
became "like us" the promise of this
versecould never be true, for we shall
surely never take on the essential
nature of Deity. Nor doesJohn intend
to say that. Rather, his thought is
much like Paul's in 1 Corinthians 15.
The Resurrection of Christ is the
firstfruits and the believer's resurrection is the harvest. His Resurrectionis
both the basis and the oattern for the
believer's.

John goeson to relatethe purposeof
Christ's incarnate ministry in relation
to Christian purity (3:5.10;cf. L:5-7).
The practice of sin is entirely antithetical to the work of Christ to
"destroythe works of the devil." Christian love also finds its definition in the
incarnate Christ, particularly in the
contextof Calvary(3:16;4:9).The very
gift of salvation is owing to the incarnate ministry of Christ (4:10,14).In
fact, if the Christian is to have any
spiritual understanding at all about
God and the nature of his life in God,
it is because"the Son of God is come
and hath given us an understanding"
(5:20). It is no wonder that for John
only antichrist could deny this vital
truth so necessaryto salvation, godly
living, and hope of glory.
Behold the Man
In his attempt to play to the emo.
tions of the crowd Pilateturned asJesus
walked in the room, His face streaked
with blood from the thorns that
pierced His brow. "Behold the man,"
Pilatecried, hoping to induce pity for a
man he knew was innocent. It was a
mistake,for no mercy would come that
day from the bloodthirsty crowd.
But Pilate was right about one
thing. \fhen he said "Behold the man!"
he wrote a title over the brow of Jesus
which is His everlastingglory and our
eternal hope. Indeed as "the Man" He
has no peer. "BesideHim we are all less
than men," as J.C. Macaulay, in his
commentary on the Gospel of John,
has so eloquently noted. "His utter
perfections,seennow in the crucibleof
suffering,flash forth the very imageof
God. while we stand before Him convicted and condemned of all the sin
which has made humanity the broken
earthenwarethat it is."
"Behold the manl" And know that
He now stands,not beforePilate,but at
the right hand ofthe Father ever ready
to make intercessionfor us. "Till we all
come in the unity of the faith, and of
the knowledgeof the Son of God, unto
a perfectman, unto the measureof the
stature of the fulness of Christ"

(Eph.4:13).
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C.I.Scofield:
andDetermined
Dedicated
by Vlilliam A. BeVier
n each generationare individualswho make a significant
contribution to the lives of their contemporariesand to
succeedinggenerations.Dr. C.l. Scofield was such a
man. Other men have done the same things he did, but
seldom in the same combination. Few Congregational
ministers,other than Scofield,have servedas United States
District Attorneys. Few have served two terms in the
legislatureof a rowdy frontier state. Few ConfederateArmy
privates have had as many as three books published by the
Oxford University Press,which have sold millions of copies;
nor have they been electedmembersof the French Societe
Academiqued' Histoire lnternationale.
Scofield'slife falls naturally into two divisions-before and
after salvation. In Septemberof 1879 he was converted to
biblical Christianity and embarkedon a completelydifferent
courseof life.
Anyone who undertakes to compile the life story of
Scofieldimmediatelvencountersseveraldifficulties.The major one is the lack of reliable source material. The only
biography on him now in print was written late in Scofield's
life by a closepersonal friend, Charles G. Trumbull, longtime
editor of the Sanday$hool Times. Trumbull's work Tlw Life
Storl o/ C.I. Scofield(New York: Oxford University Press,
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1920)has the advantage of being written during Scofield's lifetime, with the
copy checked by Scofield himself before
publication. The book is best described
as a eulogy.

Scofield was in 18 battles and
engagementsduring the war, primarily
as an orderly, and was 12 miles from
Appomattox, Virginia, when General
Lee surrenderedin 1865.

\)cofteld had few natural descendants.
His first marriage produced two
daughters and a son, all of whom are
dead, as is his first wife. To the second
marriage one son, Noel P., was born,
The second Mrs. Scofield and Noel are
also deceased.
Cyrus Ingerson Scofield was born
August 19, 1843, near Clinton
Lenawee County, Michigan, where his
grandfather and father reportedly
owned a large tract of timber and
operated a sawmill. His mother died
soon after his birth. By the 1840smost
of the timber had been cut in sourhern
Michigan, and young Scofield's father
moved the family to central Tennessee,
also timber country.
Scofieldreceivedhis early education
in Tennessee,through books loaned to
the family by neighbors. The family
was Episcopalian and the rector encouraged Scofield in his studies.He was
preparing to enter the University of
Virginia when the Civil War began in
1861. At age 17 he joined the Confederate Army. The Muster Roll of
Company H, 7th Regiment,Tennessee
Infantry, states Cyrus Scofield enlisted
on May 20, 1861, at Nashville, to
serve for 12 months. His army record
states that Scofield was five feet eleven
inches, had a florid complexion and
hazeleyes,and his occupationwas"student." Scofieldwas dischargedfrom the
Confederate Army on September 26,
1862,"by reasonof not being a citizen
of the ConfederateStatesbut an Alien
friend." This was probably basedon his
being born in a northern state. Officially Scofield was not again in the
ConfederateArmy, but there is speculation he reenlisted under another
name, because Trumbull reports

the Civil War, Scofield went
{a,fter
to live with an older sister in St. Louis
who had married into the prominent
Papin family, descendantsof one of the
early French settlers of the city. His
brother-in-law influenced him to enter
the practice of law. As was the custom
at that time, Scofield sought apprenticeship in a law office in order to
prepare for the bar examination. He
married for the first time in St. Louis,
and before he could pass the bar examination, his wife's family became
engagedin a major lawsuit involving
land holdings in Kansas. During the
Civil War "squatters" had moved onto
tracts claimed by the Cerre family (his
relatives by marriage) and the family
was trying to evict them. The Cerres
sent Sco{ield to Kansas to represent
them in the case.He engagedthe best
legal counsel available in Kansas,
John J. Ingalls, to handle the case.He
joined Ingalls's law office and was admitted to the Kansasbar asa practicing
attorney in 1869. Vith Ingalls he also
becameinvolved in Kansaspolitics,not
tranquil during the 1870s.
- In November 1871, Scofield was
elected on the Republican ticket to his
first of two terms in the Kansas state
legislature. Scofield nominated his law
partner, John lngalls, to the U.S.
Senate and after his election, Ingalls
named Scofield as the United States
District Attorney for Kansas. At age
29, Scofield was then the youngest
United States District Attorney in the
nation. The former Confederate Army
private found himself a U.S. government official at a time before general
amnesty had been granted to Confederate veterans. Scofield'sterm in office was short-lived and not without
controversy. He resignedabruptly after
six months without public explanation
and never again entered politics.
For almost three years Scofield'sactivities are obscure.The 1877St. Louis
city directory has him living back in
St. Louis practicing law. During this
time Scofield began to drink heavily
and friends felt that he was destroying
both himself and his law oractice.
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In St. Louis, in those crucial years,
Scofield became acquainted with
Thomas S. McPheeters, a businessman
and son of a Southern Presbwerian
Church pastor. In Septemb.i tg?g
McPheeters, in Scofield's law office,
asked him frankly, "Why aren't you a
Christian?" Scofield's response was, "I
am a nominal Episcopalian." When
McPheeters pressed him further,
Scofield admitted no one had ever told
him how to become a Christian.
McPheeters proceeded to explain the
gospel and Scofteld accepted Christ
and dated his conversion from that
time. He was 36 years old. He later insisted that Trumbull record in his
biography that the taste for liquor
was instantly removed upon his
conversion.
McPheeters promptly put Scofield
into Christian work with the YMCA
and introduced him to Dr. JamesH,
Brookes, pastor of the Compton
Avenue Presbvterian Church in
St. Louis. From him Scofieldgainedhis
dispensational and premillennial
understandingof the Scripture.He also
met D.L. Moody about this time and
became an active volunteer worker in
one of Moody's evangelisticcampaigns.
Scofieldjoined a Congregational church
in St. Louis and becameinvolved in an
evangelistic effort to reach railroad
crewsin East St. Louis, Illinois.

rln

1880,shortly after his conversion.
Scofield was licensed to preach by the
Congregational church and became
pastor of the Hyde Park Congregational Church in St. Louis which he
had organized.
Two years later, at the urgent invitation of the Congregational Home
Missions superintendent, Scofield accepted the pastorateof a small declining church in Dallas, Texas. In that
state after the Civil \far, Congrega.
tionalists (dating from Colonial New
England), were generally viewed as
"Yankees,"so peopleof Dallasweresurprised that a former Confederate
soldier was a Congregational pastor.
Scofield's first sermon that hot
August in 1882 was delivered to 12
people-l1 women and one man-in a
church with seating for 200. Two accepted Christ. In 1883 a family from
Michigan joined the church. The
following year that family's daughter,
FUNDAMEMAUSTJOURNAI

"Yankees,"so peopleof Dallasweresurprised that a former Confederate
soldier was a Congregationalpastor.
Scofield's first sermon that hot
August in 1882 was delivered to 12
people-l1 women and one man-in a
church with seating for 200. Two accepted Christ. In 1883 a family from
Michigan joined the church. The
following year that family's daughter,
'!Vartz,
Miss Hettie
becamethe wife of
the pastor. She was C.I. Scofield's
faithful companion until his death.
Scofield became prominent in the
Congregational Church, with increasi.tg invitations to minister in the
easternand northern part of the country in summer Bible conferences.He
welcomed not only the increasedopportunities to teach the Scripture, but
to be out of Dallas during the hot
summers. In spite of his absences,the
Dallas church grew in numbers.Home
Bible classeswere usedto reach into the
community,a relativelynew conceptin
the 1880s.

ern School of Bible in Dallas (to train
men for the ministry); presidentof the
Board of Trusteesof Lake CharlesColIege,Louisianaisecretaryof the Central
American Mission; editor of his monthly
magazine; and spent several months
away from Dallas each year teaching
and preaching.
In 1896Scofieldacceptedan invitation to pastor Trinitarian Congregational Church of Northfield. Massa.
chusetts, then D.L. Moody's home
church. Moody had fosteredthe invita.
tlon.
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ittle is availableabout his ministry
in Northfield 1896-1902.Inaddition to
the pastorate,Scofieldwas presidentof
two preparatoryschools,grades9-12,in
Northfield. He helped start a new
church in nearby Mount Hermon and
preachedone Sunday a month there.
In 1899 Scofieldconductedthe funeral
of his friend D.L. Moodv.
In 1901 Scofieldjoined with others
in organizing a seriesof annual Bible
conferencesconducted on the estateof
I n Dallas Scofieldbegan to write for
Chicago department store owner John
publication. His first publishedwriting,
T. Pirie on Long Island, known as Sea
Righrly Dividing tlw Ward o/ Truth (1BBB Cliff Bible Conferences.One speaker
and still in print), was the result of his
was Arno C. Gaebelein,editor of Ow
Bible study classes.He also started a
Hope magazine,who used the magazine
monthly publication, The Belieoxr.ln
to publish many messages
of the con.
1890 he initiated a Bible corferencespeakers,At Sea Cliff, Scofield
respondence study he directed until
first mentioned to Gaebelein his plan
1914.By then the courseshad 10,000 to publish a referenceBible to aid those
studentsenrolled, and the program was
wanting a systematicindividual Bible
turned over to Moody Bible Institute,
study. Scofieldagreedto let Gaebelein
which still includes the "Scofield Bible
solicit financial support from peopleat
CorrespondenceCourse,"
the Bible conference.Enough money
Among Scofield's acquaintances was receivedto start the work. Meanwas Hudson Taylor, founder of the
while the church in Dallas was having
China Inland Mission who ministered trouble. Membership declined, some
with him in Bible and missionaryconwithdrew to form another church, and
ferences. This friendship turned
the remaining leaders repeatedly inScofield's attention to the needs of
vited Scofield to return. In February
nearby Central America. Calling
1903 Scofield returned to Dallas to
together several laymen in his Dallas
pastor his former church, but with the
church, in 1890 Scofieldorganizedthe
understanding that much of his time
Central American Mission. which conwould be devoted to the reference
tinues to servethe causeof Christ, with
Bible. Dr. and Mrs. Scofield went to
headquartersin Dallas.
Europe in 1904for 11 months for him
By lB9Z Scofield was not only
to study and work on the reference
pastor of the Dallas church, which by
Bible. He became ill and had to stop
theh had several hundred members
work for four months. This was only
and operated three mission churches
one of severalexamplesof hindrances
includingone for blacks,but wasacting
to the completion of what becamethe
superintendent of the Congregational
ScofieldReferenceBible.
Home Missionary Society for Texas
In England in 1904, through a
and Louisiana; head of the SouthwestChristian publisher,Scofieldwasput in
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contact with the Oxford University
Press,which published the Reference
Bible. This undoubtedly enhanced the
study Bible being known to the public
and assuredthe quality of its production.
By 1905 Scofield was spending less
time at the church in Dallas and more
with the ReferenceBible. Severaltimes
he gave his resignationbut the church
refusedto accept it. The church gave
him a year's leave of absencein 1905,
which was later extended.
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1908 the First Congregational
Church of Dallas voted to withdraw
from the Congregational denomination. This was part of the developing
Fundmentalist-Modernistcontroversy.
Scofield was not then in Dallas but
wrote a letter to the congregationsupporting their action. He subsequently
placedhis ministerial credentialsin the
U.S. PresbyterianChurch (South) but
was never active with the denomina.
tion.
By January 1909The ScofieldReferenceBible wascompletedand presented
to the public. This was probably the
greatestcontribution of C.l. Scofield's
ministry.
Also in 1909, Scofield was finally
able to resign the pastorate of the
Dallaschurch.He had acceptedthe invitation of Oxford University Pressto
serve as editor of their 300th anniversary edition of the English Bible commemoratingthe King JamesVersion of
1 6 1 1 .S t i l l , u n t i l h i s d e a t h i n 1 9 2 1 ,
Scofield was pastor emeritus of the
Dallas church, receiving an annual
salary of $600. The church is now
called the ScofieldMemorial Church.
Having seftledin New York the nationally known Scofieldhad increasing
requeststo speak.He was past 65 and
not in good health. During these years
he revived an old interest, a school
where young people could be trained
for the ministry. Vith Dr. \Uilliam L.
Pettingill as his chief associate,Scofield
organized the Philadelphia Bible Institute (now part of the Philadelphia
College of Bible) in 1914, serving as
president until 1918 when ill health
forced his resignation.
T'l
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in 1917a new edition of the
continuedon page56
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am glad to be permitted
to speak on this very important subject, but I do
want, at the outset, to say
that I think we can very easily
be too much occupied with
the Holy Spirit. The Holy
Spirit in this dispensationis
not in the world to occupy us
with Himself, but with the
Lord Jesus Christ, and I
believe the chief characreristic of the Spirit-filled life is
the heart occupation and exaltation of our ever blessed
Saviour-Lord. Nevertheless
there is in the New Testament a very important body
of revelation concerning the
Spirit, and surely it is there
for our learning, and therefore we hoy, with glad
hearts, give attention to it,
I want to speak, first of
all, as clearing the ground,
upon the personal relationshipsof the Holy Spirit. When we
speakof the Holy Spirit we are speakingof a person,just as
when we speakof the Lord JesusChrist, the Son of God. Just
as we enter into various personal relationshipshere in the
world, so is it with the Holy Spirit. He is a person, and His
relationshipswith us are personal.John 14:16-17indicatesin
two short words from our Lord's lips, words which may easily
be fixed in the memory, two of these relationships.
I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another
Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever; Even
the Spirit of truth; whom the world cannot receive,
becauseit seethhim not, neither knoweth him, but ye
know him; for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in
you.
Hold in your minds the two little words wfrh and in. "He
dwelleth with you." A presentfact. "He shall be in you." A
future promise. \fith and in.
And, behold, I sendthe promiseof my Father upon
you: but tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem,until ye be endued with power from on high (Luke 24:29).
And now you have the third of the little words which indicatethe personalrelationshipsof the Holy Spirit. The Holy
Spirit stands crith the believer,in the believer, and apon the
believer.ln the caseof the personal disciplesof our Lord we
40

see these relationships
assumedby the Holy Spirit
with an interval between.
That is, He was u.,iththem
before He was in them. and
He was in them before He
was upon them.
As long as the gospelwas
preached to Jews only-that
is during the period of which
Acts 1:9givesthe record-an
interval of time elapsedbe'
tween the act of faith and the
receiving of the Spirit. But
from the preaching of Peter
in the house of the Gentile
Cornelius to this hour. no
interval intervenes between
the moment when faith is exercised and the receiving of
the Spirit as indwelling and
baptizing the believer. It is
wholly unscriptural to tell
believers to "seek the bap
tism" with the Spirit. Not
one such injunction or exhortation can be found in the
apostolicwritings. On the contrary, we are taught that "by
one Spirit are we all baptizedinto one body" (l Cor. 12:13).
The first thing with which faith has to deal is the fact that
the Spirit does indwell the believer. I remember a dear old
man in the South, a sweetand lovely Christian continually
manifestingthe fruit of the Spirit, yet I never heard him pray
that he did not ask the Father to give him the Spirit. I finally
said to him: "Brother, I have heard you pray many times ro
the Father to give you the Holy Spirit. \Uhen do you expect
your prayer to be answered?\Uhy is it not answered?"
"Well," he said, "that is a great puzzleto mel I can't
understand it."
"'Well," I said, "brother, you have been praying for
something you have already, and instead of praying the
Father to give you the Spirit you should be thanking the
Father that He has given you the Spirit." And so we went to
the \ilord to see about that.
\(/hat? know ye not that your body is the temple of
the Holy Ghost, which is in you, which ye have of
God, and ye are not your own? (1 Cor. 6:19).
But you will say, perhaps, that this was addressedto
believers of the apostolic day, to a superlative kind of
thoroughly sanctified believers. No, indeed. The apostle
FUNDAMENTAUSTJOURNAI

blames these Corinthian saints for
everything that could be faulty in the
life of a Christian. They were believers,
but they were carnal believers,and to
these the apostle addressedthat question.
They were living on a very low level
indeed, but they were real believerson
the Lord JesusChrist, and thereforethe
Spirit of God dwelt in their bodies,
making them temples.
That is a tremendousand transforming fact-the Holy Spirit indwells us.
He is not going away. He is there to
stay.But we must beginby believingit.
If you will simply believethat the Spirit
has alreadytaken up His abodein your
mortal bodies,you will find a transformation beginning, and very possibly
somethings that you now allow will no
longer be allowed if that is really beIieved.
And next I ask you to note that the
Spirit indwellsthe believerto give victory over the flesh.The old self is there;
the old Adam nature is there. ln a very
real sense the believer who has been
born of the Spirit is two persons.More
accurately,he has within his one personalitytwo natures:the divine nature
imparted by the Spirit of God in the
New Birth and the old Adam nature. In
an experimentalway, this is brought
out in Romans 7. There you have a
justified believer but he is destitute of
either rest or victory. He is in constant
inner strife and his experienceis one of
constant defeat. lt is one of the most
tragic passagesof the \Uord of God,
and yet it describesan averageChristian experience.But in Romans 8 the
same man gives us quite a different
aspectof Christian life and experience.
Indeed, the great apostle to the Gentiles illustratesin himself the only three
possiblephasesof religious and Christian experience.First, as a Jew,he was a
very religiousman, intenselyreligious,
working day and night at his religion,
perfectly self-satisfied-butlost.
Then he met Jesuson the way to
Damascusand was saved,and then he
was miserable,for he was trying to go
on as a Christian under the law, and
that is always misery, and always
defeat.
And then Paul passedinto a third
phase of experience:"The law of the
Spirit of life in Christ Jesushath made
me free from the law of sin and death"
OCI'OBER1983

(Rom 8:2).The conflictpassedinto victory-not by the method of law-works
and self-determination, but by the
power of the Spirit indwelling him.
Hosts are in Paul's first statereligious churchgoers, church
members, diligent in religion, contented with themselves.But when you
speakof any vital Christianexperience,
they wonder what you are talking
aoout.
Other multitudes are saved but
without victory over self, striving to
please God by law-works and to get
peace of conscienceby religiousness.
They are like Israel in the wilderness,
restless,murmuring, often lusting after
the things of Egypt.
Note the apostle'ssecretof victory:
"The law of the Spirit of life in Christ
Jesushath made me freefrom the law of
sin and death." The man is delivered.
He is made free. By what? By new
resolutions?
A new law, a new power,a
new enablement has come in and
deliveredthe man; that is what he is
telling us. He was working so hard to
perfect a character which God could
approve,and now he finds the wonderful truth-the righteousnessof the law
is fulfilled ln (not by) those who walk
not after the law but after the Spirit.
All is based on the perfect work of
Christ, but madeinto actualexperience
by the Holy Spirit dwelling in the
believer.
ln Galatians5:16-17we read, "This
I say, then, \Ualk in the Spirit, and ye
shall not fulfill the lust of the flesh."
Vhy? "For the flesh lusteth againstthe
Spirit, and the Spirit againstthe flesh."
The omnipotent Spirit of God dwelling
in the believer and the flesh in the
believer are contrary the one to the
other, but the Spirit has power, as we
walk in Him, perfectly to keep in the
place of death the deedsof the body,
the flesh and its motions.
Observe,it is not you and the Holy
Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit. He doesnot
ask any of your help in that. He asks
only one thing, that you shall waik in
Him. Now what is it to walk in the
Spirit? \ilhat of Christian character?
How doesit come?
The fruit of the Spirit is love,
joy, peace,Iongsuffering,gentleness, goodness,faith, meekness,
[ah, it is possible then to be
meek!], temperance. Against

such there is no law (Gal.

5:22-23).
There are the nine beautiful
elementsof real Christian character.
How are they produced?"The fruit of
the Spirit." It carries one back in
thought to our Lord's intensely vital
presentation of the great truth of our
onenesswith Him. "l am the vine, ye
are the branches.He that abideth in
me, and I in him, the same bringeth
forth much fruit" $ohn 15:5). How
does the branch bear fruit? lt has no
roots of its own, but becauseit is in the
vine the life energiesof the vine fill the
branch and it grows, and blossoms,
and at last there comethe rich clusters
ofgrapes,and the energyofthe vine in
the branch has produced that. The
branch has not been worried over the
fruit bearing. The branch has done
nothing in the world but just abide in
the vine. That is all.
These are the fruits; these are the
graceswhich arenot possibleto be produced by any manner of self-effort.By
no manner of effort can you make
yourselfloving, by no manner of effort
can you ever have peace;no mere willpower will evermake you longsuffering.
Nothing will give you gentleness,
goodness,
faith, meekness,
temperance,
but the Spirit of God.
Then, finally, it is the Spirit who
renewsand nourishesthe spirituallife.
'!ilhosoever
drinketh of the
water that I shall give him shall
neverthirst; but the water that I
shall give him shall be in him a
well of water [fountain; the con.
trast is betweenJacob'swell and
a fountain of water springingup]
springing up into everlastinglife
gohn 4:14).
But what a picture of renewal and
vitality; what a figure of vigor and
freshnessin the inner life. I believethat
the great trouble with Christian people
today is what might be called "low
vitality." They have life, but they have
not life more abundantly.
Vhen I was a young man I was at
the country house of a young friend.
'We
wgre having what we called a good
time-playing cards, and dancing, and
all worldly amusementsof that kind.
At dinner one evening the butler
handed our host a telegram.The faceof
our host, as he read the telegram,was a
continuedon page51
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fesusChrists
TheMisunderstood
television singing commercial advertising a soft
drink cola once rani "Dr. Pepper, so misunderstoodl if anyone would try you, they'd know you
taste good."
By simply substituting the words JesusChrist for Dr. Pepper, one would immediately have a tragic but nevertheless
true twentieth-century religious picture. Certainly Jesusis
misunderstood.A little girl once misquotedJohn 3:16:"For
God so loved the world that he gavehis only forgotten son."
I. JesusChrist Is Misunderstoodby the Liberals.
A. Albert Schweitzer:
"He was a deludedfanatic who futilelv threw awav
his life in blind devotion ro a mad dream. There is
nothing more negative than the critical study of
the life of Christ."
B. George Bernard Shaw
"A man who was saneuntil Peterhailed him as the
Christ and who then becamea monomaniac.. . his
delusion is a very common delusion among the insane.. . quite consistentwith the [cunning] which
Jesusdisplayedin Jerusalemafter his delusion had
taken completehold on him."
C. Rudolf Bultmann:
"l do indeed think we can now know almost nothing concerning the life and personalityof Jesus."
II. JesusChrist Is Misunderstoodby the Cults.
A. The opinion of the Jehovah'sWitnesses:
"The man Jesusis dead, forever dead"
(Charles Russell).
B. The opinion of the Mormon Churchr
"JesusChrist was a polygamist;Mary and Martha,
the sistersof Lazarus, were his plural wives, and
Mary Magdalene was another. Also, the bridal
feast of Cana of Galilee, where Jesusturned the
water into wine. was the occasionof one of his own
marriages"(Brigham Young).
C. The opinion of Christian Science:
"God is indivisible. A portion of God could not
enter mani neither could God's fullnessbe reflected
by a single man" (Mary Baker Eddy).
lll. JesusChrist Is Misunderstood by Bible-believingPeople.
There is today almost a total absenceof strong exegetical
preaching on the life of Christ from Fundamentalist
pulpits. The reasonseemsto be that the Liberalshave majored so much and so long on His life, that believersoften
avoid it and only concern ourselveswith His death. Certainly, no sincerestudent of the Bible would deny for one
second that it was indeed His death on Calvary which
redeemedus. Nothing could be more clearly statedin the
42

Bible than this precious truth. But as one studies the
truths presentedconcerningthis blessedSaviour from the
Book of Acts through Revelation, he is amazedat how
many times the Epistlesdrive him back to the Gospelsl
Note someof thesereferences,all of which emphasizeHis
life as well as His death on Calvary.
A. Hebrews12:1-3
B. Philippians2:5-8
C. 2 Corinthians 4:8-11
D. 2 Corinthians 3:18
ConsiderPaul'sargumenthere in this chapter.He says:
of the law had a glory, but it faded away.
1. The message
This was the reason Moses wore a veil as he came
down from Mt. Sinai, so Israel would not see this
fadingglory. (See3:13.)
2. The messageof gracealso has a glory, that will never
fade away. Therefore, no veil is needed.This glory is
represented
by Christ.
3. As a believer studiesthe life of Christ (the "glory of
the Lord" referredto here in 3l1Bis Christ, as proved
in John 1:14)he is changed(Greek, metamorphoomai)
bit by bit into the imageof Christ.
4. Thus, the supremegoal of the believeron this earth is
to become as much like Jesusas possible!This, of
course,is God's ultimategoal throughout all eternity.
E. Romans5:8-10
F . 1 P e t e r2 : 2 1 :
It should be noted that Peterdoesnot tell us to follow
in his steps,but to /ollow his steps.When Peter used
the Greek word here translated "example" he went
back to his boyhood classroomdays for an illustration. The word meansliterally "to write under." lt was
used of words given children to copy and study. The
child could then learn to write by tracing his finger
over the written exampleabove. Thus, Peter was admonishing all believersto study and to trace out the
various stepsof the blessedSaviour while He was on
this earth. These steps make interesting reading indeed.His first step was from glory to Bethlehem.The
second was from Bethlehem to Jerusalemwhen He
was eight daysold, and so on. The final stepwas from
the Mount of Olives back to glory, from whence He
came.Thus, we can seethat Jesuswas misunderstood
by the religiouspeopleand the politicai systemof His
day. Myl Things haven't changedmuch. The script is
the same, only the actors are changed...and the
result is that JesusChrist is still misunderstoodl !
Reptinted by permissionfrom Viilmrngronr CurJe tn thr Bible,TynJale House, @ 1981
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DecisionMaking
and the will of God
by Garry Friesen
MuftnomahPress,1981, 452pp.,
$11.95
Reviewedby Robert P. Evans,
Field Director,GreaterEurope
Mission,Wheaton,lllinois
Book Discussion
The will of God is sometimes
difficult to discern.To say otherwise would be dishonest.But the
Bibleteachesthat our loving Father
wants us to learnand do His will.
Our great fault is to fail to wait
for clear guidance. Our culture
reflects activism rather than
meditation. "lt's better to do
somethingthan nothing." But why
does God often wait to show us His
specificwill? One very good reason
is to further His purposes, which
are often hiddenfrom us. Thereare
many biblicalexamplesof this principle. Just prior to Jesus' Ascension, the disciplesaskedHim if He
would restorethe kingdomof lsrael
to them. But Jesus said, in effect,
that the kingdomwould comelater.
It is not your prerogative,He said,
to know the times and seasons;
that is the Father'sbusiness.Meanwhile Jesusremindedthem, I have
another program for you to carry
out-evangelizingthe world {Acts
1:6-8).
A second reason God waits to
answer is to shape our character.
One of the best illustrationsof the
divine wisdom in delay appearsin
John 1 1. Apparentlythe Lordhad a
speciallove for Lazarus(v.3). Yet
when He heard that Lazaruswas
sick He did nothingabout it for two
OC'I'OBER]983

more days, despite the pleas of
Marthaand Mary. Jesuswaited, to
proclaimthe power of the Resurrection (w.25-26), and then to
demonstrateit by raising Lazarus.
The lessonwas that believersmust
go deeper in trust and prayer to
discernGod's plan to make resurrection supersededeath.
We need especiallyto guard
against shortcutsto God's willthat is, suggestionsthat avoid the
waiting period God may find
necessaryfor the above reasons,
Periodically,people come up with
solutionsthat seem logical.
One currently popular solution
to the dilemma is Garry Friesen's
Decision Making and the Will of
God. No doubt this writer sincerely
wants to help,but is he on biblical
ground? Friesenarguesthat God
has an overall plan for us in His
sovereignwill. He also has a moral
will that lays out generalguidelines
for belief and life, but nat an individual plan for every believer. The
believer is to get all the f acts
together, weigh the alternatives,
and makehis own decisionwithout
specialhelp from the Lord. As long
as he is in a general "zone" ot
God's revealedwill the believeris
safe acting on his own. The writer
even impliesthat the Christianwho
seeks a divine approval in many
decisions is wrong becausehe is
lookingfor somethingnonexistent.
Accordingto the author, one can
avoid stress by acting within the
permittedzone of action.
This theory may sound like a
welcome insight to resolve many
problems. lt fits in with many
modernliberationtheories,but let's
examine it further in relation to
biblicalteaching.
God's Word teaches that He
does have a personaland individual

planfor our lives.Patriarchs,prophets, and apostlesall receivedclear
"calls" to serveGod,
Scripturealso spells out where
and why they failed. We read
repeatedlywhere David "inquired
of the Lord" whether he should go
up to fight an enemy. There were
specificrequestswhere an answer
was neededimmediately.
God told Elijahin 1 Kings17:3-4
to hide himself by the brook
Cherith,for "l have commanded
the ravens to feed thee there."
After the apostlePaulwas calledby
God he was led step by step in his
remarkablecareer,the Lord directing him individually in all the
neededdecisions.
The thesis of Friesenthat we
can makeour own decisionswithin
the approved limits is, of course,
based on a half-truth. We take
some things for granted simply
because God seems to provide
them withoutdecisionson our part.
For example, westerners pray
"Give us this day our daily bread"
in a formal and peremptorymanner,
without agony in evidence. Yet
millions of people throughout
history-and even now-literally
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have to pleadwith God to provide
their daily sustenance.
Decisionsmade on important
matters without strong personal
guidance by God can lead to
disastrousresults.We could call it
a f orm of spiritualRussianroulette.
By this reasoning,one could say
that a Christian should join a
church,but which church?He does
not needto ask God f or a decision,
so he just choosesone. The same
reasoning
can be followedby a man
for an important step such as
choosinga wife or even a mission
field.
The trial-and-errormethod of
determiningGod's will by doing
somethingrather than prayingto
f i n d H i s m i n d ,i s g r o w i n g .T h i s d o it-yourself practice of decisionmakingwould go a long way in explainingwhy Christiansgo in and
out of marriage,in and out of commitments they solemnlysaid were
G o d ' sw i l l ,a n d i n a n do u t o f o r g a n i zations,in a sort of revolving-door
experience.
A third and last point is the
dishonorthe Friesentheory brings
to the Holy Spirit.He was promised
by the LordJesusas the indwelling
One who would "teach you all
things" (John 14:261 and "guide
you into all truth" (John 16:13).
Repeatedlythe Holy Spirit spoke
directly to the apostles about
details.He calledPhilipto Gazato
join the Ethiopianin a chariot,with
blessedresults. The apostle Paul
was led from place to place by the
Holy Spirit.The Holy Spiritis truth
(1 John 4:6) and does not err in
personalguidanceeventhough we
may misreadHis leading.The Holy
Spiritis the meticulousexecutiveof
God'swill throughGod'sWord.He
can givedeepimpressions
and convictionsthroughan intimatewalk in
the Spirit,to saveus from wrongful
d e s i r e sa n d d e c i s i o n (sG a l , 5 : 1 6 ) .
Paul Little once said, "Most of us
tend to makecircumstances99 percent of our guidance" lAffirming
the Willof God,IntervarsityPress).
Friesenholds that, while God
spoke audiblyto Bible characters,
He does not do that today. God
does not really care about the
details of our choicesas long as
44

they are in the generallimitsof His
sovereignand moral will. This is
contrary to specific and precise
scripturalpreceptsand examples,
and to the testimonyof any Christian who lives a vine-and-branch
relationship
and is Spirit-filled.

Evolutionfrom Space
by Sir Fred Hoyle and
N.C. Wickramasinghe
S i m o na n d S c h u s t e r1, 9 8 1 ,
17 6 p p . , $ 1 3 . 9 5 .
Reviewedby TerryWeaver,Chairman of the Departmentof Biology
and Chemistry,LibertyBaptist
C o l l e g eL, y n c h b u r gV, i r g i n i a .

Evolution From Space nicely
summarizesthe shortcomingsof
modernnaturalistic
explanations
of
the originof life on earth.Although
the authorsproposewhat they consideran alternativenaturalisticexplanation,they realizethat if one
simply substitutes "God" for
" u n i v e r s e " i n t h e i r p r o p o s a lo, n e
arrives at special creation, The
primarysignificanceof the book is
that two highly skilled and
respectedscientistsexaminedthe

existing naturalistic explanation for
the origin of life on earth, and all
hypotheses were found inconsist e n t w i t h l o g i c a l i m p l i c a t i o n so f t h e
scientific
data. Hoyle and
Wickramasinghe realize the centrality of naturalistic evolutionary
t h e o r y t o m o d e r n b i o l o g i c a ls c i e n c e

and the severe reprisal they are
likely to receive for their heretical
n o t i o n s f r o m t h e i r c o l l e a g u e si n t h e
s c i e n t i f i c c o m m u n i t y . R e f e r r i n gt o
the evolutionary hypotheses that
sprung out of the nineteenth century as major triumphs f or rationalism, they recognize that
"there is widespreadapprehension
that any weakeningf rom a Darwinian position would open the
floodgates to new waves of irrationalism and that the former victory would be turned to defeat"
1 p .1 1 ) . T h e y c o n c l u d e , h o w e v e r ,
that the real defeat would come
from maintaininga wrong position
s i m p l y f o r s o c i o l o g i c a lr e a s o n s .
Sir Fred Hoyle is known worldwide for his contributions to
astronomy. lt was for his work that
he was knighted in 1972. Professor
Chandra Wickramasinghe is head
of the department of applied
mathematics and astronomy at
University College, Cardiff, Wales,
and is recognizedas an expert on
interstellar matter. Although
n e i t h e r a u t h o r h a s a d v a n c e dt r a i n i n g i n b i o l o g i c a sl c i e n c e ,t h e y d o a n
a d m i r a b l e j o b o f a s s i r n i l a t i n ga n d
synthesizing a large quantity of
data relatedto the origin of life on
earth. Their biological errors are
minimal and can be attributed to
their lack of experience in the life
sciences. For example, myoglobin
rather than hemoglobin is referred
t o a s t h e o x y g e n - c a r r y i n gp r o t e i n o f
b l o o d ( p . 1 4 ) , a n d g l u c o s ef e r m e n tation as a means of obtaining
energy is described as ubiquitous
(p.28), which overlooks a wide
variety of diverse types of
m i c r o o r g a n i s m st h a t c a n n o t u t i l i z e
g l u c o s e . H o w e v e r , t h e r e l a t i v e l yi n c o n s e q u e n t i a le r r o r s i n b i o l o g y a r e
greatly outweighed by the openminded evaluation of the data
related to origins and the subsequent conclusions.
The authors cautiouslybegin by
d i s c u s s i n gs o m e n a g g i n g p r o b l e m s
not easily explained by typical
"party-line" neo-Darwinian evolut i o n a r y r e a s o n i n g .F o r e x a m p l e , t h e
antiquity of life on earth is a problem in that fossils have been found
among the oldest (by standard
dating techniques) rocks on earth.
;ljl'lL,AlJti'.iTl'...ili l .i(.,i,f?NA-
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of time with minor variation, the
b i l l i o n - y e a gr e o l o g i c a la g e o f e a r t h ,
equilibrium, and is interrupted
fossils have been found in rocks
periodically by rapid drastic
that would date older than 3.5
changes of unknown cause, the
b i l l i o ny e a r s . T h u s , i f o n e s u b t r a c t s
p u n c t u a t i o n ) .W i t h r e g a r d t o p r o a h a l f - b i l l i o no r s o y e a r s r e q u i r e df o r
duction of even the simolest form
a young earthto becomehabitable,
of life by chance, the authors cona s e n v i s i o n e di n t y p i c a l n a t u r a l i s t i c
clude that the probability of all or
scenarios, very little time remains
any of such naturalistic explanaf o r t h e o r i g i n o f l i f e ! T h e p r o b l e mi s
t i o n s i s s o i n f i n i t e s i m a l l ys m a l l t h a t
compounded by the fact that even
it must be considered impossible.
the simplest types of f ree-living
The naturalist must then extend
organisms known today are exsuch reasoning to chance mutatremely complex in terms of infort i o n s t h a t w o u l d r e s u l ti n a l i f ef o r m
mation content. A teleohone
that would prove "capable of
n u m b e r i s u s e d a s a n e x a m D l eo f i n writing the symphonies of
formation content (p.4). lf one
Beethoven and the plays of
neededto contact someone whose
Shakespeare." "This is the positelephone number had been f orgottion to which one is inevitably led
ten, the wrong number dialed until
by following an earthboundtheory;
one chanced upon the correct
a position we Ii.e. the authorsl
n u m b e r i s a n i n d i c a t i o no f t h e i n f o r believe to constitute a reductio ad
mation content of a telephone
absurdum disproof of that theory"
(p.103),
number. A living organism is infinitely more complex. Coupling
H o y l e a n d W i c k r a m a s i n g h eo f f e r
this with the relatively short time
a substitute explanation that inspan (geologically speaking)
c l u d e s t h e i n fe c t i o n o f e a r t h b y
a v a i l a b l ef o r t h e o r i g i no f l i fe m a k e s
simple life forms containing genes
t y p i c a l n a t u r a l i s t i ce x p l a n a t i o n sa p a n d / o r p r e fo r m e d n a k e d g e n e s
p e a rt o h a v e s u c h a s m a l lp r o b a b i l i t y
from outer soace. Genes are the
of occurring by chance that an obh e r e d i t a r yu n i t s o f l i v i n g o r g a n i s m s
jective evaluator would have to
that are comprised of the informac o n c l u d e t h e m t o b e i m p o s s i b l e . f t i o n a l m o l e c u l eD N A . T h i s n o t i o n i s
The scientific data suggest that
actually a resurrection and
c o m p l e x l i f e o r i g i n a t e ds u d d e n l yo n
modificationof the old panspermia
earth with a high content of inforhypothesis (reviewed in the book)
mation.
w h i c h s u g g e s t e dt h a t l i f e o r i g i n a l l y
Another major problem with
arrived on earth from space. The
standard naturalistic explanations
authors feel that displacing the
is that the "evolutionary record
problem of origin of life to the
leaks like a sieve" (p.771.While
universe, rather than restricting it
evolutionary trees are commonly
to earth, circumventsthe problems
drawn in modern biology books
with naturalistic explanations so
with all branches connected to a
e x t e n s i v e l yd e v e l o p e de a r l i e ri n t h e
common trunk, the connections
book. Thus the "Universe"
cannot be demonstrated in either
becomes the "Creator" when
the fossil record or in modern
viewed in this manner. Although
observable changes among living
Hoyle and Wickramasinghelack a
organisms. The authors candidly
comprehensive exploration of the
point out that there are only two
similarities between their conclur e a l i s t i cs o l u t i o n s t o t h i s d i l e m m asions and supernatural explanaeither the various life f orms all had
tions of the origin of life, the
d i f f e r e n t a n c e s t r aI s t o c k , o r
s i m i l a r i t i e sa r e o b v i o u s . A n y o n e i n divergence f rom common stock
t e r e s t e d i n a n u n i n h i b i t e de x a m i n a took place with extreme rapidityby
tion of the data on origins by two
u n k n o w n m e c h a n i s m s( p . 8 7 ) . T h e
reoutable scientists will find this
latter position has been popularized
book interesting and thoughtprovoking.
in recent years as the so-called
punctuated equilibrium model (i.e.
l i f e e x i s t s f o r r e l a t i v e l yl o n g p e r i o d s
oc:IaJBEf?
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.o,ItWill NotBeForgotten
by Marie ChaPman
ittle Elmer's church in Savannah, Georgia, had a "real live
missionary" from Chrna one
memorable morning. "We'll learn a
song in Chinese," said the man-and
the primary boy was one who did so.
Forty-four years later, as Dr. Elmer
Towns stood in the land of China
himself,conversingwith a Chinese,the
words of that Chinese song flashed
through his mind. He had not thought
of it through the years. He sang it for
the man and asked for an interpretation. "The songis'Brightenthe Corner
Where You Are,"' he was told.
Five-year-old Evelyn learned the
words of "Does JesusCare?" and "Tell
It to Jesus" hearing her mother sing
them often while praying for her unsavedhusband.In later years,Mrs. (Al)
Evelyn Snyder found strength in their
messageas a missionaryin Liberia.
If a survey were taken on the sub
ject, undoubtedly the song "JesusLoves
Me" would be credited with rescuing
the greatestnumber of souls from the
Slough of Despond, becauseit was the
first song learned in childhood and its
messagewas never forgotten.
Parents ask their children, "What
did you learn in Sunday schooltoday?"
Even an hour after class, pupils may
have forgotten details of the Bible
story, but they may respondby singing
all of a new song. Although the words
may come out "Eat carrotsfor you," instead of "He Careth for You." if thev
were not explained. As the years roll
by, if neither song nor story wereheard
in the interim, the song would prove to
be best remembered.

Marie Chapman is
lrvtnrctor a the Instituteof
Biblical Studiesat LibertJ
fu.ptist College, Lyuhburg,
Virginia.
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\ilhy? The admen for television
commercialsknow that words to a tune
are retainedeasily-that is why "Have a
Coke and a Smile" stays with us. The
psychological formula learned by
educatorssayswe remember70 percent
of what we say, and singing is merely
"talking to a tune."
A schoolteacher named Jimmy
Driftwood, in Mountain View, Arkansas,knew this. In the effort to impress
some facts on his history students,he
wrote "The Battle of New Orleans."
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soldiersto do battle, removedthe pain
of dentistry, strengthenedthe worker.
More recently music has been used to
cultivate and reinforce immoral
lifestylesamong our youth.
\fhat do these facts mean to the
Christian worker?They mean that the
church should enlist the power of
music. And if the above facts are not
conclusive, the clear injunction of
Scripture should clinch the matter.
RecallGod's useof the retentive power
of music when He said to Moses.
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which also impressed thousands of
other singersof his hit record.
More than 40 years ago, a secular
book came out, entitled The Doctor
Prescribes
Masic. Its author, Dr. Edward
Podolsky,cited numerouscasehistories
where music calmed the insane, depressed a cheerful baby, motivated

"Write ye this song. . . and teach it the
children of lsrael. .. for it shall not be
forgotten" (Deut. 31:19,21).The song,
recounting God's dealings with the
Israelites,would witness against them,
for they would rememberthe words.
Recall Psalm 100:2. "Come before
his presencewith singing." And Paul's
FUNDAMEMAUSTJOURNAT

instruction in the New Testament,
"Teaching and admonishing one
another in psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs, singing with grace in
your hearts to the Lord" (Col. 3:16).
"But we do have music in our adult
class...half a dozen songsfor each ser.
vice." The words of those specialswill
always be remembered by the singers.
The congregation finds greatest comfort in the words it sings,
\7hat is happening in the youth and
children's department?Maybe outstand.
ing singers from the adult department
slip over and perform trios, quartets,
solos, but if the young people did it
themselves, they would have those
words in their hearts. \Uhile they
remember 10 percent of what they llear,
the figure would multiply by seven
when the hearersbecomesingers.
Vhat can be done to remedy excuseslike (a) we haven't a piano (b) the
teacher can't sing (c) our classroom has
thin walls, or (d) there isn't time?
Some solutionsare: (a) Use a guitar,
autoharp, or just a pitch pipe-even a
kazoo; (b) bring in a youth who can
sing, for the length of the song period;
(c) make a pact with the neighboring
classto both sing at the sametime; and
(d) make time. As Margaret Culkin
Banning once entitled an article, "You
DO Have Time for That." There is
alwaystime for what is important.
When lessons are reinforced with
conelated songs, pupils go home with
the single "rifle" impact of one theme,
not the "buckshot" of a slappedtogether program.
Primaries can sing the whole story
of Creation in the words of "God Made
a Most Beautiful Garden" (Singing
bipture, by Lena-Lawrence).There are
simple songs that aid in learning
memory verses,Bible facts, and most of
the basic Bible doctrines.
Preschoolersmay be the most precocious of all in quickly learning songs.
Songs should be taught as thoroughly
as the Bible story, with explanation as
needed, and the notes should be
reachable-Middle C to the C above,
generally. Besides the snappy little
chorusestoo often associatedwith little
people, adult leaders may be surprised
to know that five-year-olds can
rhythmically sing such songs as "Onward Christian Soldiers." Preschoolers
respond to the challenge of learning
OCI'OBER1983

songsthey can "grow into," as well as
happy little ditties. They need both.
Their music should be meaningful and
the words taught correctly.
Besidesrocking a fretting baby and
singing a lullaby, the nursery workers
may forever influence the child's appreciation for calm or happy Christian

music by playing recordings of chil.
dren's songs.
From infants to adults, musicis one
of the most effective means to enforce
Bible truths. In our classesand special
activities we would do well to encourage everyoneto "sing...it will not be
forgotten."
D
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The Steafing of Americaby John Whitehead.Some
lately.
havedisappeared
as a Christian
of yourfreedoms
haswatched
likemillions
of Americans,
JohnWhitehead,
pokeitsheadintoplaceswhereit hasno
thegovernment
thechurch,and
Placeslikeorivateeducation,
business.
rightsare
evenourhomes.NoWourGod-given
erodingawaybeforeoureyes.Ratherthanjustask
"Whathappened?"
shows
afterit'stoolate,Whitehead
andturnthingsaround.
howyoucanget involved
Thetimeto startis now
andyoucan begin
withthisbook.
$6.95.
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CentralBaptistChruch,Tyler,Texas
b1 Dwne Ward

entral Baotist Church of
Tyler, Texas, has a long
history ofsuccess.The charter
was signed in 1933 and each ensuing
year the church has becomemore of a
major force in the livesof Tylerites and
eastTexans.The church has experienced
the Lord's blessingsin numerous ways.
No financial or social troubles have
shaken its foundation. Central Baptist
Church has consistently enjoyed a
good reputation in the Tyler community
as a stalwart fundamental Baptist
church. Even by biblical standardsand
qualifications, its leaders have been
respected and strong-Charlie Dyer,
john Rawlings, Duane Pringle, and
now Larrv Norrell.
The church has been a "preacherbuilder," producing over the years an
impressivelist of 25 full-time pastors
like Verle Ackerman, \fest Hollywood,
Florida; Curtis Goldman, Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Jack Bridges,
Pasadena,Texas; as well as two missionaries and nine full-time church
workers.
Taking the Copeland Road exit off
Loop 323 will put the visitor on the
3l-acre pine-coveredproperty of Central Baptist.The ideal location is on the
rapidly expanding south side of town.
The main sanctuaryin the centerof the
property is highlighted by its colonial
motif and crownedby a 16-storysteeple.
The 1,400-seatauditorium is handsomelydecoratedin soft greenand tan.
Joining the auditorium are three other
buildings, two completed only in
August.
April 1-3 were memorable days in
the church's history. During each of
the three eveningsa prime-timespecial,
"The Church That Cares," was aired
on Tyler's leading television station.
The hour-long program produced by
and about the church showed the
numerous outreachesof Central Baptist. Testimoniesof new memberswere
I

included, followed by a 3O-minute
messageby Pastor Norrell, "Pardon
Me, But I'm a Little Old-Fashioned."
Three nights of prime-timetelevisionin
a city the size of Tyler (115,000)
brought much reaction. Eighty-five
visitors attended the morning service
the next Sunday. By May 15, a new attendance record of 7.610 was set. The
previousrecordof 2,275had been setin
1948 under the pastorate of John
Rawlings.
Though church growth in the past
three yearshas risen from an averageof

346 to 7,774, Central Baptist Church is
not satisfiedwith history. The leadership and members of the fastestgrowing church in east Texas have
goals for the coming years.Under the
banner of "The Church That Cares,"
this dynamic ministry desiresto meet
the spiritual needsof the community.
An attendancegoal o{ 3,I20 was setfor
a Sunday this fall.
The current l0-month evangelistic
campaignlaunched in June by Norrell
is the "2,500 Program" in which the
church plans to knock on everydoor in
the town of Tyler and parts of Smith
County. Each week 30 church members take a packet of 10 survey cards
visit the homes,and inwith addresses,
vite peopleto church. The church staff
visits 10 homes every day, in addition
to the Sunday visitations. The followup program includes birthday cards
sent to children, with free meal tickets
to area restaurants,
Pastor Norrell is characterizedby
FUNDAMEMAUSTJOURNAI

hard work and a genuine love for his
members. After earning his master's
degreefrom the University of Arkansas, he pastored in Shreveport, Louisiana, and was associatepastor of First
Baptist Church in Forth Worth, Texas.
He moved to Tyler in January 19BZ
with Sherry, his wife, and sons Bobby,
age 4, and Larry Glen, age 7.
Launching his fresh, new evangelistic program, Norrell has enlisted a
staff of qualified co-workers and built
additional Sunday school space. The
church staff of Central Baptist includes
Associate Pastor Larry Adams who
handles the nursing home ministry,
headsthe Sunday school program, and
directs church administration. In the
bus ministry, Valt McDaniel averages
about 500 riders each Sunday. Last
spring one special Sunday program
brought in 1,300 bus riders. David
Parish has been minister of music for
only a year but has alreadybrought in
a new organ, built the choir to 82
memberswith a fall goal of 100,added
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quartets and trios, and has plans for a
hand-bell choir. Russell \7ilson, a recent graduateof Baptist Bible College,
has many exciting plans for the youth
ministry, which currently runs 160
members.
Most importantly, dedicated
laymen have committed their energies
to the growth of the church under
Norrell's leadership.The members of
Central Baptist are aggressively
evangelistic Christians. From bricklayersto lawyers,all sharein the work.
Some give their time in the bus
ministry; others generously serve as

teachers, maintaining a ratio of one
teacher for every 10 children. Several
hundred people go out visiting every
week, taking the gospel to lost souls,
comforting the sick, and showing their
Christian concern for the Tyler community.
Observersfeel that God has assigned
a dynamic leader and assembledan
unusually committed group of people
to this church, to effect a positive
change in east Texas. They advise,
"Keep your eyeson Tyler, Texas, and
the Central Baptist Church. They're
going places."
D
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Keepingthe Main Thingthe MainThing
b1 William E. Mathenl
uring Foreign Missions EmphasisWeek last year at Liberty Baptist College and
Seminary, Greg Livingston of North
African Mission was asked, "\fhat is
the main thing to keep in mind about
missionsJ" Livingston replied, "The
main thing is to keep the main thing
the main thingl" Vhen another student
followedwith the question,"And what
is the main thing?" Greg'sanswerwas
"Evangelism is the main thing-the
proclamation of the gospel of Jesus
Christ."
And what is the gospel of Jesus
Christ?The apostlePaul states:
Moreover, brethren, I declare
unto you the gospel which I
preachedunto you, which also
ye have received,and whereinye
stand.. . For I deliveredunto you
first of all that which I also
received,how that Christ died
for our sins according to the
scriptures; and that he was
buried, and that he roseagain
tho

thi..]
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scriptures(1 Cor. 15:1-4).
The heart of the gospel is that
Christ died for our sins, and through
faith in His finished work we can experiencethe New Birth and new life by
the graceof God. As a matter of fact,
Paul callsthe attempt to put any other
message
at the heart of the church'slife
"another gospel"(Gal. 1:4-9).
The "main thing" is summedup
beautifully in these familiar words in
John'sGospel:
For God so loved the world, that

William E. Matheny ts
Chairman of the
Departmento/ Missioru
atd Cros-Culnnal Studie
s,
Liberty fuprist College,
Lynchbwg,Virginia.
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that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his
Son into the world to condemn
the world; but that the world
through him might be saved. He
that believeth on him is nor condemned; but he that believeth
not is condemned already,
because he hath not believed in
the name of the only begotten
Son of God (John 3:16-18).
Here, the "main thing" that Christianity is all about is made clear in the
words of the Lord JesusChrist Himself.
By accepting Him as our personal
Saviour and Lord, we can become a

new pefson, a "new creature" (2 Cor.
5 :l 7 ) . T h e n , a n d o n l y t h e n , c a n w e e x perience "the abundant life" (John
1O:10)that Jesuspromised. Jesus'words
in the Great Commission command us
to make disciplesof all nations, making
the New Birth and new life available to
all (Matt. ZB:IB-20).
To most convinced Bible-believing
Christians, repetition of the above
b e l a b o r st h e o b v i o u s . B u t t o a g r o w i n g
number of Christians, the New Birth
experience and emphasis on eternal life
in the Bible are being gradually
eased aside as the "main thing" upon
which missions should focus. They ask,
"Doesn't the Bible teach more than
John 3:16 and the Great Commission?"
FUNDAMENTAUSTJOURNAL

And of course the answer is, "Yes, of
course it does."
The question rhat musr be addressed
is not whether this or rhat teaching is
in the Bible, but is it "rhe main thing"
Christ came to do? Many sound,
biblical principles that should be byproducts of the gospel and new life in
Christ, are being given equal billing
with the salvation experience-in some
caseseven substituted for salvation.
Liberation

Thunder in the Pulpit
continued from page 41
study. He appeared glad and he appeared confused, and presently he said,
"My dear old mother will be here in an
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dancing and card playing has got to
stop. I would not have her grieved by
our doing these things in this house
where she has lived for so many years
for anything." He told the butler tcr
burn every card in the house.
Presently she came-a dear, sweetfaced old saint-and we all fell in love
with her at once. As the evening drew
to its close she told her son to bring the
OCIOBER 1983
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Theology

Probably the most serious threat to
sound missions srraregy for the 1980s
comes from the various blends and
mixes of thinking lumped rogerher
under the heading of "liberation
theology." Vhile the average liberal
pastor takes for granted that some form
of this school of thought is the "main
thing" of missions, the average fundamental pastor has never heard of it,
The few who have heard assume it is
some form of "communism." This brief
articlc will arrcmpr a brief introduction
to the topic as it relatcs to "the main
thing" of missions.
Terry C. Hulbert, inWorld Missions
Todu1, defines liberation theologysimply
as "a movement, claiming a biblical
basis, which seeks to frec people
from oppressive cconomic and social
structures."
Charles C. Ryrie, tYhat You Should
Know About Social Respon.sibiliry,
says of
Iiberation theokrgy, "Casting Marxism
in Christian tcrminology, this viewpoint advocates rhe overthrow of opprcssive governments and economic
systems.The poor and opprcssedof the
earth, God's true people, must be

h, r, vt u, ,r t
t

liberated at any cost. Thus violence
plays a vital part and necessaryrole in
liberation theology. Furthermore, this
violence.. . is commended." Ryrie then
quotes one source, "A supreme senseof
moral worth pervades the subversive
enterprise in Latin America."

Liberation theology began among
Liberal and Socialist thinkers in Latin
America and has spread around the
world, now widely embraced by the
National Council of Churches. It has
recently filtered into Evangelical
literature, where it tcnds to blend with
ecological, anti-nuclear power, nuclear
freeze, pro-ERA, and anti-capiralisr
movements.
David Breese givcs a concise, fundamental view of liberation theology:
"lt's about money! Oppression is not
having enough money. Sin is to have
more money than someone else.
Evangelism is to take money from the
rich and give it to the poor. Consecration is to be, or appear, poor, and
private wealth is the essence of
(Christian Destiny, lnc.,
iniquity"
'S7heaton,
lll.). Is money, and who has
family Biblc, and she said, "You read
and I will pray." It took him a long time
to find the place, but at last he did find
it, and then she knelt down and
prayed. We remained there about a
week after that, and the whole lifc of
that house was keyed to the fact that
this godly old saint had come among
us. Everything took color from her
presence.
My friends, if we really believed that
the Holy Spirit dwclt within these
bodies of ours, how long do you think
we could allow many things about
which we are so carelesstoday?
Oh, there is the great arena where
all spiritual victories must be gained.

how much of it, the main thing the
gospelis all about? Did Christ die on
the cross to redistribure the world's
money or natural resourcesor food?
No. Could a more just societywith fair
laws and equal opportunity for work
and advancementbe expectedas a byproduct of a societywith largenumbers
of born-againChristianslYes.
Probably one of the best-known
spokesmenfor the Evangelicalleft in
these mattersis Ronald J. Sider, who
becamewell known after publication of
his book Rich Chrisridnsin an Age of
Hunger:A Biblical Stud1.
As late as 1976 Sider arsued that
evangelism was a New T"rtr-".rt
priority, but not the only priority. In
other words, there is more than just
one main thing. ("Evangelism
or Social
Justice: Eliminating the Options,"
ChrisrtantcyToday, October 8, 1976.)
This mission thinking is called the
holisricapproach,or "ministeringto the
whole person."The idea is that since
God is concerncdabout all asoecrsof
o u r l i f e ,s o s h o u l dH i s p e o p l ea n d H i s
Church be concernedabout them. So
far so good.
The weaknesses
in this argument
come in moving from there to the conclusion that, since God is concerned
about all aspectsof human life, all are
equally "the main thing" and deserve
equal billing, timc, and resources.
The
Bible speaksto all of the abovetopics,
but do they all have equal claim to be
the main thingl No. God's people
should be concernedabout them, but
without cvangelismthere would be no
"God's people"in a singlegeneration.
Bible passages
chiefly usedby liberation
\7e hear so much today about power for
service,and we are told to be "seeking"
power for service.
Why, read the 14 Epistles of Paul,
and note that he never tells the believer
to seek power for service. Not one
single exhortation or command to seek
the baptism of the Spirit or to seek
power in all these Epistles.The power is
waiting for us, but what we have here
is not power; it is the inner life,strengthened with might by His Spirit
in the inner man. Mav we oroduce
rhose lovely graces which are ihe fruit
of the Spirit, refreshing to ourselves
and a testimony unanswerable to all
who know us.
D
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theology proponents are the Exodus,
some of the Old Testament prophetic
books, (Amos is a favorite) and Luke
4:18-19,and Isaiah6Itl-2.
Using the Exodus, the liberationist
argument goes something like this:
"You Fundamentalists claim to take
the Bible literally, yer you spiritualize
away the Exodus story by saying it
representsbeing savedfrom sin (Egypt),
passing through the blood of Christ
(the Red Sea)on to heaven (the Promised Land). But this is a real liberation
of an oppressedpeople, even to the

point of using violence(the plaguesand
drowning of Egyptian soldiers),and a
literal equal distribution of land in a
real "promised land" (not heaven).The
main thing in this story is God's concern for the poor and oppressedand
His literal political/economic/social
liberation of those peoplefrom the unjust political structuresthat kept them
enslavedand oppressed."
Granted, sound hermeneuticalprinciples must be dsed in treatment of
Scripture, but they will lead us to conclusions different from those reached
by the liberationists.There is justification for making certain spiritual applications of the Exodus story, for we
find that very thing done in 1 Corin.
thians 10:1-11and Hebrews11:23-29.
As to a literal treatment of the Exodus account. it doesnot take us where
the liberationist wants to go. God did
not intervene in Egypt because the
Israeliteswere poor or victims of unjust
political structures, but because they
were "my people" (Exod. 3:7,10; 6tZ-8;
l1t7f0. God freed His people only.
"Israel is my son, even my first-born:
And I say unto thee, Let my son go
that he may serveme" (Exod. 4:72-73).
The liberationist motive is humanistic.
The true motive behind the Exodus
was God-centered. They were not set
free to redistribute wealth or adjust
political structures,but to serve God.
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"That they may serveme" is repeated
with every plague.God is the center of
the story and He actedto bring glory to
Himself. "For this causehave I raised
thee up. . . that my name may be
declared throughout all the earth"
(Exod. 9:16).This is not the story of an
oppressedworking class rising up to
throw off the yoke of oppression.Exodus is a story of a peopleheld against
their will in a foreign land and freed to
return to their homeland. The class
war overtones read into it by liberationists are simply not there.
From Amos, the liberation theologists focus on Amos's cries against
greedand exploitation of the poor. But
mistreatmentof the poor is only one of
a number of ofrfensescondemned by
Amos. He did not lead a workers'revolution, but warned that God would
judge their injustice."For thus saith the
Lord unto the house of Israel,Seek ye
me, and ye shall live" (5:4).
A number of things are mentioned
in Luke 4:18-19."Preach the gospelto
the poor." Jesus did that. He also
preachedto the rich and what we may
call the middle class.In actual practice
Jesuspreachedto every classof people.
"Heal the brokenhearted." Jesus
healed their sicknesses,cast out evil
spirits, even raisedthe dead.
"Preach deliverance to the captives." Jesus did so. Did He storm
prisons to liberate literal captives?
Picket prisons?No. Does this phrase
have revolutionary political implications? Not if we judge by the actual
practice of Jesus,the apostles,and the
New Testamentchurches.
"Recoveringof sight to the blind."
Jesusdid on occasion restore sight to
the blind.
"Set at liberty them that are
bruised." As in point 3, Jesusmeant to
solve the problem by preaching the
Good News, and He led no zealot-style
movement againstRome.
Danger Signs
1. Radical liberationists usually
concedethat Jesuswas not politically
minded enough to suit their needsand
have invented a new term to describe
their approach-praxis-to replace
sound biblical exegesis.Praxis means
theology in practice, action, actualization of kingdom concepts as liberationists understandthem.

2. The poor and oppressedpeoples
of the world are the center of liberationist thought, not God. Their
hermeneuticalstarting point is not
God, but all downtroddenpeople.
3. Kingdom of God. Liberationists
ridicule the church as "churchianity,"
and are strong on "universal kingdom
of God" concepts, with more diverse
interpretations that give them more
room to maneuver.
4. Creation. New looks at Genesis
and earth stewardshipare increasingas
a "Christian ecology"is hammeredout.
5. A11is one. A strong liberationist
current is under way, blurring distinctions between the "history of redemption" and "secularhistory." Nothing is
really "non-sacred," since God is
sovereignover all, everythingis sacred.
Holding one or more of the above
positions does not make one an advocate of all that is implied by liberation theology, but as they converge
they ciearly push to one side the main
thing we have alwaysbelievedto be the
heart of the gospel: Jesusthe Christ
died on the crossfor lost sinnersand by
the grace of God we can have a personal relationship with Him. That is
still the main thing. Teachingsof the
liberationists demand our arrenuon
and prayerful study that we may help
find more God-centered solutions to
some very real problems. Saved
people-whether poor, middle class,or
rich-are to be "salt" and "light" to the
world.
!
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for Evangelists
Conference
Brings4,000to Amsterdam
Almost 4,000 evangelistsfrom 133
countries spent 10 daysat the RAI International Convention Center in Amsterdam o learn from the world's most
famous evangelist, Billy Graham.
The Intemational Conference for
kinerant Evangelists,held July 12-21.,was
sponsoredby the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. The evangelistscame
from 133countries,in effect,from 133differentworlds.The participantswereselected bv 200 ommittees around the world,
and many had their travel and expenses
subsidizedby the Graham Association.
More than 70 percent came from Third
\ilorld countries, 90 percent had never
been to any kind of conferencebefore,
and more than half had no formal training of any kind before coming to ICIE. In
obvious absencefrom the meeting were
Fundamentalistand EvangelicalConservatives who feel such a conference would
be too ecumenical.Thesegroupshave not
cooperated with Graham since the late
195G becauseof their objection to his involvement with Liberal dergymen.
The program planned by the leaders
and guidedby Paul Eshelman,of Campus
CrusadeforChrist, wasgearedto the practical needs of the evangelists.It ranged
from Billy Graham's sharing his first embarrassing aftempts at preaching and delivering a sermon, to EvangelistLuis Palau
warning them to keep their lives pure and
holy. Thomas Wange, generalsecretaryof
the Chinese Coordination Center of
World Evangelism,stressedthat God is
looking for better men, not better
methods; and a former Masai warrior
from Kenya told how he sharesthe gospel
among his tribesmen.
While the delegatesgained inspiration
and instruction from all the speakersand
leaders,they had come to learn from Billy
Graham and Gaham did not disappoint
them. He spoke on the role of the
evangelist, peace, how he prepares
messages,
how he givesthe invitation, and
a final messageon the acceptability of the
evangelist to God,
ocroBER1983

In responseto one question,Graham
said he has been under pressure
throughout his ministry "to go to too
many places,speaktoo much, and study
too little. If I had it to do over again, I
would speaklessand study more. That's
beenthe greatestfailurein my ministry, as
far as I can tell."
Concerning criticism, Graham said
criticismof his ministry and methods"has
neverreallybotheredme, evenwhen I was
young. If it's legitimatecriticism I listen.
I've learned from it. It often drives me to
my kneesin prayer."
On the peaceissue,Graham stated,"I
arn not a pacifist. I have every right to defend my country. I am not for unilateral
disarmament.I don't believe we should
lay down our arms and let another nation
walk in." He injected,"The Bibledoesnot
teach that God will allow man to er<tinguish life completely from this planet in
a nuclear holocaust. I believe the world
system that has been dominated by evil
from the Garden of Eden, will end by
tt
Godts-not mants-intervention.
At his ftnal pressconference,Graham
released a printed statement, "Amsterdam'83 will make a deep impact on the
church throughout the world. For e><ample, we have called attention to the
biblical priority of evangelism. The

primary calling of the church is to proclaim the gospelof Christ to the ends of
the earth. I call upon the Vorld Council
of Churches to give a renewedemphasis
to the roots from which it sprang,
recognizing the priority of biblical
evangelism.I call upon the \Uorld Council
to make as its first priority the biblical
mandate to proclaim the saving gospelof
Jesus Christ, so that those countless
millions who are spiritually impoverished
and without hope in our world may turn
to JesusChrist, the Hope of the \ilorld."
The conferenceended with the 4,000
evangelists taking communion together
and making what they called the Amsterdam Affirmations. One affirmation was a
commitment to go anywhere, do anything, and sacrificeanything God requires
to fulfill the Great Commission.Gaham
closed by dramatically charging his
listeners, "Do the work of an evangelist!"
There wasloud, sustainedapplause,ftnally interrupted by Graham shouting, "Hallelujah!" And the packed convention
center echoed with the responseof 4,000
charged-upevangelists,"Hallelujah!"

FortatFoyd
Amstudmn, Holland"
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ol Fundamentalists
World Congtess
Convenes
at BJUCampus
The \forld Congress of Fundamentalists reaffirmed their belief in the Bible's
inerrancy and set themselvesapart from
other conservativeChristian movernents
at their third international meeting
August 1-7at Bob JonesUniversity. The
World C-ongress, co-chaired by Bob
Jones, Jr., and Ian Paisley, assembled
3,000 representativesfrom independent
Fundamentalist churche and mission
boards.
The delegatesunanimously approved
resolutions warning Bible-believing
Christians againstthe ministriesof nearly
every popular evangelistin the United
States, including Billy Graham, Jerry
Falwell, and Jack Van Impe.
The World Congress's criticism of
these ministers was divided into three
areas: their involvement in the
Charismatic movement, participation in
the ecumenicalmovement, or failure to
properly separate themselves from nonFundamentalists in worship.
EvangelistsPat Robertson, Jim Bakker, Rex Humbard, Oral Roberts,Jimmy
Swaggart, and the organizationsYouth
\Vith a Mission and Full GospelBusinessmen's Fellowshipwere denouncedfor affiliation with the Charismaticmovement.
\7.A. Criswell, George Sweeting, Van
Impe, and Falwell were cited for practicing pseudo-Fundamentalism,or engaging
in activities that do not conform to the
principles of ecclesiasticalseparation set
forth by the \Uorld Congress. Ministers
criticized for ecumenical activities were
Graham, Luis Palau,JamesRobison,Billy
Kim, Leighton Ford, Paul Cho, and the
'John Haggai Institutes.
Rodney Bell, pastor of Tabernacle
Baptist Church in Virginia Beach,
Virginia, and chairman of the resolutions committee, said the \7orld Congress'scriticism of so many television
evangelistsis not a blanket condemnation of the television ministry.
The \7orld Congressis concerned, he
said, with the fund-raising methods of
these evangelistsand their accountability
g

to the public. Becausemost of them are
not affiliated with a church, Bell said,
they do not have to discloseor justifu
their expenditures. "When I see the
hypocrisy, generally speaking, in the
Charismatic television ministry and the
shallowness of it." Bell declared. "it's
enough to make God want to vomit."
The Vorld Congressalso spoke out
on religiors-political movements in a
resolutionexpressing"alarm" at organizations "such as the Moral Majority in the
U.S.A., the Festivalof Light in Britain
and Australia, and all kindred movements."
Bell stated that the \ilorld Congress
finds fault with the Moral Majority
because the movement includes nonFundamentalists,yet meetingsare opened
with prayer. The political organization,
he said,carriesstrongreligiousovertones.
"They are compromisingwhen it comes
to the matter of separation. Your
theology dictatesyour morality. Much of
the theology of the Mormons, Jews,
Catholics, and so forth, is a humanistic
morality."
Responding to chargesby the \forld
Congress, Ronald Godwin, executive
vice presidentof Moral Majority, Inc.,
said meetingsof the national organization are often opened with prayer. "This
separation.
doesnot violate ecclesiastical
The Congress opens each day with
prayer. This does not make Congressa
religiousbdy," Godwin said. "We only
cooperateas citizens, not as people who
share a common theology."
Godwin added that state organizations affiliated with the Moral Majority
are autonomous and that someof their
meetings may have religious overtones.
"In any case,one could reasonably assume that from time to time Rev. Bell
and Dt. Jones have been asked to speak
at a civic club where a prayer was offered.
Therefore, one would have to assumeaccording to Dr. Jones'sdefinition that any
civic club whete prayer was offered is a
religious organization and that Dr. Jones

is a religiousliberal for speakingat such
an ecumenicalgathering,"
Bell said the Vorld Congres will
uphold its theologicalidealsregardlessof
the effects.The \Uorld Congress,in his
view, is preserving the original &finition
of Fundamentalism, and other conservative Christian movements have "hijacked" the term. "lf they (the pseudoFundamentalists) were arrestedfor being
Fundamentalistsand tried, there would
not be enough evidence to convict
them," he stated. "Our group may get
smaller, but it's stronger than it's ever
been.tt

Bell feels it is the duty of true Fundamentaliststo point out the error in
religiousmovementsthat have lapsedinto apostasy."A man who does not expose error is not a Fundamentalist.I'm
talking about theological error---even in
his own camp."
The \7orld Congress labeled all
mainline Christian denominations-particularly Southern Baptists-as apostates,
groups who have strayedfrom their original belief in the \7ord of God. Jimmy
Daper, Southern Baptist Convention
president and pastor of First Baptist
Church in Euless,Texas, had no comment on the statement.
Paige Patterson, president of Criswell
Center for Biblical Studies in Dallas and
a conservative leader in the convention,
did say that labeling all Southern Baptists
as apostates"was an overstatement.The
vast majority of Southern Baptists remain just as ommiffed to their fundamental beliefsas always. rilhile it's true
that someof the leadership in the educational institutions has strayed,it's always
unfornrnate when such a statement implicatesthe whole group."
The congress will reconvene for its
fourth worldwide meeting in August
1986 at Bob JonesUniversity.
Dane Norrnan
Clreemtille, buth C-arolina
FUNDAMENTAIIST
JOURNAT

NevsAnalysis

lDraws
WCCGonlelence
Evangelical
Support,Protest
"The most representative gathering
ol- Christians cver held" .rpened in
Vancouver,
British Columbia,
Canada, on July 74.The sixth assembly
of the World Council of Churches
pcrcent
brought 835 dclegates (ll
women, 20 perccr-rtunder l0) from 304
Jcnominations rcpresenting 440
millior-rChristians to the campus of the
University of British Columhia.
An additional 1,000 official observt ' r s , i n v i r e J g u c s t s , e n J s t a f f - 1 , 1 u *a n other 1,000 accreditcd visitors and
1,000 press reprcscntatives-joined
the rn.
T[-rc asscrnblybcgarr with thc rcvierv
of thc growtl'r of thc WCC sincc thc
Nairobi Assembly in 1975, delivered by moderaror Archbishop Ted
S c o t t , p r i m a t c o f t h c A r - r g l i c a rCr h u r c h
of Canada. Hc statcd that both
capitalisnr and cr',rnmunisnr, " ltltl'rough
they rcmair-r porvcrfr-rl,arc no krngcr
adeqr-ratcly resl-ronding to thc challengcs which confnnt us." Hc attackcd
u n n a n r c d W C C c r i t i c s ," T h c r c i s g r o w ing docurncntatio,r'rthat pcrsons and
groups rvho do n()t want ccrtain kinds
of issues raised ()r discusscd arc
Jcliherltely seekingto misinterpretor

ln Vancouver,
Assembly.

misreprescnt the council. This ought
n o r r o s r r r n r i s er r s - l e s u s w a r n e J H i s
followers that this would happen."
A moving and bihli,ally informed
account of the strugglcsand hardships
of blacks in South Africa was delivered
by Dr. Alan Boesak. Boesak, president
of the World Alliancc of Reformed
Churches, is a leadir.rgcandidate t() succeed WCC general secretary Phili;r
Porrer, who has indicated his dcsirc tcr
rctirc in 1q85. ln a spct'.h frequcrrtly
pulrctuatccl [ry enthusiastic applausc,
Dr. Bocsak, who citt-rnot vote ir-r his
homcland, said, "Wc havc a rcsp()nsibility f<rr this worlcl, frrr it is God's
world. And if this world is thrcatcr.rcd
b y t h e e v i l s o f m i l i t a r i s n . rm
, aterialism,
g r e e d ,r a c i s m , i t i s v c r y m u c h t h c c o n ccrn of thc church . . . . Wc darc not bc
"
siler-rt.
The highlight of thc opening week
and its n'rost debatcd speech rvas thc
rcport of gcr-reralsccrctary Pottcr on
Tuesday. Hc used I Peter to outlir.rethe
of the WCC
cight accor.r.rplishn.rcnts
sincc its prcvious asscrnbly."We cotne
to Vancouvcr as those rvho share thc
divine life ir-rChrist ar.rddeclare to offer
it in all its fulhressto the peoplcs of the

British Columbia, Rev. Robert Runcie, Archbishop
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of Canterbury,

world," Pottcr said. Orthodox and
othcr ordained church lcadcrs bristled
a t h i s c r i t i c i s m si n c l u d i n g " h i c r a r c h i c a l
and institutior-ral exclusivcness," iind
"conccntratior-rof power in bureaucratic
ways."
Thc opcrring rveek of the Vancouver asscmbly also hcard its then're
extrrrcssed
ir-rfour "subthcme plenarics"
t h r o u g h a n u m b e r o f s p e a k c r sT. h e y i n cluded Scottisl.r nuclear physicist
D r . J o h n F r a n c i s ,A u s t r a l i a n D r . H e l c r r
Caldicott of Physicians for Social
Responsibility, c()ntr()vcrsial German
tl-rcologian Dorothec Solle, and ir
Unitcd Nations dcl"ruty gcncral
s c (r ( t r r y D r . J i r r rP r ,r n k .
In the sccondwcck of the assembly,
65 srnall groul)s presenteclreports, and
tl're 8 cluster gr()ups ancl 8 issuc gr()ups
that formcd from thcm discusscd tl-rc
four selcctccl subthcmcs and cight
issues. Subthemcs werc Lifc, a Cift
fror.r.r
Cod; Lifc Confronting and Overc o m i n g D e a t h ; L i f c i n I t s F u l l r - r e s sa ;n d
Lifc in Unity.
L i k e t h e s u b t h c m c s ,t h c e i g h t i s s u c s
oftcn provcd t() bc contmvcrsial,
d c s p i t et h c i r i n n o c u o u s t i t l c s : W i t r - r c s s ing in a Dividccl \ilorld, Taking Stcps

says the fi6t Euchailst

prayer at a World Councit of Churches

Toward Unity, Moving Toward Participation, Healing and Sharing Life in
Community, Confronting Threats to
Peace and Survival, Struggling for
Justice and Human Dignity, Learning
in Community, and Communicating
with Conviction.
Born-again, Bible-believing Christians were more in evidence at this
WCC Assembly than at any other. At
the end of the second week of the
assemblythey issueda four-page"Open
Letter" that praisedthe WCC meeting
for its "overarching spiritual and
biblical orientation" in sevenareasand
distinguished itself from the small
number of people who picketed the
assembly. "'We deplored their tactics
and hung our heads in shame over
their sweeping denunciations," the
drafters wrote. "Their actions in our
judgment constituted false witness
against their neighbors." The report
shared its unanimity with the WCC in
its "anguish over the terrible injustices
currently perpetratedagainstthe poor,
the powerless, and the oppressed
throughout the world."
The letter lamented, however, the
absenceof any referencein a plenary
address to "an illuminating and
thoroughly evangelical study," the
'WCC's
"Mission and Evangelism-An
Ecumenical Affirmation," and to the
fact that "more than three billion have
yet to hear the gospelof Christ." It also
noted that "on occasion terminology
becamefuzzy and theology worse."
Most important, it raised the question of more direct evangelicalinvolve-

ment in the ecumenicalprocess.\ilith
so many of the delegatesin the issue
and discussiongroups clearly sharing
evangelical beliefs, the letter asked,
"Should evangelicals
not seekto receive
all who confessJesusChrist as Lord,
even though they may seriously
disagree on theological issues apart
from the core of the gospel?"The letter
argued, "There is no biblical mandate
to withdraw from those who have not
withdrawn from Christ." Deploring
"the distortions in the popular
evangelical understanding" of the
\ilCC, the letter added,"\Wefeelpressed
to declare publicly our determination
to be more actively involved in all ef.
forts seekingthe unity and renewal of
the church. Because we have seen
evidenceof God at work here, we cannot but share our growing conviction
that evangelicals should question
biblically the easy acceptance of
withdrawal, fragmentation, and paro-

chial isolation that tends to
characterizemany of us."
The evangelicalspresent at Vancouver concluded by criticizing "that
all-too-popularevangelicalheresy-that
the way to renew the body of Christ is
to separate from it and relentlessly
criticizeit."
Much more happened at the VCC
Vancouver Assembly, of course. But
the open letter of the evangelicals is
probably the most significant and relevant in its implications.
Leslie R. Keylock
V ancur er, Briti sh C-nlumb
ia
(Editor's Note: See the March and
April 1983 issues of the Fundamen,
talist Journal with the articles on
"The Two-Headed Council" for a
report on the WCC's funding of Third
Vorld terrorism.)
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FwrdarnenalivnTday
antinrcd frornpoge 11
discover his wife actually watching the
"PTL Club"t
Concluelon
Admittedly, the e<amplesreferenced
in this article are somewhat simplisticif not ridiculous. But that is the point.
Carried to extremes, secondary separation can be ridiculous. Unfortunately,
these situations are more often fact
than fiction. \7e all draw lines-we just
do not draw them at the same places.
Vhether we admit it or not, some circumstances require decisions based on
personal preferences, which vary
among genuine Christians, and no one
is entirely consistent in his decision
making. These preferencesare not to be
confused with valid issues, such as
associating or cooperating with
apostatesin religious efforts.
But beyond the matter of personal
preference is the problem of assumption. Becausemany people assumethe

worst when they seeor hear about certain associations of other Christians,
we tend to be very careful-if not
paranoid-about our associations.
Christians should assumethe best and
give one another the beneftt of the
doubt. Instead, we are in a cycle of
action-reaction-action, where we
assume that others will assume the
worst, and we act accordingly. lsnt this
an indication of our spiritual immaturity?
An oft-quoted verse is 2 Corinthians 3:17, "Where the Spirit of the
Lord is, there is [berty." \ilhat does
this versemean?We surely do not allow
fellow Fundamentalists much liberty,
and therefore impose bondage on
ourselvesas well as others. Maybe that
meanswe do not have a genuinespirit.
If de do not allow liberty in our life in
Christ, we surely are not going to allow
others to exercisetheir liberty in areas
of preference.
Are we caught in the unhealthy
position of judging others by our stan.
dards?We must be sure our actions and

attitudes are basedon biblical teachings
and proper interpretations of those
teachings. If we cannot, in all honesty,
back our judgmental mind-set with
Scripture, we had best default to Scripture.
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A Heport
Church
andnehbd Ministries
0ntheThlmasBoadBaptist

Church
Planting
Vll Addresses
Super
Conference
Theseventh
annualSuperCon- patrick,
DanielE. Celatt,Robert
C. Monroe, John Rawlings,Bobby
EarlSmith,andVendell
ference,
to beheldOctober
16"20
at Gray, Harold Henniger, Cecil Roberson,
Thomas
RoadBaptist
Church,will Hodges, Beverly LaHaye, Tim Zimmerman.
to top
Attendanceis expected
focuson localchurchplantingand LaHaye,B.R. l"akin, Villiam T,
hasprograms
to helpenrichandexpandlocalchurchministries.
TheSuperConference
combines
for Pastors,
sixseparate
cr:nferences
Family Life, Music, Children's
Ministry, Deaf, and Senior
Citizens,
speakers
include
Guest
Raymond
V. Barber,
DavidA, Cavin,John
HerbFitzClark,Gary Coleman,

two thousand.For moreinformation write Dennis Fields, Box
20000,
Lynchburg,
Virginia24506,
or catl804-237-5961.

Calendar
Update
October

7-e
Foundar'
s Convocatton
Weekend

16-20
Super
Conlerence

27.30
College
lor Weekend
28
MusLiherryPageant

LBCDeanandCo-founder
Receives
Honor

LibertyBell
Shrine
Nears
pletion
Com

aroundthe world,
Dr. ElmerL, Towns,deanof dayschools
The Savannah
Hall of Fame,
the Schoolof Religionand coTheLibertyBellShrineof LiberCollege, begunover30 yearsago,honors
founderof LibertyBaptist
29")0
nearscompletion
who ty Baptist
College
of Savannah,
Georgia,
was inductedinto the Savannah natives
LBC HomecomingiP
arent
s' \Veekend Hall of Fameon August13 in havemadeoutstanding
contribu- this fall. Housedin a permanent
20-Nov.
1
rn- gazebo
Otherhonorees
in a gardenareabeside
the
to Sun- tionsto society.
honorof his contribution
Scare
Mare
of B.R.LakinSchool
of Religion,
the
cludeJohnnyMercer,composer
of
an exactreplica
"Moon River,"andJulietteGor- Shrinecontains
of theLibertyBellin Philadelphia.
donLow,founder
of Girl Scouts
November
America.
The Shrine honors those
16-19
Dr. Townswasgiventhe"Key members
of Liberty
of the Friends
VollqballMararhon
lor Muscular
for the
10yearsago.He is Clubwho madeit possible
to Savannah"
Dvrophy
on college
one of the leadingauthorities
to buildon LibertyMoun19
Sundayschool,the authorof 33 tain.
Game
Luy llomeFoorhall
lecof
The namesof theseFriends
books,and an international
Collegc
LBC us.WestGeorgia
in the
2/-34
turer. He holds three master's Libertywill be displayed
and Shrincin recognirion
a doctorof philosophy
of theirsupdegrees,
Thanksgiuing
Vacation
p0fi,
a doctorof ministrydegree.
OCIOBER1983
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fora Weekend
andCollege
DuringHomecoming
Abounds
Entertainment
Homecoming
alumniwill be on gameand a footballgameagainst
High school seniors confollowedby a
College,
participate
in Homecom- Presbyterian
campus
to
invited
college
are
to attemplating
A brunchis
on Saturday.
in- reception
Weekend.
Activities
{or a Weekend ing/Parents'
tendLBC'sCollege
for Sunday.
basketball scheduled
clude a facultyialumni
October27-30.
One of the highlightsof the
weekend
will be the Fridaynight
whereone
MissLibertyPageant,

Home0pens
Save-A-Baby

forResidents

younglady nominated
by fellow
studentswill be crownedMiss
Liberty.Contestants
arejudgedon
personality,
collegeinvolvemenr,
academic
achievement,
appearance,
and Christiantestimony
and service.

Baby
to theUnborn
Memorial
at LBC
Unveiled

In additionto the Save-A-Baby
Home, a
The Save-A-Baby
to
ar home,theministywillcontinue
ministryof FamilyLife Services
Church,has use and establishshepherding
ThomasRoadBaptist
itsdoorsto provide homes,a conceptthat allowsa
officiallyopened
ln honorof the13millionbabies
partof a abortedin AmericasinceJanuary
youngwomenwith an alternative youngwomanto become
solutionto problempregnancies.localChristianfamilyduringthe ZZ,1973,
theMemorial
to theUnby the timeof herpregnancy.
The homeis fully licensed
in Memorial
bornhasbeenerected
CardenParkon LibertyMountain.
Between
the LBC chapel,and
Center,stepsenthe Counseling
fountainprocirclinga three-tiered
to the 60-by 2O-foot
videentrance
sunkengarden.A black slate
through
thegranitewalkway
leads

to the memorial.
walledgarden
of
The memorial,
constructed
from
purewhitemarbleimported
isinscribed
witha dedication
Brazil,
18:6to thcunbornandManhew
"But whososhalloffendone of
in
theselitrleoneswhichbelieve
me, it werebetterfor him that a
millstonewerehangedabouthis
in
neck,andthathe wetedrowned
thedepthof the sea."

260Students
NewDormHouses
Completedjust in time for and-for the first time-telephone
dor- hookup.
schoolto start,a three-story
between
The buildingis located
mitorywasbuilt with giftsto the
complex
and
the majorclassroom
the
Honor
Roll
and
Chancellor's
DirectorJim Savley
Executive
residenStateof Virginiato provide
o t h e r d o r m i t o r i e sa n d a d miracle,
million
$10
for furtherinfortial carefor womenage 13 and maybecontacted
A uniquefirstoffices.
The dorm will house 160 ministrative
Home
mationon the Save-A-Baby
older,
passageway
allows
easyaccess
The
floor
in
room,
students-four each
Begunin January1982,the by callingthe toll-freenumber
to dormsandclasses.
rooms
include
bunk
functional
In Virginiacallcolministryhasbeenin- 800-168-3136.
Save-A-Baby
beds, dressers,desks, closets,
strumentalin helping other lectat 804-847-6828.
setup similarprograms.
churches

Uses
YouthDepartment
Halloween
ScareMare
$ouls
to Harvest
Over 10,000peopleof all ages tion decisions.
3,000
laborTheproject
requires
Mare
areexpected
to visittheScare
andproduce,
all
haunted house sponsoredby hoursto consnuct
by
voluntarily
Thomas
RoadYouth.Theseasonalof whichis provided
contealtors,
of students,
fromOctober20 hundreds
thrilleris opened
and
throughNovember1. Last year structionworkers,teachers,
peoplecamefrom nine different otherlaymen.
feehelps
The minimalentrance
death
to witness
thegruesome
states
After offsetthe costof the buildingand
andeeriesoundeffects.
scenes
going
with anyproceeds
the tour of the house,the gospel materials
presentation
in 617salva- to the youthministry.
resulted
60
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FalwellChallenges
Kennedy:
to the
victor,onevote
by t.W. Piper
(Editort Note: RecendySenator Presidential
To repofters'
election.
Ted Kennedyand Jerry Falwell he simplysaid "the Democratic
To the congregarion,
were in Alaska on separate candidate."
Timesran he saidhe wouldvotefor Valter
missions,
The Anclwrage
that
to
Mondale,implying,perhaps,
the followingarticlein reference
to
hc hassomeinsideinformation
theirvisits.)
mostmonalsThe forces
of goodandevilare whichDemocrats-or
for the arenot privy.
now in Alaska,competing
he said
In bothcases,
however,
samesouls.
"and ask
On the left, sort of, is he will voteDemocratic
in so doing,"
Massachusetts
Senator Edward Ood's forgiveness
from
laughter
This
brought
much
Kennedy,one of the few Old
Democrats
leftin theSenate;
on the thefaithful.
loses?
And if Kennedy
right, quite definitely,is the
Vhy, he wouldhaveto promise
preacher
Fundamentalix
Rev.Jerry
in 1984.
Reagan
to votefor Ronald
Falwell.
presumably,
wouldaskthe
Vho represents
the goodguys (Falwell,
for thebaddepends Lord to forgiveKennedyfor his
andwhospeaks
^.
^.ot"
nptcnprtirrp
contractualobligation.)This, of
wouldbringmuchlaughter Jerry Falwell and his son Jerry, Jr,, with a catch from their rccent trip.
They both, however,
seekthe course,
souls*or, more specifically,
the from Kennedy,who would probbut someof hisclosesi
of winningmaybe to fish a carpenter,
Vallace chance
flesh-of whateversalmonsink ablyrathervotefor George
fishermen.
associates
were
get
a
grayling
off
on
and
to
for
try
least,
is
a
than
Reagan.
Vallace,
at
their lips into the end of hooks
by permis'
After all, consideringEdited
andreprinted
technicality.
disguised
as fish food. Political Democrat.
fish" partof Falwell's
this contest sionof the AnchorageTines,
Giventhe "largest
connections,
season
lastsforeverlsalmonseason
Alaska.
mayhavebeen Anchorage,
the challenge,Kennedy'sonly maybefixed:Jesus
doesnot.
Kennedy
arrivedat the endof
lastweek,anddid hispartyproud.
His primaryreasonfor comingto
thisstatewasa fishingtrip withhis
son,buthetooktimeoutto appear
at a fund-raiser
on Fridayand a
speaking
engagement
on Saturday.
FalwellarrivedSunday
evening,
Vhile in Anchorage,
Alaska,for salmon
theirdays " D e c i s i o n M a k i n g". T h e
season,
spending
and did the Lord proud. His
waspackedwith over
at Anchorage
Bap- fishing.In addidontheyweregiven auditorium
primaryreason
for coming
herewas revivalmeetings
people
plusmedia.
Pipeline. 1,500
to go fishingwith his son,but he tist Temple,JerryFalwelland his a tourof theTrans-Alaska
Arrangements
for the revival
scnior
at
of the
hassetup a wearying
schedule. sonJerry,Jr.,tookadvantage
Jr.,a 21-year-old
Jerry,
weremadeovera yearin
LibertyBaptist
College,
is planning meeting
Falwell,however,could not
pastor,
Thechurch's
aftergraduation. advance,
roenterlawschool
Jerry
resist a modifiedpoliticalbanle.
notedthat"the meeting
was
This past summerhe attended Prevo,
Beforethe congregation
and the
a greatsuccess.
Numerous
decisions
at Yale.
in politicalscience
classes
pressSundaynight,he challenged
weremadefor Christanddozens
of
This semi-retreat
was one of
Kennedyto a fishingcontest.
many oppottunitiesthe Falwells new familiesjoinedour church.
The rulesare simplelWhoever
take to spendtime with their The altarwasfilledeachnight."
catchesrhe largestfish wins.
He added, "Ve had great
children.
However,
the victorwill claimno
and revivalin the eveDuring the four-nightrevival, preaching
spoils.
Falwellsaidif he loses,he will Jary Pravo, postor of Ancharaga Falwellspokeon suchtopicsas nings and wonderfulfishingand
duringthe day."
vote Democraticin the 1984 Baptist Templa.
"Americaon the Rebound"and fellowship

Falwells
in Alaska
for Crusade
andFishing
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Youth Group Celebrcrtes
Yeqr of the Bible
REIDSVILLE, N.C.-ln response
to
the "1983 Year of the Bible"^proclamation, 19 young people of the Community Baptist Church in Reidsville,
North
Carolina, were motivated to read completelythrough the
Bible last spring.
An interviewwith AssistantPastor
Frank \7. Verdi explains the story
behind this remarkable accomplishment, PastorVerdi had originallysuggested this as a class project for his
youth group. The group, inspired by
'Word,
willingly
their love for God's
sacrificedover 77 hours of their Easter
vacation to attain their goal of completelyreadingthrough the Bible.Each
studentread60 chaptersofthe Bible.A
guide with extensivestudy questions
was provided to help the students
understandwhat they read.
The final chapterwas read during a
specialSunday serviceat the church,
and PastorJim Dotson spoke on the
significance
of the Bible in history. An
autographed copy of the Bible was
presented to Reidsville's Mayor Pat
Grogan, who in turn honored the
youth group with the key to the city.
Another autographedBible and a tape
of the servicesent to PresidentReagan
receivedthis response:
"ln this Year of the Bible, we can
take every opportunity to rededicate
ourselvesto accomplishingthe will of
God in our lives and to see that
messageburn more brightly in the
heartsof others.. . Vith His hope and
consolation, our nation and liberty
shall surely be preserved and
protected."

Congrressionql Report
Studies Trends in Fcmily
panel called
WASHINGTON-A
the House Select Committee on
62

Children. Youth. and Families has
been formed this year to study the effects on children of divorce, unwed
mothers,singleor absentparents,and
poverty, reports the V(/ashington
Post,
The
panel
also
11.
will
examine
June
familieson child
the effectsof successful
development. According to a survey
conductedat the committee'srequest,
79 percent of divorced parents fail to
pay child support and 25 percent of
America's children live with one
parent. The committee is considering
the need for federal enforcement of
child support and requiring school
classeson parenting, marriage, and
responsibilities.

Tcx-Exempt StcrtusEnjoyed
by Nude Church qnd
Witches'School
According to Religious News Service a Rhode Island judge has ruled
that a church which catersto nudistsis
eligiblefor the sametax exemptiongiven
to other housesof worship, Superior
Court JudgeAntonio S, Almeida said
that the Church of Pan may not be a
full-fledged church, but it is an
organization that is "operated exclusively for religious purposes." The
judge'sfinding will be referredback to
the Rhode Island Superior Court for a
finai judgment and review. The state
supremecourt said earlierthat the case
had raised substantial questions
relatingto the U.S. Constitution'sFirst
and Fourteenth Amendments. The
church began 12 yearsago in a Rhode
Island nudist camp when a couple was
looking for a minister who would
marry them in the nude.
The School and Church of Wicca,
or witchcraft, in New Bern, North
Carolina, also enjoystax-exemptstatus
reports the Entreprenear,
March 1983.
Wicca classes conducted primarily
through the mail will cost $120and in-

clude courses on psychic powers, "noguilt hedonism," and spell-casting.
About 100 people complete the course
each year, reports the article, some
traveling to the church to attend coven
rites.

Administrcrtion Oflers
Alternate Viewpoint
to NEA'sAtomic Wqr Guide
WASHINGTON-The
National
Education Association, in collaboration with the Union of Concerned
Scientists,has produced a curriculum
guidecalled"Choices:A Unit on Conflict and Nuclear War" which focuses
on the issuesof nuclearwar. According
to the tVashingtonPost,June 9, the
NEA guide was purchasedby 2,500
public school teachersand has been
taught in 35 statesalready.
Criticizing the NEA's emphasison
the terrors of nuclear war, the
American Federationof Teacherscalled
it "lopsided propaganda," and the
Human Eventsmagazinecharacterizedit
as "extremely misleading," says the
article.
The administration has also
prepared a curriculum guide called
"EmergencyManagement Instruction"
to provide a peace through strength
emphasis.
According to the \X/ashingtonPost,
Deputy Undersecretary of Education
Gary L. Bauer objects to "Choices"
becauseit unduly increasesthe fear of
nucleardisastersfelt by schoolchildren.

New Museum
to Support Crecrtion Theory
GLEN ROSE, Texas-A Creation
EvidencesMuseum is now under way
outside Glen Rose,Texas, which will
include archaeological proof of the
creation theory.
FUNDAMEMAIISTJOURNAL
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The museum will be on the site of
an archaeologicalexcavation that has
discovered over 98 tyrannosaurus
tracks, 31 human footprints, and one
human handprint in the same geological strata.This indicatesthat humans
and dinosaurs existed simultaneously
about 5,000 years ago, according to
verified paleontology reports,
The museumand the excavationare
sponsoredby the International Baptist
Collegeof Crystal City, Missouri.President of IBC Dr. Carl E. Baugh, a noted
fundamental theologian and atchaeologist,has led work at the dig for
severalyears.He has reported that the
footprints measuring 16 inches long
were made by peoplewho wereperhaps
sevenor eight feet tall.
Other archaeologicalfinds at the
site to be displayedat the museum include a metal hammer found near
wagon wheel tracks, both dated prior
to the time of the Flood.
Evolutionary scientists believe
dinosaurs preceded humans by 135
million years or more, but Baugh
believes the Creation Evidences
Museum will provide proof that scientific creation credibility in the Bible is
viable and provable.

Virginia, has approved a 24-hour dormitory visitation policy, one of the last
state-supportedschools in Virginia to
do so, reportsthe SrarExponent,July
73,
President\7.M. Anderson, Jr., says
the decision shows confidence in the
students'integrity and honor.
Rev. Paige Young and Edward

Freiling,who led opposition againstthe
new policy, believethat allowing two of
the dorms to have visitors of the opposite sex from Thursday morning till
Sunday night encourages immoral
behavior in a tax-supportedschool.
A final decision is expected in
December.
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Prayer Is Constitutional
for State Legislatures
\YASHINGTON (RNS)-The Su.
preme Court decided on july 5 that
state legislatures and Congress may
open their sessionswith prayersled by
paid chaplains.
"To invoke Divine guidance on a
public body entrusted with making the
laws is not, in these circumstances,an
'establishment'
of religion or a step
toward establishment; it is simply a
,tolerable acknowledgment of beliefs
widely held among the people of this
country," wrote ChiefJusticeWarrenE.
Burger after the 6-3 vote.
Even though all the prayers"are in
the Judeo-Christiantradition," Burger
saysthey are still constitutional.
Dissenters on the court included
Justices Brennan, Marshall, and
Stevens.

School Board. The board will hire
teacherswho are certifiedin elementary
educationby the state,without making
inquiries into their religious beliefsor
the lack thereof. The school board
must prescribe the curriculum and
selectall coursematerials,including the
Bible translation used.The board must
provide reasonable alternatives to
studentswho choosenot to attend the
classes.
Fundsto supportthe clapsmay
be solicitedfrom private individuals by
the board.
The classmust be taught objectively,
with no attempt to indoctrinate the
student to rhe truth or falsity of the
conrentsof the Bible.
Both sidesgreetedthe decisionas a
victorv.

SBC President Endorses
ReaganPrayer Amendment

\YASHINGTON-The presidentof
the Southern Baptist Convention says
Bristol to Keep Bible Classes;
he is personally satisfied with and
Eight Changes Recommended
suports President Reagan's revised
amendmentproviding for prayer in the
BRISTOL, Va.-A
final decision
nation's public schools. Rev. Jimmy
has been reached in a suit filed bv
Draper, pastor of the First Baptist
Councilman and Mrs. Sam Crockett
Church of Euless,Texas,said,"l don't
contending that voluntary Bible classes know if it answersall the questionsor
in Bristol, Virginia, were unconstitunot, but for me it is fine and I support
I.
tionally indoctrinating children with
it." Th. new praver amendm"ni i.,conservative,Fundamentalisttheology.
cludes a sentence
U.S. District Court Judge Jackson
that the United
Kiser ruled in July that the Bristol
States or any state is
School Board can continue voluntary
not permitted
to
Bible classes if certain changes are
"compose the words
made.
of any prayer to be
According to the Clerk of Courr's
said
in
public
office the following changeswould inschools,"
sure constitutionality: Control of the
It is one of two prayer amendments
classes will be removed from Bible
the SenateJudiciary Committee voted
Teachers in Public Schools, a privare
to send before the Senate floor. One
group which has sponsoredthe classes amendment, proposed by Presidenr
for 47 years,and be placed under the
Reagan,permitsoral prayerwhile it forexclusive supervision of the Bristol
bids state-written prayers. Senator
&

Orrin Hatch's proposed amendment
allows for a moment of silent Draver.
Prayerand any form of religiousactivity were forbidden in public schools
by 1962and 1963SupremeCourt Decislons.
Draper emphasizedthe importance
of acknowledging
America as a theistic
nation. "\(/e're not an atheistic country. The school prayer acknowledges
that basic belief we have in God. We
must not depriveour schoolchildrenof
the very privilege that we cherish for
ourselvesin the Congress and other
aspectsof public life. It seemsinconsistent for the Supreme Court to open
with prayer and not allow it in the
schoo1s."
Draper reportedthat the Southern
Baptists "adopted a religious liberty
resolution that concluded by saying
that we reaffirm our belief in the adequacy of the First Amendment ro insure such rights. Some have said that
meanswe rejectedsupportofthe prayer
amendmentby that statement,but it
didn't say the Firsr Amendmenr was
adequately interpreted. We don't
believeit is. The resolutionsaid only
we believethe First Amendment is adequate insurereligiousliberty,"
The Baptist Joinr Commirtee on
Public Affairs conrinues ro vigorously
opposethe President's
amendment,but
"they do not represent the average
SouthernBaptist,"said Draper.
Draper also noted in the Baptist
Standard that he supports Senaror
Mark Hatfield's bill to allow student
religious groups free accessto public
school facilities.
The Senate may consider proposed
prayer amendmentsas early as next fall
or delay debateunril nexr spring. Conservative and religious groups are
mounting an aggressive
campaign to
encourage people ro write their
Senators regarding the proposed
amenoment.
FUNDA\IENTAUST
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Evangelism and High Birthrates
Credited for Church Growth
NE\f YORK (RNS)-Roman
Catholics, Southern Baptists, Mormons, and several small conservative
churches showed membership gains
while mainline Protestants recorded
small lossesfor 1981.This is according
to the latest edition o( the Yearbookof
Arnericanand CanadianCharches,which
attributes the growth of the Southern
Baptists and Mormons to a vigorous
evangelismand a relatively high birthrate. As for the Catholics, the large
waves of Hispanic and Asian immigrants are probably helping their
membership, says yearbook editor
Constant H. Jacquet.Mainline Protes-

tant churches such as the former
United Presbyterian Church and
Presbyterian Church in the United
States showed a decline of less than
1 percent.The yearbook attributesthis
to a lower birthrate among membersof
these denominations.

Siberian Seven Families
Find Freedom in America
\YASHINGTON-AfIer
five years
as refugeesin the basement of the
American Embassyin Moscow, seven
members of the Vashchenko and
Chymkhalov families, known as "the
Siberian Seven," have emigrated with
their extended familiesfrom Russiato
America this summer. Both families

were membersof a PentecostalChristian enclavein Chernogorsk, Siberia.
The Vashchenko family had tried
for 23 yearsto get permissionto leave
the religious restrictions and persecutions found in Russia.
The Siberian Seven were released
becauseof public and political support
from Christians, Jews,and the United
Statesgovernment,
Sixteenmembersof the Vashchenko
family reached America. Fifteen
members of the Chymkhalovs left
Russia to join other family members
alreadyin St. Louis, Missouri.
A Vashchenko daughtertold television reportersin Vashington, "!ile are
happy to be free and all together at
Iast."

Where's the Logic?
he Supreme Court, in deciding that it is OK for
state legislaturesto employ paid chaplainsto recite
prayersat the start of the day's business,has again
committed something akin to logical hari.kari.
by askingfor God's
Of course,educatorswho begin classes
blessings,even when they do without the benefit of a paid
chaplain and even when it is silent prayer or meditation are,
accordingto the Court, committing an unconstitutional act'
Writing for the six-member majority in the legislative
'Warren
Burger noted that legislaprayer case,Chief Justice
tive prayer "has become part of the fabric of our society."
That's funny. I thought prayer in the schools,at leastuntil 20
years ago, had been part of the fabric, too.
As noted in the Ricltmond Times-Dispatch, "The first
Congress, the one that sent the First Amendment to the
statesfor ratification, itself employed a chaplain." It hardly
seemslogical that the Framersmeant for the "establishment
of religion" clause to forbid what they had just declared
acceptable.
It seemsequally unlikely that they intended to wipe out a
tradition of prayer that was already firmly rooted in the
schoolsthat day.
Even the ultraliberal rX/ashingtonPost columnist Mary
McGrory stood up for school prayer as she tracedthe history
of the tradition back to the early seventeenthcentury, long
OCTOBERI9S3

before we rebelledagainstBritain.
Continues the Richmond newspaper:"A hopeful view of
those who believethe court was woefully wrong back in the
innocently invoked
sixtiesto intervenewhen school exercises
a deity is that the Nebraska decision may mark a turning'
around point; that the court may take a more benign view of
school programsthat introduce children to a religiousethic
without proselytizing.But a more realisticview may be that
allowingprayer in legislatures-andin courtrooms-while forbidding it in schoolsis just another exampleof this court's er'
ratic nature."
To this I would comment: \fhy is it that children are
thought to be under presumably negative pressureswhen
they are exposedto the possibilityof the existenceof God or
religion-basedethical systems,but that no restraints what'
soeverare to be placedon the humanisticmentality that says
there is no God, and children should be left alone with only
minimal assistancefrom the schoolsto clarifv or formulate
their own values?Why is a dose of herpes or unwanted
pregnancyconsideredlessthreatening than a dose of God?
Surely 1984,in GeorgeOrwell's characterization,arrived
severalyears early in America. Orwell said in his prophetic
novel that what was good is now bad and what was bad is
now good. Could he have prophesied about a secular
America 40 years ago?
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Three DestructiveMyths
by Erwin tV. Lutzer

Erwin'V. Lutzer is seniorfustor of
the Mcr,dy Church, Chicago, Illinois.

ifteen million unbom babieshave been arbitrarily killed
since 1973.Child abuseis epidemic.Religiousfreedom
is in jeopardy. Recentlythe SupremeCourt upheld the
IRS ruling that denied tax-exemption to Bob JonesUniversity
becausethe institution's racial stancewas "contrary to public
policy." But the racial controversy obscured the real issue,
namely, freedom of religion. Many of us disagreewith Bob
Jones University's racial views but believe it has the right to
hold such a belief on religious grounds. And what has happened to free speech?Is a schoolteacher with a doctorate in
biology allowed to presentcreationismas well as evolution as
an explanation of man's origin? The ruling of the courts is no;
freedom of speech is denied.
Our society has uncritically acceptedhidden assumptions
which have contributed to these distressingtrends. When unmasked,thesebeliefsturn out to be myths...myths that could
destroy America.
First, there is the illusion that whatever is legal is moral.
\Uhen the SupremeCourt legalizedabortion in 1973,it became
acceptable.Morality, it was thought, was basedon the courts'
decisionrather than on any transcendent,absolute,or intrinsic value of human life. Indeed, the court itself implied that it
had the power to confer worth and dignity on an individual.
The suppositionthat we are not a nation under God but a nation under the courts might seemattractive to secularistsbut
such a philosophy has no safeguards.The Founding Fathers
did not believe that the state was absolute. They believed that
"all Men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienablerights." That which is legal is
not necessarilymoral.

"Congressshall make no law respectingan establishmentof
religion, or prohibiting the free exercisethereof" was to shield
the church from government interference, not to protect the
government from religion. That's why quotations from the
Bible are engraved in almost every government building in
\ilashington. The Founding Fathers would be surprisedto find
that the separationof church and state is interpreted to mean
that the church should be silent while the state gradually encroacheson religiousfreedom.In fact, it is not possibleto support a moral systemwithout religion. Man acting on his own
cannot find a standard by which actions can be judged.
When the Supreme Court ruled that it was unconstitutional to have the Ten Commandments posted in a
schoolroomin Kentucky, it had no suggestionas to what kind
of morality to put in its place. We are reminded of the words of
JusticeHolmes, "Truth is the majority vote of that nation that
could lick all the others."
A third myth is that it is possibleto be neutral in moral
matters. The press and self-styled liberals sometimes pride
themselvesin their neutrality. But they are doing all they can
to promote their own version of morality and to imposetheir
views on society. Here's where evangelicalChristians have
been more honest than those who deceptively use the banner
of neutrality. \7e do not claim to be neutral. \ile believe in
moral absolutes.
ProfessorHarvey Cox, of the Harvard Divinity School, in
his book Tlv Seatlar City wrote: "Secular humanism is a
dangerousideological system becauseit seeksto impose its
ideology through the organs of the state. Because secular
humanism has no toleranceand is opposedto other religions,
it actively rejects, excludes, and attempts to eliminate traditional theism from meaningful participation in the American
culture."
Mcn cc.tlng on lrls own carurot llnd c
Almost every right insistedupon today by our narcissistic
stcsrdcndby whtch qc'llons ccn be
societydeniesrights to someoneelse.The right of a woman to
have an abortion deniesthe right of the child to live; the right
ludged.
of having evolution taught as the only explanation of man's
origin robs teachersof freedom of speech.Neutrality is a myth.
The secular humanist cannot hide behind such a fiction but
A second myth is that religion should have no voice in must willingly admit that he seeksto impose his morality (or
government. The Constitution, it is argued, establisheda wall lack of it) upon society.
of separation between church and state. But the phrase "wall
Unless the above assumptions are challenged, we will conof separation" doesn't occur in the Constitution but in a letter tinue to seethe value of human life degradedand our freedoms
written by Thomas Jefferson. The clear intent of the phrase taken away.
FUNDAVGNTAUSTJOURNAI
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